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ABOUT THIS BOOK
The main feature in this new volume of The

Cinema 1952 is a series of extracts from the screen-

plays of six very varied British films, introduced

by the film-makers themselves. The death last

year of Robert Flaherty, whose brilliant contri-

bution to The Cinema 1950 is still being quoted,

is followed in this issue by the exciting adventure

story which an Eskimo called Comock told Fla-

herty during his travels in the North, and which

Flaherty himself recorded for the B.B.G. Other

contributions include some pages from Eisen-

stein's Diary Notes on Potemkin ; a detailed study

by Karel Reisz of how the film-makers have

handled four important novels which were turned

into films; some observations on television by a

documentary film-maker, Michael Clarke ; and a

debate-on-paper about film criticism between

Roger Manvell, Gavin Lambert and Jack Bed-

dington. A selected list of the year's feature films

is included in this volume, together with sixty-

four pages of illustrations.

Reviewing The Cinema 1951 the Newcastle Jour-

nal said

:

All cinema-goers should read this book. ... And with

all the information in this book, from story and script-

conferences to location and studio shooting, it should

help towards a better critical and analytical approach

to picture-going.
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Introduction

Someone has got to have the initial idea, and someone has got

to work it out as a dramatic story in suitable terms for a film.

This volume of The Cinema is dedicated to these indispensable

people. Sometimes they are writers by profession who work with
the film-makers ; sometimes they are the film-makers themselves,

who regard the personal preparation of story, treatment, and
dialogue as an essential part of their job.

When this volume was being planned in the Spring of 1950 we
intended to publish the complete script of a new British film.

Unfortunately the script we had in mind was not finished in

time to meet our printing date in September, so in June we
invited a number of film-makers and their production companies
to help us choose passages from a selection of British films repre-

senting a wide range of subjects. It is interesting to note that the

initial stories of these six films originated from two professional

screenwriters, a film director, an actor, a dramatist, two novel-
ists, and the work of a nineteenth-century author, Charles
Dickens. This represents a fair cross-section of the creative

origins of our films. We have naturally represented in this

volume work which we believe to be good, but from an equally
wide range of creative sources come all kinds of stories for the

screen, good and bad alike.

How many screenplays have something to say, something
really funny, something really human, something really sig-

nificant? How many of them maintain that revelation of human
life both comic and tragic which is the root of what is best and
most successful in all dramatic art?

The future of the cinema in our belief rests on the invention
and the humanity of those people who create the stories and the
characters for films. Only quality and originality can save the
cinema from a slow form ofself-extinction, with peak attendances
in the middle years of the century gradually declining as the
decades creep by towards a.d. 2000, which, although it looks like

a fictional date suitable only for scientific romances, is in fact

only forty-eight years from now, with, no doubt, universal tele-

vision well established, and who knows what other forms of
entertainment in operation or on the way.
The cinema has done very nicely during the first half of the

century with the field of large-scale public entertainment rela-

tively clear for commercial expansion. It has devised adequate
entertainment formulae and exploited a successful star system.
But neither stars nor formulae alone will be enough in the second
half of the century

;
people have become too familiar with them.
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Only good screenplays written freely by men of talent and
imagination will keep the cinema in the forefront of the enter-

tainment world. Showmanship now means quality. The popular
success of films like The Third Man shows that this is so.

Showmanship now means quality. Quality can bring new and
valuable audiences into the cinema. Of course mediocre and bad
films will go on being made and will remain marketable to cer-

tain classes of audience. But they will cease to be the main
selling-points for the industry. The formulae pictures will become
the background pictures, the weekly programme ' fill-ups ' about
which little can be said. The cinema will draw its lifeblood and
in the end its biggest market from films which have something
outstanding to give in the way of real dramatic entertainment.

R. M.

We wish to correct a misunderstanding which has arisen out
of the wording of a sentence included in the Introductory article

to The Cinema 1951. The sentence is

:

' Already the film has been used as a bargaining weapon in the
negotiation of trade agreements with the United States and the
application of Marshall Aid, to the extent that, for instance,

the French industry is hamstrung. Swedish production is on
the point of ceasing, and British producers are facing an acute
financial crisis.'

It has been said that this statement (which should, of course,

be read in its context) is derogatory to both the American
government and the American film industry. We wish to correct
this impression. There is no criticism, either direct or indirect,

of the American government or the American film industry as

such. The statement is that the film has been made an important
factor in the negotiation of general trade agreements between
America and other countries. Our criticism was a general one.

The article urged that the film, which is so highly specialized an
industry vitally affecting national and international opinion,
should be kept as free as possible from the bargaining involved
in general trade negotiations between governments.
We do not, as Editors, want the statement in The Cinema ig^i

to imply, either directly or indirectly, more than just this, and
we regret any other implications which may have been found
in it.

R. M.

R.K.N. B.



British Screen-writing

We have invited a number of British film-makers, pro-

minent in one or more of the branches of writing, direction,

or acting, to introduce extracts from films on which they

have worked. These extracts have been chosen to represent

some of the chief qualities of the film, and to bring up

talking-points for each film-maker, so that he can com-

ment either directly or by means of an interview on the

things in his film which most interested him. We are very

grateful to the production companies concerned for their

permission to quotefrom these scripts.





Chance of a Lifetime

INTRODUCED BY BERNARD MILES

I don't think this scene is a particularly good example of

cinema, judged from a purist angle. It is obviously far too talkie

and not sufficiently visual. But it seems to me to possess one qual-

ity which many better films lack - it rings true. It gives a very

authentic picture of the average British workman with all his

wit, v/armth, stubbornness, irritability.

We had the greatest difficulty in thinking what could possibly

be the solution to this little unofficial strike. The scene went well

in writing and we were quite excited about it, until the moment
when Baxter's opponents start throwing the pennies, but then we
suddenly realized that this would only make Baxter madder than

he was before, and would therefore increase the tension rather

than slacken it ! If I remember, it was Walter Greenwood who
thought up the idea of having a fat girl in the canteen, on to

whose ample bosom the last penny should fall. It was then easy

to think of a fellow-workman urging her to dance, in order to

shake the coin down to the ground inside her clothes, and thus

break up the whole tension with laughter as so often happens in

real life. The scene was shot in the canteen of Stanley Mills,

Stonehouse, Gloucestershire, which was the parent factory of the

ruined mill we took over and used as studio and location.

Apart from the few chief parts, Baxter, Kettle and the Union
Officials, most of the actors in the scene were working people

either from the mill or from nearby factories or the local labour

exchange, all of whom were happy to spend their week-ends so

congenially ! The scene in the Fitting Shop was shot in the actual

Fitting Shop of Daniels Brothers, a light engineering works about

a mile away from our mill, and once again people who were

working in the Shop for five days a week came and spent their

week-ends there as well.

The background noise was all authentic live sound, including

that of a man beating a piece of iron with a club hammer, which

occasionally broke through the dialogue and made the speakers
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wince and start again. We did think that Willis
5

ironical remark
' Oh, we know what they'll say !

' at the end of scene three, fol-

lowed immediately by the Branch Secretary's ' Get back to work,

boys ... That's the first thing' would get a good laugh. But it

never did, as far as I am aware.

The success of the sequence depended largely upon casting.

Niall McGinnis as Baxter, Patrick Troughton as Kettle, Kenneth
More as Adam, Charley Wood as Willis, Jim Watts as Owen,
Julian Mitchell as Morris, Geoffrey Kean as Bolger, and dear

Hattie Jaques as the broad target for the penny - none of these

could have been bettered.

Extractfrom the Post-Production Script

CHANCE OF A LIFETIME*

THE NEW MANAGEMENT HAS DIFFICULTIES

I Interior Fitting Shop. Day. Long Shot. Adam and the Shop

Steward are talking with Baxter in one of the Oxy-welding

cubicles. Riley, Sturt and one or two others are working in other

cubicles. Baxter has his goggles up on his forehead. During tlie

scene lightning-like flashes from the welding can be seen in the

various cubicles.

Baxter: Twelve bob short. Worked nearly twice as

hard as before ! Tearing our guts out

!

adam : Well everybody's in the same boat till they get

into the run of it ...

* Producer: Bernard Miles for Pilgrim Pictures. Director: Bernard

Miles. Associate Director: Alan Osbiston. Script: Walter Greenwood
and Bernard Miles. Director of Photography: Eric Cross. Art Di-

rectors: Donald Russell, Joseph Hurley and Michael Stringer.

Editor: Peter Price. Music: Noel Mewton-Wood. Leading Players:

Basil Radford, Bernard Miles, Niall McGinnis, Julien Mitchell.
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Banging noise

I guarantee by next Wednesday you'll be turning

out twice as many.

shop steward : You've got to give it a trial Frank.

Baxter: We've given it a trial already.

adam : Well, that's the rate ... take it or leave it.

2 Cut to Medium Close Shot.

Baxter: I'll leave it.

owen: Me too.

voice {off) : And me.

kettle: What do you want to start messing about

for? Why couldn't we leave things as they were?

Cut.

3 Medium Close Shot. Adam and Fred are in foreground.

adam: Because the whole place would shut down in

about six weeks. That's why. It's not cost plus now,

you know. It's cut-throat competition.

Baxter: Well you're not going to cut our throats.

adam: Wr

e've worked it all out. If we pay any more

the firm will be losing money on them. You've seen

the figures. Remember we've got the overall picture.

Baxter: Go and frame your overall picture.

adam: Well, that's the rate, Frank, and it's no use,

arguing about it.

Baxter: Ah, there's nothing to argue about. We
won't do it.

adam: Well, Fred. You're shop steward. It's up to

you.

shop steward: Well, what can I do if they won't

work.

adam: All right. Let's get the Union over and get

them to sort it out.

willis: Oh, oh, we know what they'll say.
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(Shots 4~J cover closer shots of individual speakers.) Cut.

8 Exterior Factory Yard. Medium Long Shot. The Branch Sec-

retary, with a colleague, standing beside a small car. Adam and

the group of rebels stand round him in foreground.

branch sec: Get back to work, boys ... That's the

first thing. These unofficial strikes undermine our

whole authority. We'll thrash the whole thing out

and if you've got a legitimate complaint we'll see

it's put right.

Baxter: Ah, fiddle. Let's go and get some tea.

branch sec: We'll sort it out Fred, don't worry.

second union man : You get back on thejob, see you

later.

Adam and the two officials move towards Dickinson's office.

Dissolve.

9 Interior Dickinson's office. Day. Medium Long Shot. The two

Union Officials, Stevens and Adam are going through a pile of

documents.

stevens : Well, those are the figures, gentlemen. You
can sort them out for yourselves. If you can see how
we can pay them any more and make a profit we're

quite willing to pay it.

branch sec: The figures are all right, George, but

these boys are twelve bob light in their wages.

That's what's worrying us.

second union man: Is everybody on the new rate?

adam: Everybody.

branch sec: You've had no other complaints?

stevens: No, only these four.

second union man : What sort of fellow is this Bax-

ter?

stevens: Oh, he's all right. Jolly good worker.

adam: One of the best. Anyway he'll be making a
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quid or two over his wage when he gets into the

swing of it.

branch sec : Well, I don't know what to say. We're

used to fighting the bosses. If this sort of experiment

spreads, we shall be out of a job. Can't very well

fight our own members, can we?

second union man: The fact is, we're not ready

for this sort of thing yet.

branch sec: Well, let's get down and have a word

with them. Maybe they've cooled down a bit.

[Shots 10-16 cover closer shots of individual speakers.) Cut.

17 Interior. The Canteen. Medium Long Shot. The camera is

shooting across a table on to the counter. Baxter is sitting at the

table facing camera, foreground right. Bolger is at the counter

getting his tea. He stands centre screen. Behind him is another

worker, behind whom is Morris, standing to the left. They are

waitingfor tea.

bolger : It's the old, old story! It's always your own
mates that let you down.

He now has his tea and as Baxter looks round at him the

camera pans left with him to the next table where he sits, thus

losing Baxter and Morris.

mac klin : Quite right, Harry.

bolger : We tear ourselves in half to get on with the

job, and people like you stab us in the back.

Baxter : Oh shut your gob !

bolger: I remember when the Dockers were

out he was bawling his head off because there were

no rations in the shops. ' Blackmailing their fellow

workers' and 'Holding the country up to ransom.'

I haven't forgotten!

Baxter: Well, what about you walking out of the

office?

voices: Yes, what about that?
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morris : And where did I walk to? Back into the shop

and rolled me sleeves up ... I had a disagreement up
there and I agreed to differ, but I didn't down tools.

Baxter: Oh, you make me tired.

morris : Yes, and you make me tired

!

owen : Ah, turn it up. Cut.

1 8 Medium Long Shot to Medium Shot, panning. The camera is

shooting on to the door of the canteen. Stevens, Adams and the

two Union Officials enter. Camera pans with them past Morris

and Bolger to Baxter's table.

voice : Here are the Union boys. They'll sort it out.

voice : Ar, come on, let the narks do it.

branch sec: Now look here, Baxter, we've thrashed

it all out. We've seen all the figures and we advise

you to give these new rates a trial till the week-end.

Baxter: I've told you I've tried them already.

second union man: Well, in our opinion you

haven't got a leg to stand on.

Baxter : Oh, haven't we ... we'll see about that.

From the moment the officials enter, there has been a general

movement towards this end of the canteen, which is now solid

with attentive listeners.

branch sec: Who are you supposed to be working

for?

Baxter: What do yer mean?
branch sec: We thought you'd taken the place over.

second union man : We thought you were working

for yourselves.

willis : What ifwe are?

kettle: We're still paying our dues, aren't we?

second union man: That's not the point.

Baxter: Why isn't it the point?

branch sec: You know who you're striking against,

don't you? You're striking against yourself.
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second union man i You threw the boss out and

put two of your own fellows up there in his place.

branch sec: What you don't seem to realize is that

when you did that, you all went up there. You took

the old man's place and now you're moaning be-

cause you've got nobody to kick.

alice: Ah, he ought to take a running kick at his-

self!

kettle: You keep out of it.

branch sec: We've already advised you, Baxter.

You've got no case. What 's the good of getting us

over here to negotiate ...

Baxter : Negotiate. Ha, ha, listen to that! You come
along on Friday evening and negotiate with my old

woman when she finds she's twelve bob short! Or
come along on Monday and negotiate the rent man

!

adam: The trouble with you, Frank, you want the

cake and the halfpenny.

Baxter: I don't want any halfpenny. I want me
twelve bob

!

(Shots 19-27 cover closer shots of individual speakers.) Cut.

28 Close Shot. Morris. Camera is shooting across the table on

which an empty sugar tin stands in foreground. Morris quietly

takes sixpence out of his waistcoat pocket and throws it into the

tin.

morris: Well, there 's a tanner of it!

29-59 Close Shots Baxter'sface and then Bolger's. Bolger throws

a coin towards the bowl.

bolger: Come on ... Baxter's Benefit!

Close Shot. Another worker throws a coin into the bowl.

Close Shot. Baxter. The bowl is inforeground. With a roar of

disgust Baxter risesfrom the table and moves off.

mac klin : Lend us a tanner, somebody!
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Close Shots of the Bowl, of various members of the group col-

lected round the table and of Baxter. Several coins are now

thrown in. Baxter pushes his way through the crowd.

voices: Keep going, Baxter.

rogers : That 's right, Baxter, keep going back where

you came from.

Medium Close Shot. Baxter enters picture and pushes his way

through the crowd away from camera. A few coins are still

being thrown towards him. As he approaches Alice, who is

standing in his path facing camera, a coin meant for him

hits her ample bosom and slips down inside her overall.

Close Shot Alice. She reacts to this unexpected visitor.

alice : Right down me pinny

!

Close and Medium Shots of Baxter, Alice's group and Bolger.

bolger : Well, you know what to do about it

!

He waggles his hips in a mock rhumba.

Close Shot Alice. She takes up the idea and immediately starts

a wild snake dance amid yells of laughter. Alternate shots of

groups round Baxter and Alice. Baxter has stopped and watches

Alice doing her jig. She is dancing seductively in front of him,

shaking the penny down inside her clothes. He tries hard not to

laugh.

Suddenly there is a clink as the pennyfalls out of Alice's skirt

and drops on to the concrete floor at herfeet. She picks it up and

tosses it to Baxter.

Baxter's fury is now quite dissipated and he can hold out no

longer. So there is nothing left for him to do but break into

laughter himself He spits on the penny and puts it in his

pocket.

Long Shot. There is general laughter and cheers. The atmo-

sphere is clear once again. Fade out.



Great Expectations

DAVID LEAN TALKS TO ROGER MANVELL

What we were trying to do in Great Expectations was to create in

the film that larger-than-life picture which is really most char-

acteristic of Dickens' kind of writing. The scenes of the boy Pip

lying terrified in his bedroom after a night of fear, creeping

downstairs at dawn and then stealing the food for the convicts

out on the moors was something Dickens wrote as if he were

right inside the boy himself. We tried in the film to make the

audience share Pip's fear. If we hadn't done this, we should

have been faced with quite a different problem — making the

audience accept what is really a pretty exaggerated piece of

melodrama. They might easily have found the convicts and their

fustian dialogue just funny instead of terrifying, if we had not

built up the fear in the audience at the same time as we did in the

boy — first of all, of course, with the sheer physical shock when
Pip suddenly collides with the convict in the churchyard at the

beginning of the film and hears the horrifying threats in his

throaty voice.

From then on we made everything larger than life, as it is

in a boy's imagination. We made the audience share Pip's own
exaggerated experiences. Dickens describes the voices which

Pip imagines accusing him of horrible crimes ; they seem to come
from the hare hung head downwards in the back of the larder

cupboard and even from the munching cows in the misty fields.

They are not, of course, meant to come from them really ; they

are in Pip's imagination. Some people got this wrong when they

saw the film : the cows stare and chew, but they do not actually

speak

!

Then later, when Pip meets the convicts and gives them the

food, we share his fear of these fearful creatures. They are not

like real men, they are figures of terror out of some childish

nightmare.

In the later scene in the kitchen when Pip is back home sur-

rounded by the grown-ups, we tried to dwarf him as much as
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possible once more in order to make the audience share Pip's

own view of the scene. The adults were all on high seats ; Pip

we kept low down. The whole thing seems oppressive, because of

Pip's anxiety about being discovered. Even John Bryan's sets

for the film — and later on for Oliver Twist, too — used artificial

perspectives in order to bring up the atmosphere, and create

closed-in or deep or lofty impressions to suit the particular

dramatic needs of the scene. As far as the scenes with Pip are

concerned we were not aiming at realism. What we wanted to

create all the time was the world as it seemed to Pip when his

imagination was distorted with fear. That, after all, was what
Dickens himself did.

Extractfrom the Post-Production Script oj

GREAT EXPECTATIONS*

PIP STEALS THE FOOD

Fade in

:

i Interior Pip's Bedroom - Dawn. Medium Close Shot Pip lying

in bed awake - Music starts. He pushes the clothes off and

sits up in bed -he is fully clothed in his outdoor clothes -he

crawls down the bed and looks out of the window.

2 Exterior Joe Gargery's House - Dawn. Camera shooting on to

Pip's bedroom window - Pip can be seen peering through one

of the window-panes,

3 Long Shot of the marshes and the estuary from Pip's eyeline -

a mist hangs over the water ; a leafless tree waves its branches

in foreground.

* Producer: Ronald Neame for Cineguild. Director: David Lean.
Executive Producer: Anthony Havelock-Allan. Screenplay: David
Lean and Ronald Neame. Director of Photography: Guy Green.
Production Designer: John Bryan. Editor: Jack Harris. Music:
Walter Goehr. Leading Players : John Mills, Valerie Hobson, Bernard
Miles.
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4 Interior Pip's Bedroom - Dawn. Medium Shot Pip quickly get-

ting back into bed and pulling the clothes up tightly round his

chin.

convict's voice (in Pip's thoughts) : A boy may be

warm in bed. (Pip pulls the clothes right over his head.)

He may pull the clothes right over his head-(Camera

tracks forward on to Close Shot of Pip's covered head) -

but that young man will softly creep his way to

him and Tear Him Open. ...

Pip throws back the bedclothes with a breathless 'No' and

jumps out on to the floor.

Dissolve to

:

5 Interior Blacksmith's House Stairway - Dawn. Medium Shot of

Pip'sfeet walking slowly down the stairs ; the music in back-

ground is in an eerie theme. Camera pans down to the bottom

of the stairs and then upwards to include Pip - he moves across

the room towards the pantry door.

whispered voice (as in Pip's mind) : Wake up, Mrs

Joe. Wake up. Mrs Joe, wake up.

6 Interior Pantry - Dawn. Close Shot pantry shelf- a large pork

pie is on the shelf in foreground. Pip's head can be seen facing

camera on the other side of the pie. He moves forward towards

the shelf looks around, then reaches up to a high shelfand takes

down a bottle. He then picks up the pie.

whispered voice (as Pip's thoughts) : You're a thief,

Pip.

He moves awayfrom the shelf.

Dissolve to

:

7 Interior Blacksmith's Forge -Dawn. Close Shot working bench

-files of all sizes are lying on it - Pip's hand comes into picture

and selects one of the largest files.

8 Exterior Blacksmith's House - Dawn. Music in background. Pip

comes running round corner of house, camera right into Medium
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Shot. He is wearing a woollen scarf. Camera pans right to

left with him as he runs across yard and through gate on to

the marshes, awayfrom camera.

Dissolve to :

9 Medium Shot. Pip running through fog, looking from right to

left - Camera panning with him.

voice off (as his conscience) : You're a thief, Pip.

You'll be sent to the hulks.

10 Long Shot. Pip running up to gate, camera right. He opens it.

We hear it creak as through Pip's ears - it seems to chuckle.

Pip passes through and runs on across the marshes, away from

camera.

1

1

Close Shot Pip running through fog, lookingfrom right to left,

camera panning with him.

1

2

Medium Shot cows looking towards Pip, out ofpicture. Mooing

noise in background. Camera panning right to leftfrom one cow

to another.

i st cow : A boy with somebody else's brandy.

2nd cow: With somebody else's file.

3rd cow: With somebody else's pork pie.

1

3

Medium Shot Pip running through fog, camera panning with

him.

3rd cow: (off) Stop him!

Pip stops and looks out ofpicture, camera left.

14 Close Shot Black Ox.

ox (to Pip) : Halloa, young thief.

15 Medium Shot Pip looking out ofpicture, camera left.

pip (to Ox) : I couldn't help it, sir.

He runs out of picture, camera right. Music swells, sounding

like ox bellowing.
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1

6

Long Shot Pip running across marshes, towards camera. He runs

out ofpicture, camera right.

1

7

Medium Shot Pip running throughfog. He stops.

1

8

Medium Long Shot man sitting on church wall, camera right,

back to camera. Pip comes into picture camera left, back to

camera, standing looking towards convict.

19 Medium Shot Pip looking towards man out ofpicture.

20 Medium Shot Pip, back to camera, looking towards back of

man sitting on wall in Medium Long Shot. Pip walksforward,

camera tracking with him, and touches man on shoulder.

21 Close Shot man's face as he turns to face Pip. He is a convict

with a long scar on left cheek.

22 Medium Shot Pip - he backs away.

23 Medium Shot Pip, back to camera (camera left) looking at

convict (camera right) who runs away intofog.

24 Medium Shot Pip, he looks down towards bag he is carrying*

25 Medium Shot Pip, camera shooting on to his right side. He runs

across picture from left to right and clambers over churchyard

wall.

26 Medium Shot Pip coming over wall (camera left) and walking

through graveyard. Camera tracks with him to include ist Con-

vict standing under a tree in Medium Long Shot (camera right)

.

He is swinging his arms to keep warm.

Pip (to convict) : Sir.

-Convict turns to face Pip who is now standing back to camera,

then runs towards him.

27 Medium Shot Pip three-quarters back to camera, holding out

bag. Convict snatches bag and grabs Pip by his scarf.
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con viGT (to Pip) : You brought no one with you?

pip (to Convict) : No sir.

convict (to Pip) : Nor give no one the word to follow

you?

pip (to Convict) : No, sir.

28 Medium Close Shot Pip, three-quarters back to camera and

Convict.

convict (to Pip) : What 's in the bottle, boy?

pip (to Convict) : Brandy.

Con'vict takes out stopper and drinks.

29 Close Shot Convict three-quarters back to camera, drinkingfrom

bottle - he is trembling. Medium Close Shot Pip watching him.

pip (to Convict) : I think you've got the ague, sir.

30 Medium Close Shot Pip and Convict as scene 28. Convict

coughs , and replaces stopper in bottle.

convict (to Pip) : I'm much of your opinion, boy.

He picks up pie and starts to eat ravenously.

3

1

Close Shot Convict and Pip as scene 2g. Convict still eating pie.

pip (to Convict) : I'm glad you enjoy it.

convict (to Pip) : Mmm?
pip (to Convict) : I said I'm glad you enjoy it.

32 Medium Close Shot Pip and Convict as scene 30.

convict (to Pip) : Thankee, boy. I do.

pip (to Convict) : Aren't you going to leave any of it

for him?

convict (to Pip) : Him? Who's him?

pip (to Convict) : The young man you spoke of.

convict (to Pip) : Oh, ah, him. No, he don't want

no food.

33 Close Shot as scene 31.

pip (to Convict) : He looked as if he did.
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34 Medium Close Shot as scene 32.

convict (to Pip) : Looked? When?
pip (to Convict) : Just now.

35 Close Shot as scene 33. Convict grabs Pip by scarf.

convict (to Pip) : Where?

pip (to Convict) : Over there.

He nods his head. Convict rises, pulling Pip up also.

convict (to Pip) : Did you notice anything about

him?

pip (to Convict) : He had a big scar on his face.

convict (to Pip) : Not - Not here?

He points to his left cheek.

pip (to Convict) : Yes, there.

36 Medium Shot Pip and Convict.

convict (to Pip) : Give us hold of that file, boy.

Convict sits down, takes fie from Pip and starts to use it on

chain on his ankle.

37 Medium Close Shot Pip.

pip (to Convict) : Ifyou're not wanting me, sir, we have

company for dinner.

38 Medium Shot Pip, back to camera, and Convict.

pip (to Convict) : ... and my sister will be up early.

convict (to Pip) : Thankee boy, thankee.

Pip turns and walks out ofpicture, Camera left. Convict con-

tinues filing.

Dissolves to

:

39 Interior Kitchen and Parlour in Blacksmith's House — Day.

Medium Shot Mr and Mrs Joe Gargery, Uncle Pumblechook,

Mr and Mrs Wopsle and Pip. Pip sits back to camera on left

of Joe.
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uncle pumblechook (to Mrs Joc) : This boy oughi

to be truly grateful, ma'am, for the princely dinner

you have set before him.

mrs joe (to Pip) : Do you hear what Uncle Pumble-

chook says? Be grateful.

mrswopsle: Why is it the young are never grateful?

mrwopsle: Naturally vicious.

everyone: True. True.

mrs joe: And now to finish with I want you all to

taste the delicious, delightful gift of Uncle Pumble-

chook's. It's a pie.

40 Medium Close Shot Pip sitting at the table.

mrs joe's voice (off) : A savoury pork pie.

everyone (off) : A savoury pork pie!

41 Medium Shot Mr and Mrs Wopsle and Uncle Pumblechook at

the table.

uncle pumblechook (to Mrs Joe) : Let's have a cut

of this pie, Mrs. Joe, and wre'll try to do it justice.

42 Medium Shot Pip as scene 40.

43 Medium Shot Mr and Mrs Joe seated at the table.

mrs joe (to Joe) : Clean plates. Cold.

She rises and walks behind Joe> out of picture camera right.

44 Medium Close Shot Pip.

mrs wopsle's voice (off) : 1 always say thatabit of

savoury pork pie will lie atop ...

45 Medium Long Shot Mrs Joe opening pantry door and going in.

mrs wopsle's voice (off) : ... of anything you may
care to mention and ...

46 Medium Close Shot Pip sitting at the table.

mrs wopsle's voice (off) : ... do no harm.

-
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uncle pumblechook's voice (off) : What's the

matter, boy?

Pip looks towards him, and shakes his head.

pip (to Uncle Pumblechook) : Nothing sir.

47 Medium Long Shot as scene 45. Mrs Joe is searching high and

low for pie. She turns and looks towards others, out ofpicture.

uncle pumblechook's voice (off) : I should say-

not. Enjoying yourself with your elders and bet-

ters ; improving yourself . .

.

48 Close Shot Pip. He pushes back his chair , and prepares to rise.

uncle pumblechook's voice (off) : ... with their

conversation.

49 Medium Shot Mrs and Mr Wopsle and Uncle Pumblechook

sitting at the table. Joe standing camera left, back to camera.

Pip sitting back to camera rises, darts to door camera left,

and opens it. The others look around at him.

50 Medium Close Shot Soldier standing in doorway. Pip, back to

camera, bumps into him.

sergeant (to Pip) : Now then, son, where do you

think you're off to?

51 Medium Shot as end of scene 49. Sergeant comes in through

doorway.

sergeant (to everybody) : Oh, er - excuse me, ladies

and gentlemen, but I'm on a chase in the name of

the King.

Mrs Joe enters picture, camera right.

sergeant (to everybody) : I want the blacksmith.

Pip sits down in chair at table, back to camera.

mrs joe (to Sergeant) : And what might you want him

for pray?

sergeant (to Mrs Joe) : Missus, speaking for myself

I should reply the honour and pleasure of his fine
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wife's acquaintance, speaking for the King I answer

a little job done.

52 Medium Shot Sergeant, Joe and Mr Wopsle. Sergeant turns

towards Joe, showing him a pair ofhandcuffs.

sergeant (to Joe) : You see, blacksmith, we've had

an accident with these, and as they are wanted for

immediate service will you throw your eye over

them?

Joe takes the handcuffs and examines them.

mr wopsle (to Sergeant) : Convicts, Sergeant?

sergeant (to Mr Wopsle) : Aye, two.

53 Medium Shot Pip sitting at table looking up towards Sergeant,

Joe and Mr Wopsle, out ofpicture, camera right.

sergeant (off, to everyone) : Have you seen anything

of them?

mrs joe (to Sergeant, off) : Heavens preserve us, no.

everyone (off, to Sergeant) : No, we haven't seen

them, no.

sergeant (off, to everyone) : Well, we'll find 'em.

Dissolve to

:

54 Interior Forge. Close Up. Joe's right hand holding tongs. He

lifts handcuffs out of trough of water, submerges them, and again

lifts them out.

55 Medium Shot Joe, camera left, Pip camera right. Joe is testing

handcuffs by pulling them. He hands them to Pip, who runs

across right to left and out ofpicture. Joe reaches out ofpicture

camera rightfor his coat.

sergeant's voice (off in distance) : Platoon, fall in.

Platoon, Attention.

56 Exterior Blacksmith's Yard -Dusk. Medium Shot. Sergeant

infront of line ofsoldiers. He gives orders to which they react.
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sergeant (giving orders) : Shoulder arms. Left turn

Platoon, march.

Pip runs into picture camera right and gives handcuffs to Ser-

geant, then runs left to right, camera panning with him to

door of house. Camera becomes stationary, as he runs in,

passing Mrs Joe, Uncle Pumblechook and Mr Wopsle coming

out. Uncle Pumblechook and Mrs Joe stand in doorway, Mr
Wopsle walks out of picture, camera left. Pip appears at

doorway with his scarf, which he puts on as he runs past

Uncle Pumblechook, camera tracking with him to pick up

Mr Wopsle and Joe. Joe adjusts Pip's scarf and they walk

awayfrom camera,following soldiers who are marching away.

mrs joe's voice (off) : If that boy comes back here

with his head blown to bits by a musket, don't look

to me to put it together again.



The Lavender Hill Mob

INTRODUCED BY T. E. B. CLARKE

Anyone with a good memory who has seen The Lavender Hill

Mob will notice, in reading the following extract from the shoot-

ing script of the film, that certain scenes do not conform entirely

with what has appeared on the screen, and that the first of these

scenes failed altogether to achieve the transition from paper to

celluloid.

When I learned that this section of the shooting script had been

selected for publication in The Cinema 1952, my first impulse was

to ask that it should be edited in such a way as to eliminate these

discrepancies; but it then struck me that it would probably be

more interesting to the reader if published in its original form.

Here, then, it is, as it faced Charles Grichton when he got down
to the practical job of shooting the film.

The number of pages in the shooting script made it immedi-

ately apparent that cuts were necessary, for a subject so light in

essence as The Lavender Hill Mob must be restricted to a running

time of ninety minutes at the outside. A careful timing of the full

script showed that the film would run for something like a

hundred and five minutes if it were shot as written.

What was to go? This was the stage — an all-too-familiar stage

in scripting — when a conflict had to take place between my own
personal desires and the more detached, more rational viewpoint

of the director on the script as a whole.

I was pleased with the way I had written the first scene here,

in which Mr Holland inspects a derelict warehouse where he pro-

poses to bring the bullion he has planned to steal, while his

assistant Lackery sentimentalizes over past crimes he has himself

committed in this building. Charles Crichton liked the scene,

too : but, as he rightly pointed out, it could disappear in toto with-

out upsetting the balance of the film. And that was more than

could be said of certain other scenes which — regarded solely as

scenes - might be inferior, but which were essential to the devel-

opment of the plot.
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Sadly, then, we said good-bye to the inspection of the ware-

house.

Also missing from the screen is the page of script in which

Mr Holland momentarily suspects Lackery and Shorty of having
1 shopped ' his partner, Mr Pendlebury . This was a far easier cut

to make ; indeed, it would have been made even if the original

script had not been too long.

When one reads a script from beginning to end at a sitting,

there inevitably emerge certain weaknesses which were not ap-

parent at the time of writing. Not until this stage did I realize to

the full how pleasantly amicable was the relationship between

Mr Holland, the amateur criminal, and his professional hench-

men. Making the latter pair seem menacing even for a moment
struck a jarring note. Out unregretted went the menace.

Another 'blind spot' in the writing was the direction requiring

Shorty, when he captures the bullion van, to put on a peaked

cap which the guard has left behind in it. As an illustration of

how completely one may change one's views on re-reading one's

own work, let me quote the note I later set against this passage

in the script: 'Wallis should not leave his cap behind. He ought

to look every inch the alert guard and not go slouching around

bareheaded. In any case, it seems far too convenient for Shorty

and not at all necessary.'

Wallis consequently retained his headgear, which is why
Shorty is seen — in defiance of the original script — still wearing

his own cloth cap when he drives the van away.

Finally, there is also seen on the screen a diversion from the

script for which I should dearly like to claim credit.

When Charles Crichton found a suitable location for the crew

of the police car to set off in pursuit of the stolen van, he saw
facing him a huge pile of sand put down in the road by some
workmen engaged on a building job. The sight of it suggested

to him a big improvement on the bare and somewhat unimagina-

tive description of the action which appears in the script. He
made the police car turn on this heap of sand, with the result that

the unfortunate wireless operator was bounced up and down
like a rubber ball as he endeavoured to transmit his urgent

message to Scotland Yard.

Nothing could have served better to set the key for the fun we
had already planned to have later at the expense of the police.
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As so often happens when a screen-writer eventually sees what

an accomplished director has made of his script, I watched the

' rushes ' of this scene wishing profoundly that I had thought of

something like that during the writing of it.

But for this new departure in revealing my original script to

the public gaze, I have no doubt that I should have been able to

persuade myself by now that I really did invent that very

effective heap of sand!

Extractfrom the Shooting Script of

THE LAVENDER HILL MOB*

THE ROBBERY

Fade In

:

i Interior Medium Shot Warehouse. With Lackery as his guide,

Holland is inspecting a derelict warehouse which backs on to

the Thames. Incendiaries long ago reduced the place to a black-

ened shell. Lackery stands close to camera surveying the ruins.

Holland is behind him watching his reactions.

lackery: Terrible thing, war. Two million cigar-

ettes, all up in smoke - and the country so short at

the time you could flog 'em for a dollar a packet.

Holland : Still, it's an ill wind ... I've had the place

in mind ever since.

He turns and moves towards an opening in the background.

Lackeryfollows him.

Holland : There's plenty of cover for both the vans,

and it's near enough for Shorty to get here quickly

on his bicycle.

* Producer: Sir Michael Balcon for Ealing Studios. Associate
Producer: Michael Truman. Director: Charles Crichton. Script:
T. E. B. Clarke. Director of Photography: Douglas Slocombe. Art
Director: William Kellner. Editor: Seth Holt. Music: Georges Auric.
Leading Players : Alec Guinness, Stanley Holloway.
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2 Exterior Medium Shot Warehouse. Holland stands at an opening

in the ruin and looks out towards the Thames which is beyond.

Lackery walks past him.

lagkery: Pity this bit's gone! It's where they used

to keep the bulk shag.

Holland: You seem to know this place extraordin-

arily well.

lackery {turning back to Holland) : Ought to! I used

to work here.

Holland {interested): Really? You were in the to-

bacco trade?

Lackery comes back to Holland and both gaze in at the ware-

house.

lackery: Specialized, I did, when the shortage was

on. I done this place three times.

Holland {understanding) : I see!

lackery {reminiscently) : There used to be a window
right here, just big enough for a bloke to get through.

We'd come in from the river, jump the watchman,

tie him up and put him in a little office they had

over there . .

.

At the mention of the word 'office
9

, Holland has glanced

anxiously at his watch.

Holland : Pardon me - I must get back to my work.

I'll see you again to-night.

He goes out ofshot round the corner of the wall.

lackery: Okay.

Lackeryfollows Holland.

3 Medium Shot Holland and Lackery. As Holland goes up a path

leading between other ruined houses, Lackery pauses and gazes

round nostalgically.

lackery: Them was the days! Sad to see the old

place now ...

B
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4 Interior Medium Shot. Turner's Office, Bank. Shooting over

Turner's desk towards the general office. Turner is in profile.

Hollandfaces camera. Turner is handing some papers across his

desk to Holland.

turner: ... and here's the order for tomorrow's con-
signment. It's somewhat larger than I expected -

two hundred and twelve bars.

Holland: That won't worry me, sir.

Turner leans back with a smile.

turner: Dependable to the last. I'm going to miss
you, Holland.

Holland : You're very kind, sir. I shall always have
the happiest memories ofthe dear old Bullion office.

turner: Mr Abercrombie has spoken to you about
your holiday?

Holland : Yes, sir. I'm planning to go to Paris.

turner {with a patronizing smile) : Paris, eh? You're
stepping out, Holland. Wonderful, isn't it, what a bit

of extra money will do?

Holland: Yes, sir. It's going to make a big differ-

ence to me.

He turns to go.

5 Looking down on to Pendlebury?s yard. A clock in foreground
shows that the time isfive-thirty. Thefactory workers have gone

home.

Shorty is sitting in a corner, chalking with coloured crayons on a

piece of slate about the size of a paving stone. Lackery is going

round and round the yard on a bicycle. Pendlebury puffs after

him, supporting him with one hand beneath the saddle. The
camera cranes down. When it holds Lackery and Pendlebury in

Medium Shot, Pendlebury lets go of the bicycle and stands

recovering his breath.

pendlebury: Try on your own this time, Lackery.
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Pan as he moves over to Shorty, who is no artist. Pendlebury

looks down critically at his work.

pendlebury: No, no, no! You must show a sense of

proportion. Look at that seagull - bigger than the

funnel.

Shorty rolls over to a sitting position and looks up at him with

despairing eyes.

shorty: Can't I do something else, guv? Sell

matches or bootlaces?

pendlebury {shaking his head) : Mr. Holland speci-

fied a pavement artist, and a pavement artist it's

got to be. Try again - it's coming slowly.

6 Holland comes through the gate in the palings of the yard and

stands still in astonishment. Lackery on his bicycle wobbles

through shot. Holland starts over towards Pendlebury.

7 Hollandjoins the art school.

Holland: You're teaching the wrong man!
pendlebury: I had to change them over. Shorty

can't ride a bicycle.

All turn at the sound of a crash.

8 Lackery is on the ground, his bicycle beside him. *

9 Medium Shot of Holland, Shorty and Pendlebury.

Holland: It doesn't look as if he can, either.

shorty: We're learning him.

Holland (to Pendlebury) : Why couldn't Shorty learn?

pendlebury: Because Lackery's colour-blind.

Holland (getting irritable) : What's that got to do

with it?

pendlebury: My dear Holland, use your intelli-

gence. If a policeman were to come along and see a

green sunset over a purple sea ...

Holland (impatiently) : All right, spare me the details.

Is everything else fixed?
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pendlebury: Yes, I've got my map -it's in the
office ... Come along, boys.

Pan as they all move over towards the door of thefactory, fol-

lowed by a remounted Lackery, who rides into shot and supports

himself on Shorty's shoulder.

10 Medium Close Shot. On the table is a map, on which are shown
the intersection of streets near which the refinery van is to be

stolen, and the route from that spot to the derelict warehouse.

Holland, Pendlebury, Lackery and Shorty are bending over it.

Holland: Mr Fisher will be sitting here. The van
will stop in front of him at 4.32. The guard will

reach this corner (pointing to it) at 4.33. You,
Pendlebury, must detain him there for at least half

a minute.

Pendlebury nods.

Holland : Ask him for a light, ask him the way, ask

him anything - but keep him there. We must have
those thirty seconds

!

1

1

Close Shot.

pendlebury {nodding) : Edgar.

12 Holland and Pendlebury are in profile.

Holland: I beg your pardon?

pendlebury: Isn't one supposed to say that when
one is being briefed? On my rare visits to the

kinema ...

Holland : The word is 'Roger'.

pendlebury: Why, yes - of course. Silly ofme.
Holland: To continue. Once we have captured the

van, Mr Wood and Mr Pendlebury will go straight

to the warehouse . .

.

shorty {interrupting): Bit risky, that -sending Mr
Pendlebury there after the guard's seen him.
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Holland: It's a risk we must take. We need every-

one. Speed is vital. We have two hundred bars to

move. You have to gag me and bind me, tear my
clothes, roll me in the dust ... we can't waste one

second

!

shorty (with a. shrug) : Okay, you're the boss.

Holland: Yes.

13 Close Shot Holland, Having answered automatically, he sud-

denly realizes what has been said to him.

Holland : Yes - that's right, I am.

He cannot help preening himself a little as he gazes round his

gang. Dissolve.

14 Close Shot to Medium Long Shot in yard of gold refinery.

Camera starts on a huge pile ofgold bars stacked neatly between

layers of baize in the refinery van, which is standing with its

doors open in theyard of the refinery. The Foreman is putting the

last two bars in place. He comes out of the van and walks up to

Holland and the Bullion Manager, who are standing together

watching the loading. The camera tracks back.

foreman : Two hundred and twelve bars, sir. All in.

Holland nods, signs a paper he is holding and liands it to the

Bullion Manager.

Holland : Right, Mr Richards. Your deposit will be

returned in the usual way as soon as the gold enters

the Bank.

Holland (turning to Wallis and Bridger) : You're

both...

Before he can finish the sentence, Wallis and Bridger both

produce and display their revolvers. Holland nods, satisfied.

Holland: Good. Let's go.

Bridger walks away towards the driving seat. Wallis shuts and

locks the van door with Holland inside, then goes to the front.

The grille behind the van closes, and the big steel doors lead-

ing to the street slide open.
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15 The van emergesfrom the refinery and swings out up the street.

16 Close Shot to Long Shot. Cross Roads. Pendlebury is standing

near the intersection of streets marked on his map. St PauVs

Cathedral is prominent behind him. He sighs with impatience,

walks awayfrom camera, and then back again. He is inclined

to twitch as he gazes down the road.

1

7

Long Shot of Cross Roads. Pendlebury's viewpoint. There is

good deal of traffic about, but no sign of the van.

18 Pendlebury again turns his back on the camera and walks to-

wards the cross roads.

19 He pauses at the cross roads, looks back up the street and away

again. His eye falls on a stall just round the corner. On the

pavement is a table covered with old junk and bric-a-brac.

Pendlebury glances at his watch and then takes a step towards

the stall.

20 Shorty is seated on the pavement, his cap in front of him. He
has a lurid display ofpictures on show, and is taking greatpains

over some seagulls which he is adding to a seascape. He glances

across the street.

21 In a side turning further down the road, Lackery sits tensely at

the ready on his bicycle.

22 Shooting from inside shop. Pendlebury has picked up a canvas

which is displayed on the table by the stall. He is examining it

intently.

23 Long Shot of Street. High angle. The refinery van comes bowl-

ing up the street, weaving its way in and out of the traffic.

24 Interior Bullion Van. Holland in the back alternately peers

through the grille and glances at his watch.

25 Interior Bullion Van. Wallis and Bridger sit stolid and re-

liable in thefront of the van.
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26 The Cross Roads. The camera shoots towards the stall. Pen-

dlebury is cooing over his canvas. He takes a step towards

camera to get a better light on it. The proprietor of the stall,

Clayton, watches him closely. A loud, imperious hoot from a

passing car brings Pendlebury to earth. He glances again at his

watch and moves back to the cross roads. The camera tracks

infront of him.

Clayton {shouting) : Hey!

Pendlebury is too intent to realize he is being called. This

angers Clayton, who hurries up behind him and grabs him by

the arm.

glayton : No, you don't!

pendlebury {swinging round, bewildered) : Don't

what?

clayton : I saw you pinch it.

Pendlebury suddenly realizes with a shock what he has done.

pendlebury: Oh, good gracious! I'm so sorry.

What must you think of me?

clayton:! think you're the bloke who pinched my

Monarch of the Glen last week, that's what I think.

pendlebury: No, no, I assure you... (His artistic

sense revolted.) Pinch a Landseer? Me?

clayton (tightening his grip) : You'd best come quiet.

By this time a crowd is collecting. Pendlebury is so worried

about the approaching van that he tries to edge his way out,

forgetting that he is still clutching the canvas.

pendlebury: Look, my dear fellow, if you'll just

have patience for five minutes, I'll come back and

explain . .

.

clayton (exploding): Five minutes! (shouting to his

assistant) Charlie, get on the blower. Nine nine nine.

27 The Street. Camera tracks in front of the van - which is now

approaching the spot chosen for the operation.
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28 Interior Bullion Van. In the back of the van, Holland is watch-

ing the pavement. He takes no notice of the traffic behind.

Slowly he raises his hand to the bell, then suddenly he presses

it.

29 Interior Bullion Van. Wallis and Bridger. The bell sounds

above the driving seat. Wallis groans and Bridger pulls up.

bridger (singing wearily) : Tell me the old, old

story ...

30 Long Shot of the Cross Roads. As the bullion van pulls up at

the kerb, a police wireless car with gong ringing pulls round

from behind it.

31 Wallis is just climbingfrom the van. He looks after the police

car and grins.

wallis: He's picked a wrong 'un this time!

32 From Wallis's viewpoint. The police car disappears round the

corner where Pendlebury was last seen in altercation.

33 The Cross Roads. The camera is on the kerb, looking down the

street in which is the stall. The police car pulls in to the side

with squealing brakes, near to the crowd which surrounds

Pendlebury. A Sergeant and a peak-capped Constable got out oj

it. Clayton shouts to them over the heads of the crowd.

Clayton: Here he is, officer! Caught him red-

handed.

Pan to centre crowd. Pendlebury appeals in desperation to the

Sergeant and the Constable as they push their way through.

pendlebury: Officer, this is all a ghastly mistake!

I'm completely innocent.

Clayton: Walked off with one of my pictures -

1

saw him do it.

man in crowd: That's right, I saw it, too.

There are further murmurs of confirmation from the crowd.
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pendlebury {indignantly) : I've never stolen any-

thing in my life

!

He tries to break away from Clayton's grasp, but this time

the police are beside him.

34 Wallis unlocks the back of the van. Holland addresses him

urgently.

Holland: Did you see that car?

wallis: Yes, sir. Police car.

Holland {staggered) : What!

wallis : Nothing to be afraid of there, sir. Bloke was

a copper.

Holland {improvising hastily): It's -it's probably a

trick. I'm sure it was the same car that followed us

the other day.

Wallis controls his exasperation with an effort.

wallis {resignedly) : You want me to go and look

round the corner?

Holland : Yes. We're not going to be ambushed if I

can help it. Leave me your gun.

Wallis hands him the revolver and moves off.

35 Camera on pavement, looking towards corner. As Wallis passes

the cab of the van, he shouts in to Bridger.

wallis : Driver was in fancy dress !

Pan as he crosses over the pavement and drops a penny into

Shorty's upturned hat.

shorty: Thank you, sir!

Pan up as Wallis trudges reluctantly towards the corner.

36 Shorty quickly pockets the money in his cap, glances towards

Lacker/s hiding place, and then places his cap on his head with

deliberate exaggeration.

37 Lackery in his side-turning see Shorty's signal and launches

bravely out into the main road.
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38 Wallis has reached the corner, and is clearly interested in what

is going on beyond it. He glances back at the van, then walks

towards the stall. Track and pan until the group round Pendle-

bury is included with Wallis struggling to peer over the heads

of the crowd.

39 The camera pans with Lackery. Riding with grim concentr

tion, and not too muchfaith in his ability to stay on, he describ

an uncertain arc towards the van. As he passes the cab, he tur

his head daringly towards Bridger.

lackery: Flat tyre, mate!

Taking a tremendous risk, he removes his right hand for a

brief momentfrom the handlebars and points down at the off-

side rear wheel of the van. This is enough to throw him into

a hair-raising wobble. Bridger, looking puzzled, puts his head

out of the window and peers down at the wheel, thusfailing to

see the wobble.

40 Pan with Bridger. Unable to see the wheel from the driving

seat, he opens the door, climbs down and moves towards the

back of the van.

41 Pan with Shorty. He springs from the pavement and scrambles

into the driving seat of the van.

42 Bridger, in Close Shot is just bending down to examine the tyre,

when there is a tremendous roarfrom the exhaust, and the engine

is jerked into gear. Bridger straightens up out of shot. Pan up

and track quickly back as the van speeds up the road. Bridger

is again included in shot.

43 Bridger gapes at the departing van in astonished horror.

44 Close Shot Bullion Van. As the van lurches away, Hollandpeers

through the grille with alarmed eyes and shoutsfor help.

45 Close Shot Bullion Van. Driver's Cab. Shorty puts the van into
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top gear. He exchanges his own headgear for the peaked cap

which Wallis has left on the driving seat.

46 Long Shot Cross Roads. As end of 42. The van sways crazily

up the road towards the corner. Bridger yells and starts running

after it, pulling out his revolver and firing desperately but un-

successfully at the rear tyres.

47 Long Shot of Group round Pendlebury. Pan with the van as it

sweeps past the corner. As it clearsframe, the group surrounding

Pendlebury turns and gazes after it. Bridger runs at speed into

foreground and empties two more cartridges at the departing

van, then rushes towards the group.

48 Wallis, the Sergeant and the Constable push their way out

through the gaping crowd. Bridger rushes shouting into their

arms.

bridger: Help! Help! Police!

wallis: What's happened?

bridger {breathlessly) : The van! They've pinched the

van!

sergeant: What's this?

wallis and bridger {simultaneously): Our van

-

stolen- Load of bullion ... Million pounds ... Kid-

napped the boss

!

49 Pan from Close Shot to Medium Shot as the Sergeant and

Constable dive for their car.

50 Pan Close Shot to Medium Shot in the opposite direction as

Pendlebury seizes the opportunity and divesforfreedom. Clayton

shouts and runs after him, but the crowd is too occupied in the

new andfar greater sensation to take any notice.

51 Long Shot. Cross Roads. Pan with the police car as it swings

across the narrow road and mounts the pavement in an effort to

turn after the bullion van.
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52 Interior Medium Shot Police-car Wireless Operator. Side angle.

The successive lurchesforward and backward of the turning car I

cause the operator to falter in his transmission.

wireless operator {into microphone) : Hello M2GW
from 14. Urgent ... {Bump) ... Urgent message be-

gins - Green plain-sided van FNO 982 containing

bull ... {Bump) ... containing bullion value one

million pounds ...

53 Long Shot of Cross Roads. The Police Car sweeps clear of the

narrow street and out into the main road.

54 Long Shot of Cross Roads. Pendlebury is tearing desperately

alongy pursued by Clayton who is about ten yards behind him.

A policeman on beat saunters round a corner ahead of them.

Clayton {shouting) : Stop, thief!

Pendlebury takes despairing evasive action as the policeman

moves towards him.

55 Interior Information Room, Scotland Yard. Medium Shot. A
bare-headed Inspector in the Information Room hands a message

slip to the Constable seated before the microphone there. The

Constable glances at it and starts broadcasting its contents.

constable {into microphone) : Hello all cars from

M2GW. Message number 48 begins - Green plain-

sided van FNO 982 ...

56 Long Shot Street near Cross Roads. The Bullion Van is zig-

zagging rapidly down a winding hill towards some warehouses

which lie at the bottom.

57 Medium Shot Yard of Police Station. The crews of two police

cars are scramblingfrom the station towards their cars.

58 Low angle looking from yard towards street. The first car

accelerates out of the yard.

59 The second car roars out of the yard with tyres screaming.
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60 Long Shot Warehouse. The camera is inside the dark passage

leading into the warehouse. The Bullion Van can be seen as it

hurtles down the hill opposite. The van makes for the entrance

and disappears in the darkness.

61 Shooting down the passagefrom the clear space in the middle of

the warehouse. The Bullion Van thunders towards camera and

sivings round into the open space. It pulls up next to the delivery

van from Gewgaws Ltd which is already there, its back open

and ready to receive its cargo.

62 Shorty, still wearing the driver's cap, jumps from the cab and

runs to the back of the van. The camera pans with him until

it holds in the background the passage leading to the river.

Shorty prises open the door of the van with a jemmy which he

produces from his trouser leg. Holland climbs down and the

two begin the job of transferring the gold bars to the Gewgaws

van.

shorty {staggering under a load of two bars) : Cor, what

a weight

!

Holland: The others ought to be here any minute.

63 Medium Shot Information Room, Scotland Yard. The In-

spectors are standing at a huge table-map on which round black

discs represent the positions ofpolice wireless cars.

first inspector: 14 reports they wrere seen making

towards the river.

second inspector: Then we'd best bring in I3 and

U5 to cordon the area.

Pan down to the map as he puts metal rings round the discs

thus marked.

first inspector: I'll get reserves out from ID and

UH.

64 Medium Shot Warehouse. An angle looking across the back of

the two vans into the passage leading to the river. Holland and
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Shorty are panting over the transference of the gold bars.

Shorty looks suddenly towards the street.

65 Pan Shot. Lackery comes pedalling up the dark passage and

makes a crash descent from his bicycle between Holland and
\

Shorty.

66 Medium Close Shot.

lackery {breathlessly) : They've got Mr Pendlebury.

67 Similar angle to Shot 64. Holland and Shorty gape at Lackery

as he picks himself up.

Holland (fatuously) : Who?
lackery: The cops, of course. I saw a crowd - the

bloke from the van was there and two flatties - they

wras holding him.

There is a horrified pause.

shorty: Will he grass?

Holland fails to understand.

lackery: Will he shop us? Will he split?

Holland (after a pause) : No.

He stands looking at the two men suspiciously.

shorty (going back to work) : Then it don't matte

We can deliver the stuff as arranged.

lackery: Yeh. WT

e don't need him.

He also gets back to work.

68 Close Shot ofHolland. His suspicions are confirmed by Lackery*s

last remark.

69 Holland has stepped aside to let the two men work. He now

stands motionless lookingfrom one to the other as they heave the

bars at speed into the second van.

lackery: Come on, guv'nor - we got to work fast.

Holland: You realize, of course, that you could

never dispose of these bars on your own?
Shorty pauses and looks at Holland with self-righteous indig-

nation.

,
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shorty: Meaning you don't trust us?

Lackery also stops work. He looms over Holland, his uglyface

ferociously resentful.

lackery: Meaning you think we shopped him?

Holland {hurriedly: No, no - please don't get me
wrong ...

Shorty flings down a gold bar in disgust. He glowers at

Holland.

shorty: Ruddy insult.

As the tension increases, the camera tracks in. The two crooks

look most menacing. For a moment it is not clear whether or

not their anger will get the better of them.

70 Close Shot. Lackery suddenly relaxes.

71 Interior Medium Shot in Warehouse. Holland, Shorty and

Lackery. Reverse of Shot 6g.

lackery {to Shorty) : Get on with it. First job - he's

a bit worked up, that's all.

Holland: Yes, I do apologize most sincerely.

shorty: Okay, boss - forget it. We all had to start

once.

Work is resumed. The camera tracks out.

72 Very Long Shot of Cross Roads. Holding the cross roads in

foreground and St PauVs in background. Police are everywhere

and patrol cars are moving into the area.

73 Long Shot of a Bridge over Thames. A patrol car takes up a

strategic position at the end of a bridge.

74 Long Shot of a Street with Warehouses. A second patrol car

weaves its way amidst the lorries standing in a street of ware-

houses.

75 Close Shot to Medium Shot in the Warehouse. The camera

starts on a gleaming pile of gold bars stacked now in the
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Gewgaws van. More are being added to the pile. Pull back with

Holland as he adds his contribution. He is hot and tired andfor

a moment pauses to watch his confederates at work, then he goes

over to the Bullion Van where Shorty is just removing another

couple of bars. There are now onlyffteen bars left in the van.

Holland: Right, that's enough. We'll leave the

rest.

shorty : Blimey, guv'nor - why?
Holland: It'll help my alibi.

lackery (protesting) : Nark it, guv. - there's seventy-

five thousand quid there!

Holland (sharply) : I said leave it.

Lackery looks dangerous, then he turns away mumbling. The

camerafollows him.

lackery: Ruddy waste! There's many a starvin'

bloke'd be glad of that lot.

Holland re-enters shot holding out wrists to be bound.

Holland: Come along, now -fix me up and get

going.

Lackery takes the sticky tape out of his pocket. Shorty removes

Holland's spectacles and places them carefully away. They set

about blindfolding Holland and binding his wrists.

76 Long Shot in the Warehouse. As Shot 60. Camera shootingfrom

the dark entrance of the warehouse. Two police cars come down

the hill opposite andpull up near the bottom.

77 Lackery finishes binding Holland's wrists. Shorty is putting the

finishing touches to the sticky tape which now covers his eyes.

lackery: There. Not too tight?

Holland : No, that's all right. Take my gun - right-

hand pocket.

Lackery takes the revolver,

lackery: I got it.

Shorty, havingfinished, aims a pretence blow at Holland's eyes,
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as in blind's man's buff, to make sure that he has done his work

efficiently.

shorty (satisfied) : Okay.

Holland: Now mess me up.

Shorty grabs a handful of his shirt and is just about to tear

it when he sees something over Holland's shoidder.

78 Close Shot. The camera is inside the passage leading out to the

street. Shorty walks quickly awayfrom Holland and peers down

the passage.

shorty (in alarm) : Hey -look!

79 Exterior Long Shot of the Warehouse. As Shot j6. Shorty's

viewpoint. An Inspector ( Talbot) , two Sergeants ( Wilson and

Cripps), P.C. Rose andfour Constables have got out of the cars

and are standing beside them taking stock of the area. All of

them are uniformed City ofLondon policemen.

80 Interior of the Warehouse. Similar angle to Shot j8. Lackery

joins Shorty and takes in what he has seen.

81 Exterior Warehouse. Medium Shot. Talbot is pointing off to the

right.

talbot : Sergeant Wilson, take your men and search

the street from the east end towards the centre.

Sergeant Cripps, you take the west end and move
in towards Sergeant Wilson. Rose, you come with

me and we'll have a look down that alley-way.

They start deploying.

82 Interior Warehouse. Holland, Shorty and Lackery.

lackery (in sudden panic) : Come on - scram!

The two make a dive for the Gewgaws van. Holland stands

blindfolded and helpless.

Holland (frantically) : WT

ait, wait - mess me up! It's

essential

!

He is answered by the roar of the engine starting up.
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83 Exterior Long Shot of Warehouse. As Shot yg. The police ca

move down the hill and turn to left and to right. They arefoi

lowed by Talbot and Rose onfoot who disappear to the right.

84 Interior of the Warehouse. Holland shouts despairingly

Shorty and Lackery as the Gewgaws van reverses past him.

Holland : Wait! You can't leave me like this!

But they can - and do. The van streaks into the entran

passage. Holland tries in desperation to tear by himself the

handful of shirt which Shorty pulled out, but finds that his

hands are too tightly securedfor him to get a grip on it. He
blunders round the room, groping for something to help him.

85 Exterior Long Shot of Warehouse. As Shot 83. Gewgaws van

roars out into the daylight and starts to ascend the hill.

86 Interior of the Warehouse. Holland bumps into the brick wall

of the warehouse. He kneels down and scoops dust over his hair

and rubs dirt on to hisface. He rises and gropesfor some means

of tearing his clothes. Finding the open door of the Bullion

Van, he manages to force a piece of shirt over a projecting hook,

then pushes against the van with his foot. For a moment the

material perversely holds out, then it gives way with a satis-

factory tearing sound. Holland lurches back and disappears into

the passage leading to the river.

87 Long Shot of an Alley-way near Warehouse. Talbot and Rose

are hurrying down a narrow alley-way next to tlie warehouse.

As they go they investigate likely doors.

88 Interior of the Warehouse. Holland is silhouetted against the

river as he lurches about in the dark passage vainly trying to

find his way back to the van but, infact, movingfurtherfrom it.

89 The Alley-way. Talbot and Rose reach some steps leading down

to the river.

talbot : Take a look from down there.
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Rose goes to the steps while Talbot tries to climb round the

wall of the alley-way into an adjacent yard.

90 Interior of the Warehouse. Similar angle to Shot 88. Holland

is now much nearer to the river. He runsfull tilt into a wall and

recoils on to his knees.

91 Exterior Medium Shot of the Alley-way and Warehouse. The

camera is at the bottom of the river steps looking up. Rose

-comes down the stairs peering along the banks of the river. He
sees something which holds his attention. The camera pans up

to a small, narrow platform jutting out from the warehouse.

Holland staggers back on to the platform, slips on to one kneey

rises and rushes back into the passage.

92 Shooting from Warehouse Platform towards the River Steps.

Rose gazes excitedly up.

rose {shouting) : Sir! Inspector Talbot -sir!

Talbot appears on the wharfside above Rose.

rose (pointing) : Fight going on in there!

93 From viewpoint of Rose, Holland makes a second momentary

appearance on the platform and staggers away again.

94 As Shot go. Shooting from Warehouse to River. Holland has

found a hook projectingfrom the wall. He struggles to thrust it

through the cloth of his jacket, then gives a tremendous heave.

The cloth rips and Holland catapults towards the river.

95 Exterior Medium Shot of Alley-way and Warehouse. Rose's

head is inforeground. Above it is the platform of the warehouse.

Holland hurtles out of the passage and topples backwards into

the river. The camera centres on Rose. He blows his whistle

three times, rips off his tunic and himselfplunges into the water.

96 Talbot comes running towards camera along the parapet of the

wharf. He also peels off his tunic. Pan as he dives into the river.

The two policemen can be seen as they strike out towards

Holland who is being carried away by the current.



Kind Hearts and Coronets

INTRODUCED BY ROBERT HAMER

.To be asked to write about one of your own films savours mil

of being asked to write your own obituary, for the former process

threatens elements of the latter's twin traps of apparent conceit

and assumed modesty.

Especially is this apparent to me in the case of this film, for

of nothing and nobody connected with it have I any but the

most affectionate memories.

However, to linger on the horns of this dilemma is unfruitful

as well as uncomfortable, so I had better dare to say what we
hoped to - and hope we did — achieve.

'What we hoped to achieve.' That was a long time ago and, as

in the case of a bygone love affair, time has clouded the details.

When it comes to the point I can't remember any moment when
I had a clearly-defined intention. It started with my thinking

that a novel by Roy Horniman contained the germ of a film. It

continued with seven weeks of staring at a blank sheet of paper,

followed by one week of frenzied writing from dawn till mid-

night. There were subsequent versions, but that first one deter-

mined the style and mood and characters. About sixty per cent

of the finished film is virtually unchanged in shape, content,

dialogue and commentary from that first version.

As discussion followed discussion, and version version, it be-

came evident that we had a subject with most agreeable possi-

bilities. Did these possibilities generate intentions, or had

previously latent intentions generated the possibilities? Looking

back, I prefer to think the latter, though I remember no feeling

at the time of being animated by stern endeavour, but merely the

fact that it was fun to write, fun to argue about, fun above all to

shoot.

What were the possibilities which thus presented themselves?

Firstly, that of making a film not noticeably similar to any pre-

viously made in the English language. Secondly, that of using

this English language, which I love, in a more varied and, to me,
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more interesting way than I had previously had the chance of

doing in a film. Thirdly, that of making a picture which paid no
regard whatever to established, although not practised, moral

convention. This last was not from any desire to shock, but from

an impulse to escape the somewhat inflexible and unshaded
characterization which convention tends to enforce in scripts.

Michael Balcon, Angus McPhail, John Dighton, and I went

through many bouts of trepidation in the process. We had denied

ourselves the usual yardsticks of ' They did it like this in so-and-

so' and 'But such-and-such was more successful'. I am ashamed
to admit that we not infrequently classed ourselves as superior

persons and asked, 'Well, we like this, but will they?' Anyhow,
we pressed on, deciding to gamble that 'they' would.

'What did we achieve?' First, for ourselves a valuable and
humbling lesson on the subject of 'we' and 'they'. I have seen

the picture with all kinds of audiences and been grateful for how
kindly they have received it. One more little blow had been

struck at the belief that the fact that people have not had the

opportunity of seeing a certain kind of picture or brand of

humour means that they will not welcome them if given the

opportunity.

I suppose there is no greater pleasure for a film-maker than to

sit in a cinema listening to people enjoying what he has made.

Particularly is this so in the case of their laughter, and I don't

think this is entirely a selfish pleasure. If we had managed to

make something which extended the horizons of laughter for

quite a number of people, that was something in return for their

friendliness.

I'd better end as I began. There are many things that satisfy

me about the picture, there are many things that don't. People

on the whole have been kind enough to forgive the latter because

of the former, but I don't want them to think I regard it as other

than something I'd like to try to improve on.
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Extractfrom the Shooting Script of

KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS*

THE DEATH OF HENRY D'ASCOYNE, PHOTOGRAPHER

1 Interior Louis'' Bedroom. Day. Louis is studying the family tree.

louis 5 voice: The next candidate for removal

seemed to be young Henry D'Ascoyne. Twenty-

four years old, recently married, as yet without issue.

Louis turns the family tree back to the wall and crosses to a

chest of drawers.

louis 5 voice : I felt I ought to work fast in order to

avoid the distasteful necessity of having to dispose

of a small child.

Louis is taking a scrapbook outfrom under his clothing in the

drawer of the chest of drawers. He turns over the pages.

louis 5 voice: I had quite an accumulation, by

now, of D'Ascoyne data, culled from newspapers

and periodicals ...

2 Louis' Scrapbook. In Louis' hands , as he turns the pages. There

are newspaper cuttings
,
picturesfrom weekly magazines.

louis 5 voice: ... and I looked through it for a pos-

sible approach to Henry. I found one —
The page-turning stops at the picture of a sober-lookingyoung

man posed with some pride beside a field-camera on a tripod.

He is holding the shutter-release bulb in one hand. The picture

is captioned :

* Producer: Sir Michael Balcon for Ealing Studios. Associate

Producer: Michael Relph. Director: Robert Hamer. Script: Robert
Hamer and John Dighton. Director of Photography: Douglas Slo-

combe. Art Director: William Kellner. Editor: Peter Tanner. Music:
arr. Ernest Irving. Leading Players: Dennis Price, Valerie Hobson,
Joan Greenwood, Alec Guinness.
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HOBBIES IN SOCIETY
Mr Henry D'Ascoyne, an enthusiastic photo-

grapher, has contributed many a beautiful

study to our pages.

Exterior Village Green. Day. Louis is cycling towards the green,

which is the ultimate in rustic charm. He has a camera and

tripod strapped to the machine.

louis' voice: -bought the necessary equipment,

second-hand, and bicycled down the following

week-end.

Louis dismounts at the edge of the green.

4 Louis has his camera set up on the green, and is preparing to

photograph the village inn, an idyllic-looking half-timbered

building with roses round the door. One or two village children

stare curiously as Louis manipulates the camera with as much

dexterity as he can muster.

louis' voice: I had studied a couple of photo-

graphic manuals during the week and found that,

in practice, the mysteries of the camera demanded
little more than ordinary intelligence . .

.

Louis dives under the velvet cloth in order to make the final

adjustments.

5 Exterior Village Inn. We see the image as Louis sees it - upside

down and out offocus.

louis' voice: ... and the ability to judge a subject

upside down.

The image sharpens as Louis adjusts thefocus. Thefigure of a

young man {Henry) emerges, surreptitiously from a side door

of the inn.

louis' voice: It was thus indeed that I first saw

Henry D'Ascoyne.

6 The same set up as end Shot 5 but now the right way up. Henry
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pauses guiltily, in the act of leaving the inn, as he sees Louis and

his camera, offscreen. There is a click as Louis operates the

shutter offscreen. An expression of concern comes on Henry'sface,

but he quickly controls it and with apparent casualness strolls

towards Louis.

louis' voice: My method of approach proved an

instantaneous success.

Henry comes up to Louis, who is now changing the plate and

is apparently unaware of him. Henry looks with some interest

at the camera.

henry : Excuse me - but is that a Thornton Pickard

you have there?

Louis looks up, in apparent surprise and pleasure.

louis: Yes. One of the old type. You're a photo-

grapher?

henry: Dabble in it. Got a Sanger Shepherd.

louis: A Sanger Shepherd!

henry: One of the new type. Nice little camera

-

focal plane shutters - rapid rectilinear and all that

... look here, why not come up to my house and I'll

show it to you.

louis: I should be most interested.

henry : My name's D'Ascoyne, by the way ...

Louis starts to pack up the camera.

7 Exterior Edith's House. Louis and Henry are walking up the

drive.

louis' voice: I allowed him to persuade me. He
seemed a very pleasant fellow and I rather regretted

that our acquaintanceship must be so short.

Henry indicates a path that runs past the lawn.

henry : We'll go down this way first, to the shrubbery.

I've had one of the potting sheds fixed up as a dark

room ....

8 Exterior Henry's Dark Room. A small wooden shed, with its
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window boarded up inside. It is set in the middle of a shrubbery.

Henry and Louis come along the path towards it.

henry: ... Couldn't have suited better if it had been

built for it. I had all the equipment sent from town,

of course - latest I could get ...

Henry opens the door and they go into the dark room.

9 Interior Henry's Dark Room. Henry is still talking away as he

strikes a match and lights the dark-room lamp.

henry : ... And I must say the results have been abso-

lutely tophole. I'll show you some quarter-plates

I've taken about the village. (As the lamp lights up)

There we are. Completely light proof except for

this. Everything to hand. Developer dishes here,

toning baths here and rack up here for drying the

plates ...

Louis looks around him.

louis : Perfect.

henry: Not too bad, is it?

His tone is a shade abstracted, and he goes on with the rather

laboured casualness of someone approaching a difficult subject.

henry: ...Talking of the village, by the bye -I
don't know if you're thinking of sending any ofyour

efforts here to some periodical, but there's just one

thing - I'm sure you're a good fellow or I wouldn't

like to ask ...

louis: Ask what?

henry: I'd be most grateful if you'd hold back that

last plate you exposed.

louis: The inn? But it's delightful.

henry : Yes. The fact is, though, my wife has certain

views - so I never go in such places. You under-

stand?

louis: I quite understand. Naturally, I shouldn't

think of embarrassing you.
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Henry is both grateful and relieved.

henry: I knew you were a good fellow. Suppose we
drink on it (he produces glassesfrom a cupboard) . Unless

you have any views yourself, of course . .

.

louis (amused) : None.

henry: Splendid.

His hand goes to a shelf of bottles, two of which are labelled

(

Developer ' and ' Hypo*

.

henry: What shall it be? Whisky? Gin?

louis : I think a small Developer.

10 Interior Edith
9

s Drawing Room. Louis is standing by the

fireplace.

louis' voice: The mental picture of his wife that

I had formed from Henry's words left me unpre-

pared for the charm of the woman I was to meet.

She was as tall and slender as a lily, and as beau-

tiful.

Henry and Edith come into the room. Louis moves to meet them.

henry: My dear, this is Mr Mazzini. He has a

Thornton Pickard. Mr Mazzini - my wife.

Edith extends her hand. Louis bends and kisses it. Edith looks

slightly surprised at this display of Latinfervour.

edith: I am no photographer myself, Mr Mazzini,

but I share my husband's pleasure in welcoming a

fellow enthusiast. Will you take a glass of sherry?

Louis is a little taken aback.

louis: Thank you - but I ...

Edith is already crossing towards the bell.

edith (as she rings) : My husband and I never touch

alcohol but we see no reason, on that account, to

enforce our views upon our guests.

A Butler appears in answer to the bell.

edith: Some sherry, Harwood.

The prospect of watching Louis drink is too muchfor Henry.
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henry: I have some printing frames out in the sun.

If you don't mind I'll just run out and see to them.

He goes out, at the french windows. Edith sits and Louis fol-

lows suit. She makes conversation.

edith: Have you been in the neighbourhood long,

Mr Mazzini?

louis : A few hours only. I was cycling through the

village and felt compelled to stop and make a study

or two of the inn. It looked so charming.

edith : It does look charming. But I'm afraid it is by

no means an influence for good in the lives of our

people here. The landlord is a former coachman of

ours. I have spoken to him several times about the

amount of drinking that goes on there, but he con-

tinues to allow it.

louis : It is, after all, I suppose, his livelihood.

edith : I do not consider that he has the right to make

a livelihood by exploiting the weaknesses of his

fellow men.

The Butler has returned with a tray on which is a decanter and

glasses. He brings a glass of sherry to Louis.

louis {taking sherry) : Put as you put it, it does sound

deplorable.

edith: It is deplorable. (She rises.) Will you excuse

me a moment?
She turns away to speak to the Butler who is about to leave.

Louis glances after her, then sips his sherry.

louis' voice: I could well understand Henry's

visits to the village inn, apart from his stock of re-

freshments in the dark room. Mrs D'Ascoyne was

beautiful but what a prig she was, and what a bur-

den it must be to live in such a constant atmosphere

of high moral purpose. I wondered how to ingra-

tiate myself with her and decided to attack on her

own ground and with her own weapons.
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The Butler leaves and Edith turns back to Louis.

edith: I'm afraid we can offer you only a simple

luncheon, Mr Mazzini.

louis : You are most kind, but I feel I should not

intrude.

edith: It is no intrusion.

louis: I'm afraid it is. May I explain?

edith: Please do.

They sit.

louis: It was only when your husband told me his

name that I realized that I had come by chance into

a most embarrassing situation. My mother was a

member of the D'Ascoyne family. She married, as

they thought, beneath her and from that day they

refused to recognize her - or my - existence {he rises) .

I feel, therefore, that although you might in the cir-

cumstances hesitate to say so to my face, you and

your husband would prefer not to receive me at

your table. {He extends his hand.) Perhaps you would

be so kind as to explain matters to your husband for

me. I shall naturally leave the neighbourhood at

once.

edith: Mr Mazzini, please sit down.

Louis does so
y
disguising his relief. She goes on.

edith : You have exhibited the most delicate feelings.

I know nothing of the history to which you refer,

but I have often felt that the attitude of my hus-

band's family has failed to move with the times, that

they think too much of the rights of nobility, and too

little of its duties. The very honesty of your beha-

viour appears to me to prove them wrong. Was Lord

Tennyson far from the mark when he wrote :
' Kind

Hearts are more than Coronets, And simple faith

than Norman blood'? I hope you will stay to

luncheon.
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louis : In that case I shall be delighted - and hon-

oured.

1

1

Exterior Drive Gates. Louis is turning out through the gateway

into the road. He glances at the coat of arms on the gate, as he

passes it.

louis' voice: My impersonation of a man of sterling

character was such a resounding success that Mrs
D'Ascoyne invited me to spend the following Satur-

day to Monday with them.

12 Exterior Hallwards' House. Day. The front door and steps.

There is a great coming and going - dressmakers with boxes,

men with potted hydrangeas, and so on. Louis enters the house.

louis' voice: When I returned to the somewhat

contrasting atmosphere of Clapham, I found the

house in a whirl with preparations for Sibella's

wedding to Lionel, which was to take place next

day.

1

3

Interior Nursery. Night. Sibella is sitting gazing into the fire-

place, her chin in her hands. Louis enters.

louis'voice: Before going to bed that evening I

wandered into the old nursery to fetch a book I

had left there.

He stands and looks down at her.

louis: Penny for them.

sibella: Oh, hello, Louis.

He sits down beside her on the sofa.

louis: You're not looking as radiantly happy as

young females in your situation are supposed to look.

sibella: I was just thinking of all the fun we've had

in this room, you and I and Grahame.

louis: And Lionel.

sibella: Yes, and Lionel.

She throws herself on him, sobbing hysterically.
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sibella: O, Louis, I don't want to marry Lionel.

louis : Why not?

sibella: He's so dull.

louis: I must admit that he exhibits the most extra-

ordinary capacity for middle-age that I've ever en-

countered in a young man of twenty-four. However,

it's a bit late in the day to think of that, isn't it?

sibella: I know. That only makes it worse.

She sobs again. Louis strokes her hair.

louis: I always told you you should marry me.

sibella: I know. That makes it worse, too.

She looks up at him. They kiss.

14 Interior Hallward's Drawing Room. Day. Sibella and Lionel

are standing receiving guests after their wedding. Louis comes

in, in an exquisite frock-coat. He bends over Sibella'
}

s hand,

kisses it.

louis: You look more lovely today than I have ever

seen you.

Her eyes drop for a moment. Louis moves on, gives Lionel a

frank, manly handshake.

louis : You're a lucky man, Lionel, take my word for

it.

Louis moves on, over to a table en which the wedding presents

are laid out.

louis' voice: I could not help feeling that even

Sibella's capacity for lying was going to be taxed to

the utmost. Time had brought me revenge on Lionel

and, as the Italian proverb says, 'Revenge is a dish

which people of taste prefer to eat cold.'

Louis is looking down sardonically at one of the presents. It is

a set of antlers, converted into a hat rack. Attached to it is a

card - 'From Mr Louis D'Ascoyne Mazzini.'

15 Exterior Dark Room. Dawn. Louis comes quietly along the path

through the shrubbery. He is carrying a small can.
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louis' voice: The following Saturday, I left London
in the middle of the night and reached Henry's

house just before dawn.

Louis goes into the dark room and emerges again almost imme-

diately with the dark-room lamp, which he proceeds to empty

and refill with the contents of the can,

louis' voice: It took a mere three minutes to sub-

stitute petrol for the paraffin in the dark-room lamp.

16 Exterior Haystack. Dawn. Louis stretches himself down on the

hay to sleep.

louis' voice: ... and I then repaired to a meadow
and took a few hours sleep while awaiting the hour

at which I could reasonably arrive at the house.

17 Exterior Lawn. Day. Edith is instructing Louis in archery

while Henry photographs them. Louis dispatches his arrow.

18 Close Shot Target. The arrow strikes respectably near the

centre.

19 Medium Shot Edith and Louis. She congratulates him. He

smiles politely, throwing a side glance at Henry, off.

louis' voice: The day dragged by in an agony of

suspense for me.

Edith poses ready to shoot.

20 Medium Shot Henry. He goes into a frenzy of gestures and

business.

louis' voice: Henry took photograph after photo-

graph but seemed to have no urge whatever to

follow it up with a visit to the dark room.

21 Medium Shot Edith and Louis. As Shot ig. Edith beautifully

posed, Louis looking in suppressed irritation at Henry.

22 Medium Shot Henry. As Shot 20. In an ecstasy, of enthusiasm,

he presses the bulb.
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23 Medium Shot Edith and Louis. As Shot ig. Edith releases the

arrow.

24 Close Shot Target. The arrow lands dead in the centre of the

target.

25 Medium Shot Group. Gesticulations of congratulations.

louis' voice: I began to fear that he had suddenly

taken the pledge ...

Henry walksforward to Edith.

henry: I think I'll just develop these before tea.

[To Louis) Care to come?

louis : I would indeed - but I have a slight headache.

The sun, I think. And, I'm afraid the chemicals

wouldn't improve it ...

edith {To Henry) : Mr Mazzini and I will have tea

under the cedar. I have always found that most

beneficial for a headache.

Louis smiles gratefully and they separate, Henry through a

door in the garden wall, Louis and Edith in the opposite

direction.

26 Exterior Lawn. Louis and Edith stroll towards a cedar-tree,

where the Butler has just set out tea. Louis places a chair for

Edith so that her back is towards the shrubbery, and himself sits

facing her.

edith: Would you like Harwood to fetch you a

headache powder?

louis: Please! It is better already. I am sure a cup

of fragrant tea in such delightful surroundings and

company will see the end of it. I am afraid that

Henry will think me a poor enthusiast.

edith: I sometimes think that he is too great a one.

In a way, I am to blame for it. Before we were

married he had few interests. He spent the greater

part of each day at his club. I felt that such a life
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was unhealthy and persuaded him to live here in

the country.

27 Close Shot Louis. There is a distant
'

boomph* from the shrub-

bery, which does not escape Louis'* ears, but Edith does not

notice it.

28 Close Shot Edith.

edith {continuing) : I hoped perhaps that he would

interest himself in the welfare of our tenantry, as I

do, but he became interested in photography on our

honeymoon and since then it has become the major

preoccupation of his life.

A column of black smoke is beginning to rise from the shrub-

bery.

29 Close Shot Louis. Louis watches it, past Edith who has a

troubled look on herface.

edith: Mr Mazzini ...

Louis hastily returns his attention to Edith.

louis : Yes.

30 Close Shot Edith.

edith: You will forgive my speaking to you on a

personal matter, but it worries me that Henry

should spend so much time on his hobby that he

has little left for any more useful activity. Am I

right to let him go on like this?

3

1

Close Shot Louis. Louis, his eyes still on the smoke, appears to

ponder Edith's question.

louis' voice: I could hardly point out that Henry

now had no time left for any kind of activity, so I

continued to discuss his future.

32 Medium Shot Louis, Edith.

louis: He has never shown any wish for a career in

politics?
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edith: None.

louis : Nor any other ambitions?

edith: One only. To win a prize at the Salon of
Photography in Brussels. He is so often ...

She breaks off, listening.

louis: What is it?

edith: I thought I heard something ...

She is about to look round towards the shrubbery, when Louis

speaks.

louis : It's nothing. Just a bonfire down the garden.
Edith's alarm, instead of being alleviated, is increased.

edith : Bonfire ... but it can't be, at this time of year.
She turns and sees the smoke. A cry escapes her and she springs

up.

edith: Henry!

She makes to rush towards the shrubbery, but Louis, too, has

sprung to hisfeet, and he holds her back, with a hand on her arm.

louis : No. Stay here.

He runs towards the shrubbery.

louis' voice: Needless to say, I was too late ...



The Third Man

CAROL REED TALKS TO ROGER MANVELL

A film director's job is quite simply to tell a story. For this he

must use actors, and places, and cameras, and microphones. But

first and foremost he is a storyteller, like a novelist or a dramatist.

If he is telling someone else's story in a film, then he becomes like

the producer of a play - his whole job is to interpret the story

in such a way that it succeeds when it is shown to an audience.

The film director who becomes too hide-bound by theory can

only too easily forget the vital point that he has got to hold an

audience's attention from start to finish. He must understand

actors and how to get the best performances he can from them,

all in support of the story he is telling.

In The Third Man Graham Greene wrote the story, and with

it, of course, the dialogue. His screen dialogue is good because

it gives the actor something to say on the surface and at the

same time something to suggest. The audience should never

lose interest in such dialogue which, when it is well acted,

always seems to mean just a little more than it says. It is a

challenge to actors and audience alike; that is why it is good

dialogue.

Holly Martins, an American writer of Westerns, arrives in

Vienna. He is a simple sort of man, and finds himself lost in a

world he just cannot understand. The language cuts him off, for

one thing, but, far more deeply than that, his knowledge ofhuman
nature is insufficient to cope with the curious kind of people with

whom he suddenly finds himself involved. In this post-war

Viennese world only the porter at the house where Harry Lime
had lived, the man who believes he saw Lime die, establishes

some sympathetic contact with him, and, of course, Anna,

though she never really gives him more than a fraction of

her attention. She can only think of Harry, the man she still

loves.

All through the film we emphasized the isolation of Holly.
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Anyone feels cut off when the people around him are constantly
speaking a foreign language he does not understand, and this

isolation reaches one of its climaxes when the little child Hanzel
starts the rumour that it was Holly himself who killed the porter.
The fact that it is a child who does this, and a child of this par-
ticular kind with a sort of evil genius, should emphasize Holly
Martin's isolation in a foreign world even more.

Extractfrom the Post-Production Script of

THE THIRD MAN*

ANNA AND MARTINS ARE INVOLVED IN THE
DEATH OF THE PORTER

1 Close Shot Calloway at the window. He turns back to look off

for Anna.

galloway: Thank you, Miss Schmidt. We will send

for you when we want you.

He moves over to window, camera panning slightly with him.

Sound of tram running along.

2 Close Up. Anna in profile eyes lowered. She turns away.

Dissolve to

:

3 Close Shot of neon sign over club entrance reading

:

CASANOVA
REVUE BUHNE BAR

Sound of Traffic noise.

* Producer/Director: Carol Reed for London Films. Script:
Graham Greene. Director of Photography: Robert Krasker. Art
Directors: Vincent Korda, John Hawkesworth, Joseph Bato. Editor:
Oswald Hafenrichter. Music: Anton Karas. Leading Players: Joseph
Cotten, Trevor Howard, Valli, Orson Welles.
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4 Medium Shot Anna entering the club past a commissionaire,

followed by Martins.

doorman: Bitte schoen.

Camera pans as they leave door and move into hall losing the

door, and revealing Crabbin and his girl friend. Anna exits.

Martins stands left of Crabbin, they shake hands - the girl

stands right of Crabbin waitingfor him.

crabbin : Hello - Mr Martins, we tried to get you at

your hotel. We have arranged that lecture for

tomorrow.

martins: What about?

crabbin: On the modern novel -you remember

what we arranged and we want you to talk on the

Crisis of Faith.

Crabbin's friend exits and Martins hands his hat and coat to

the hat check girl.

martins: What's that?

crabbin: Oh, I thought you would know, you're

a writer. Of course you do. Good night, old

man.

He starts to exit, then turns back.

crabbin: Oh, I've forgotten my hat. I'll let you

know the time later.

Crabbin exits and camera tracks back as Martins walks for-

ward to Close Shot. Camera pans with him as he turns to his

right and walks through archway into the empty bar revealed

beyond. Anna the only customer is seated back to camera on a

stool at the bar - the barman right of her. Martins walks up-

stage to her back to camera.

5 Close Shot Anna seated in right profile at the bar. Martins

comes to stand at her right side - looks at her for a moment -

then turns to lean with his back against the barfacing her - in

left profile.

martins: Drink?
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anna: Whisky.

martins (to bartender off) : Two whiskies.

6 Close Shot fat woman customer at a table in restaurant - past

man with her in rightforeground opposite side of the table. She

is eating soup. Kurtz is standing close to her - leaning over her

serenading with a violin.

7 Close Shot. Anna and Martins - Barman puts drinks on the

counter in front of them in foregroundfrom offscreen.

barman : Zwei whiskies.

martins : How much?
barman: Zwanzig schillings.

ann a : They don't take army money here.

Anna starts rummaging in her handbagfor money - in the pro

cess some of the contents tumble out on to the counter including,

a photograph. Martins picks it up.

martins: Harry?

ann a : Yes. He moved his head, but the rest is good,

isn't it?

She takes back the photo and puts it in her bag again.

8 Close Up woman customer at the table, with Kurtz bending

down close to her - smiling and playing the violin. He suddenly

reacts to sighting Martins offscreen. He finishes playing and

straightens up, camera panning up with him and losing the !

woman customer - and we hold him in Close Up, looking off

still.

9 Close Shot Popescu seated at table reading a paper, and smoking

a cigar.

io Close Up; Kurtz nods at Popescu, then narrowing look off closer

to camera for Martins movesforward to exit.

1 1 Close Shot; Popescu looks off at Martins, paper still in hand.
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12 Close Shot Anna and Martins. Kurtz moves downstage to stand

between them fullface.

Martins puts down his glass.

kurtz: Good evening, Miss Schmidt.

anna: Good evening.

kurtz: So, you have found out my little secret. A
man must live. How goes the investigation? Have
you proved to the police they are wrong?

13 Close Up Martins looking at Kurtz*

martins: Not yet.

kurtz: But you will.

14 Close Up Kurtz past Martins in right foreground.

kurtz: Our friend Dr Winkel said you had called.

Wasn't he helpful?

15 Close Up Martins past Kurtz in leftforeground.

martins : Well, he was - er - limited.

16 Close Up Kurtz-

kurtz : Mr Popescu is here tonight.

martins: The Roumanian?

kurtz : Yes. The man who helped carry him.

17 Close Up Martins.

martins: I thought he left Vienna?

18 Close Up Kurtz.

kurtz : He is back now.

19 Close Up Martins.

martins: I'd like to meet all of Harry's friends.

20 Close Up Kurtz*

kurtz: I'll bring him to you.

He exits.

21 Close Up. Anna looking off at Martins.

anna: Haven't you done enough for tonight?
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22 Close Up Martins, camera panning down to bring in Anna as

he leans down on bar, close to the right of herfullface.

martins: The porter said three men carried the

body - and two of them are here.

23 Long Shotfrom Martins' eye line. Some members of the Inter-

national Patrol appear in the doorway to the bar. Footsteps.

24 Medium Close Shot Anna and Martins leaning on the bar.

Behind them in the reflection of the wall mirror Martins watches

the International Patrol as they enter bar. An American MP
followed by a Russian enter, crossing screen behind Anna and

Martins. As they go Martins turns back to the bar.

martins : Who are you looking for now?
anna: Sssh. Don't. Don't please.

martins: Silly looking bunch.

25 Medium Long Shot Kurtz, followed by Popescu making their

way through the tables and some members of the patrol camera

tracking back with them and panning revealing Anna and

Martins at the bar in foreground. They stop facing them.

Kurtz introduces Popescu.

kurt z : Mr Popescu - Mr Martins.

martins : How do you do

!

popescu: Any friend of Harry's is a friend of mine.

kurtz : I'll leave you together.

Kurtz exits.

popescu: Good evening Miss Schmidt. You remem-

ber me?
anna: Of course.

popescu: I helped Harry fix her papers, Mr Martins.

martins: Oh, you did.

popescu: Not the sort of thing I should confess to

total stranger, but you have to break the rules

sometimes. Humanity 's a duty. Cigarette, Miss

Schmidt?
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He puts a cigarette in his mouthfrom a packet in his hand and

offers it to Anna.

ann

a

: Thank you

!

popescu: Keep the packet.

26 Close Shot Martins.

martins : I understand you were with ...

27 Close Shot Popescu.

martins: Harry ...

popescu : Two double whiskies. Was wunschen sie?

He looks off at Anna.

anna: Nichts danke. Kein.

popescu: Entschuldigen sie. It was a terrible thing.

28 Close Up Anna holding glass looking down thoughtfully.

popescu:! was just crossing the road to go to Harry.

29 Medium Shot Popescu and Martins crossing bar into restaurant,

camera panning and tracking with them and revealing the

almost empty tables beyond. They move upstage backs to camera,

and stop in the centre of the room.

popescu : He and the Baron were on the sidewalk. If

I hadn't started to cross the road it wouldn't have

happened. I can't help blaming myself and wishing

things had been different. Anyway he saw me, and

stepped off the sidewalk to meet me, and the

truck . .

.

30 Close Up Popescu. Martins walks forward and stands close

to him in profile.

popescu: It was terrible Mr Martins - terrible. I

have never seen a man killed before.

He lights a cigarette.

martins:I thought there was something funny about

the whole thing.

popescu: Funny?
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martins : Something wrong.

popescu: Of course there was. Some ice for Mr
Martins.

A tray with two drinks comes into picture and they each take one.

martins: You think so too?

Martins walks round Popescu.

popescu: It was so terrible for a man like Harry to

be killed in an ordinary street accident.

Martins is now close to him, in theforeground.

martins: That's all you meant?

popescu: What else?

Music Stops.

31 Close Up Martins, with Popescu in the rightforeground.

martins : Who was the third man?

32 Close Up Popescu, glass to his lips. He lowers it smiling.

popescu: I oughtn't to drink it. It makes me acid.

What man would you be referring to, Mr Martins?

33 Close Up Martins.

martins: I was told that a third man helped yoi

and Kurtz to carry the body.

34 Close Up Popescu.

popescu: I don't know how you could have heard

that here. The finding of the body was in the police

report. There was just the two of us - me and the

Baron. Who could have told you a story like that?

35 Close Up Martins, with Popescu in the foreground. Popescu

raises glass to drink.

martins: The Porter at Harry's place -he was

cleaning the window at the time.

36 Close Up Popescu, with Martins drinking from his glass in

foreground.

popescu: And saw the accident.
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37 Close Up Martins.

martins: No, no. He didn't see the accident -but
he saw three men carrying the body.

38 Close Up Popescu.

popesgu: Wasn't he at the police inquiry?

martins: He didn't want to get involved.

popesgu: Will we never teach these Austrians to be

good citizens? It was his duty to give the evidence.

Popescu moves away upstage back to camera, camera panning

with him, and losing Martins. He sits down in a chair.

popesgu : Even so - he remembered wrong.

39 Medium Close Shot; Martins moves downstage to Popescu

seated in profile at a table, smoking. Camera pans with Martins

as he crosses infront of Popescu.

popesgu: What else did he tell you?

martins: That Harry was dead before you got him

to that statue.

Martins sits down, camera panning down slightly with him as

he sits right of Popescu.

martins: He probably knows a lot more than that.

Somebody's lying.

popesgu: Not necessarily.

40 Close Up Martins.

martins: The police say he was mixed up in some

racket.

41 Close Up Popescu.

popesgu: Oh, that's quite impossible. He had a

great sense of duty.

42 Close Up Martins.

martins: Your friend Kurtz seems to think it was

possible.
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43 Close Up Popescu.

popesgu: I understand how an Anglo-Saxon feels.

The Baron hasn't travelled, you know.

44 Close Up Martins. He looks awayfor a moment.

martins: He seems to have been around a bit. Do
you know a man called - er - Harbin?

45 Close Up Popescu.

popescu: No.

martins: Joseph Harbin.

popescu: Joseph Harbin? No ... No ...

46 Close Up Popescu. He looks off, for Anna.

popescu : That's a nice girl that, but she ought to go

careful in Vienna. Everybody ought to go careful

in a city like this.

Music starts. Dissolve to

:

47 Close Shot Popescu seated in chair talking into phone.

popescu: You will meet us at the bridge. Good.

Dissolve to

:

48 Close Shot Kurtz coming out of a door of a house into the street.

Dissolve to

:

49 Long Shot Street. Dr Winkel comes out of a passage in a

building, wheeling a bicycle. Camera pans slightly with him.

Dissolve to

:

50 Close Shot Popescu comes out of door into street.

Dissolve to

:

51 Long Shot Suspension Bridge. Centre of this in far background

are discovered Winkel, Kurtz and Popescu in a group. They

start to move away off upstage.
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52 Long Shot - high angle, down on to the bridge, the three men

walking away upstage.

Dissolve to

:

53 Long Shot Martins outside Harry's apartment building. He
starts to cross the road.

54 Close Shot Man looking offfor Martins.

55 Long Shot Martins in the middle of the road. He turns away

to walk upstage but is arrested by a call and reacts to it.

porter: Hullo!

56 Medium Long Shot the Porter at the upstairs window from

Martins eye line. He is looking down off towards Martins.

porter: Hey - is it so very important for you?

57 Long Shot Martins standing in the middle of the road looking

up off towards the Porter.

martins : Yes, it is.

porter: I am not a bad man.

58 Medium Shot Porter at the open window, looking down.

porter : I would like to tell you something.

59 Long Shot Martins standing in the deserted street looking up at

the porter off.

martins: Tell me, how did a car ...

60 Medium Shot Porter at window.

porter: Come tonight. My wife goes out ...

61 Long Shot Martins in the street.

martins: All right, I'll come back, but ...

62 Medium Shot Porter at window - he holds his finger to his

lips - then goes back into the room.

porter: Ssh! ... Tonight.
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63 Close Shot Porter as he closes the window and turns back into

the room full face. Music crescendo. He suddenly looks fear-

fully off and camera tracks in to Close Up - he is transfixed.

Dissolve to

:

64 Close Shot Anne seated on the bed in her room. Knock on the

door.

anna: Wer ist da?

65 Medium Close Shot. Martins enters through door into Anna's

room. He looks off towards her.

martins: That mean come in?

66 Close Shot Anna seated on bed looking towards Martins. She

gets up out ofpicture.

anna: Oh, yes, yes. Come in.

67 Medium Shot Martins in foreground, Anna picks up a bundle

of clothes and crosses infront of him, camera panning with her.

She puts things in a chest of drawers.

martins : The porter is going to talk to us tonight.

anna: Need we go through it all again?

Martins has been standing behind a pile of boxes, picks up a

script on the top of them and looks at it.

martins: Might as well, I suppose. Are you busy?

anna: Just another part I've got to learn.

Camera pans with Anna as she moves to Martins.

martins: Can I hear you?

anna: In German?
martins: I can try. Is it comedy, or tragedy?

anna: Comedy. I don't play tragedy.

martins: Do I ...

He puts down his coat.

She moves upstage towards the window. Martins movesforward

to lean in Close Shot on boxes looking at the script.

anna: Well you read this.

martins: Gestern bein heurigen ...
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anna: What's that?

martins: 'Ein hurigan' - I guess.

68 Close Shot Martins. Anna enters screen and stands beside him

and we hold them both in Close Shot.

martins: H-E-Z-T ...

anna: Oh, let me see. No, no that's not the cue. It

means she has to sit down.

She leaves the screen, and camera pans slightly to centre on

Martins.

martins: Well, Frau Housman ...

69 Close Shot Anna at end of bed standing in left profile. She sits

down on the end of the bed, camera centering her.

anna: No, no. It's no good.

70 Medium Close Shot. Martins looking towards Anna -script

still in hand.

martins: Bad day?

71 Close Shot Anna seated on bed, her right profile favouring

camera. She is looking towards Martins.

anna: It is always bad about this time. He used to

look in around six. I've been frightened at being

alone without friends and money. But I've never

known anything like this. Please talk.

72 Medium Close Shot Martins.

anna: Tell me about him.

martins: Tell you what?

73 Close Shot Anna seated on bed.

anna: Oh, anything -just talk. When did you see

him last?

74 Medium Close Shot Martins lowering script - not looking at

her.

anna: When ... What did you do?
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martins : Oh, we didn't make much sense. Drank too

much. Once he tried ...

75 Close Shot Anna seated on end of bed.

martins: ... to steal my girl.

anna: Where is she?

76 Medium Close Shot ; Martins throws down script. Camera pans

with him as he moves upstage, revealing Anna seated on end of

bed back to camera, and the window in background.

martins: Oh, that was many years ago.

anna: Tell me more.

martins: Oh, it's very difficult. You knew Harry

... We didn't do ...

77 Close Shot Martins at the window standing full face - not

looking at Anna off.

martins: ... anything very amusing. He just made
everything seem like such - er - fun.

He takes a cigarette from his pocket.

78 Close Shot Anna seated on bed looking towards Martins.

anna: Was he clever when he was a boy?

79 Close Shot Martins standingfullface near the windoiv.

martins: I suppose so - he could fix anything.

80 Close Shot Anna.

anna: What sort of things?

81 Close Shot Martins, who lights a match.

martins : Oh, little things. How to put your tempera-

ture up before an exam ... the best cribs. How to

avoid this and that.

82 Close Shot Anna looking towards Martins.

ann a : He fixed my papers for me. He heard that the

Russians were repatriating people like me who came
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from Czechoslovakia. He knew the right person

straight away for forging stamps.

83 Close Shot Martins at the window. He looks towards Anna -

then off left out of the window. He blows out the match.

martins: Yes.

84 Close Shot Martins moves closer to the window - looks at

window-box.

martins: When he was fourteen, he taught me the

three-card trick. That's growing up fast.

85 Close Up Anna looking at Martins.

ann a : He never grew up. The world grew up round

him, that's all.

86 Medium Shot Martins standing by the window - cigarette in hand.

anna: ... and buried him.

martins: Anna.

87 Close Up Anna looking at Martins.

88 Medium Shot Martins.

martins: You'll fall in love again.

89 Close Up Anna. She gets up, camera panning up with her, and

turns away, back to camera.

anna: Can't you see I don't want to. I don't ever

want to.

90 Medium Shot Martins at window.

martins : Come on out and have a drink.

91 Close Up Anna looking at Martins.

anna: Why did you say that?

92 Medium Shot Martins picks up coat. Anna moves to his side in

the corner of the room and camera tracks in and holds them in

Close Shot. Martins puts down her coat instead of helping her

on with it.
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martins: Seemed like a good idea.

anna: It's just what he used to say.

martins: Well, I didn't learn that from him.

anna: If we have to see the porter we'd better go.

martins: What's the hurry? Can't we talk quietly

for a couple of minutes?

anna: I thought you wanted ...

martins: A moment ago you said you didn't want

to see the porter.

anna: We're both in it, Harry.

martins: Holly.

anna: I'm so sorry.

martins: It's all right.

He leaves the screen.

93 Medium Close Shot. Martins enters picture, picking up coat and

hat.

martins: You might get the name right.

94 Medium Close Shot Anna at door, looking at Martins.

anna: Do you know- you ought to find yourself a girl.

She opens the door and Martins enters screen picture.

Music stops. Dissolve to

:

95 Long Shot Anna and Martins walking down side of a wet dark

street towards the camera, which is tracking back with them.

They stop in foreground, in Close Shot.

martins : His English is very bad. We'll let him talk

German. You'll just be good enough to trans ...

Anna looks off.

anna: Look!

96 Long Shot group of people clustered round the doorway of the

entrance to Harry*s apartment. An ambulance is parked outside

its doors open towards camera.

martins: That's Harry's place, isn't it?

anna: Yes.
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97 Medium Close Shot Anna and Martins. She backs away and

camera tracks in a little as hefollows her.

anna: Let's go away.

martins: What's the matter?

anna : Let's not get into any more trouble.

martins: Wait here.

He leaves the picture. Sound of an aeroplane engine.

98 Long Shot Martins enters from foreground and moves upstage

towards group outside the apartment.

99 Medium Shot Group of People gathered outside the doorway.

100 Close Shot Man outside of door and Martins.

martins : What's the matter - er - What is loos?

man : De Porter ist urn gebracht worden.

1 01 Close Shot Hansel holding his father's hand, from Martins*

eye line down to him.

martins: I don't understand.

man : The Porter ...

102 Close Shot Man, standing past Martins who is in right fore-

ground.

man: Dead.

103 Close Shot Another Man.

man : Kaput - he's murdered.

man : The Porter is - odraht - kaput—
Makes a slitting movement with his hand across his throat.

104 Close Up Hansel looking up at hisfather.

hansel: Papa ... papa ...

1 05 Medium Close Shot Martins andfather of Hansel, who looks

down at him, offscreen.

father: Was willst den Hansel?

1 06 Close Up Hansel pointing off.

hansel : Papa der war's.
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107 Close Shot Martins and Hansel
9

s father looking down at

Hansel. Martins turns his head to look at the door. Hansel's

father points at Martins.

father: Was den herr da?

108 Close Up Hansel holding ball, looking up at his father.

hansel: Ja, papa. Ich hab' doch g'sshen!

109 Close Up Man in the street looking at the boy.

hansel: Papa der ist der murder.

1 1 o Medium Close Shot Martins looking back over his shoulderfor

Anna. Hansel
9

s father is looking at him.

in Long Shot Anna standing close to the wall of the building,

looking offscreen.

hansel: Murder! Murder!

112 Medium Long Shot Martins looking off, with Hansel's father

near him. The latter taps him on the shoulder.

father : Sagen sie haben sie einen streit gehabt mit

dem portier.

martins: I don't understand.

He moves off-screen.

1
1

3

Close Shot Hansel looking up.

hansel: Hey, ve gest due mir?

114 Close Three-shot; a woman and man, either side of Hansel's

father, looking off.

115 Close Shot Hansel moving among the legs of the spectators out-

side the house, making his way to camera. He stops in fore-

ground tugging at the sleeve of Martins' coat and looking

up at him.

hansel: Ta papa der war's.

116 Close Up Martins looking at Hansel.

hansel: Der war's.
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117 Close Shot Hansel'sfather, between the man and woman in the

crowd.

hansel: Ja papa, der ist der murder.

118 Close Shot Anna and Martins, looking towards the boy off-

screen.

anna: What is it?

119 Medium Shot stretcher bearers bringing the stretcher out of the

house through the people gathered round the door.

martins: The porter had been murdered.

120 Close Shot Anna and Martins, who reacts to the body being

carried out. Anna is listening.

father: Warms er ist der mit.

121 Close Shot HanseVs father between the woman and the man.

father : Dem portier die rauferei gehabt hat ...

122 Close Shot Anna with Martins. She is listening to HanseV

s

father. She leans back to whisper to Martins.

woman : Warscheinlich ist der murder.

anna: They think you did it.

hansel: Morder!

123 Medium Shot of men among the spectators looking at Martins.

hansel: Morder!

124 Close Shot Anna with Martins.

125 Close Shot Hansel looking up at hisfather. He makes a gesture

of cutting his throat with his hand.

hansel: So gemascht odraht.

126 Close Shot Anna and Martins. They start to turn away.

Music starts.

hansel : Der - der - der.

127 Close Up the man Martins first addressed in the crowd -from

low angle.
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128 Close Shot Anna in the lead, with Martins making their way

through the people. Anna goes ; Martinsfollows her.

129 Medium Shot Hanselfrom his height, making his way through

the people. He runs out ofpicture.

hansel: Papa.

130 Long Shot Anna with Martins making their way at a run

downstage - away from Harry*s apartment. Hansel is seen

running after them.

hansel: Papa der war's.

131 Medium Shot of Spectators with Hansel'*sfather among them

looking off-screen.

father: Hullo. Warten sie bissl.

He moves out ofpicture.

132 Long Shot Amia and Martins walking upstage, back to camera.

They turn and look back.

133 Medium Close Shot. Man moving downstage.

man : Sie moment mal.

1 34 Long Shot Anna and Martins moving upstage along the pave-

ment. Hansel enters running upstage after them. Anna and

Martins turn corner going out of picture. Hansel stops and

turns round to look backfor his father.

hansel: Papa!

135 Medium Shot Hansel standing full face at the street corner

looking backfor his father.

hansel: Papa!

136 Medium Shot of Group of Spectators with HanseVsfather.

father: Stock stehen hier.

He leaves the picture.

137 Long Shot Hansel turns away and runs up the street again,

turning round corner after Martins and Anna.
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138 Long Shot Martins and Anna running down stone steps with

church in background.

139 Long Shot of Spectators running upstage backs to camera to-

wards corner after Hansel, off.

140 Long Shot of Spectators coming round corner at a run towards

camera.

141 Long Shot of stone steps with church in background. Hansel

running down them leading the crowd of spectators.

142 Long Shot outside theatre. Martins and Anna walking along

the street. She is stopped by Martins as she is about to pass the

cinema.

martins: In here.

143 Medium Shot Martins enters box-office,followed by Anna.

anna: That money is no good. Zwei bitte.

She gives him some money and he buys the tickets.

144 Long Shot Hansel comes round corner with spectators, moving

downstage.

145 Medium Shot Anna at the box-office. Martins pulls her out of

picture to go into cinema.

146 Medium Shot Anne enters row of seats. Martins also enters,

and sits in a seatjust behind her.

Sound of Distorted sound-track from German film being

shown. Not clearly audible.

147 Close Shot Anna in profile. Martins seated in the row behind

her, leansforward over her shoulder to whisper to her.

martins: Sneak out the other way, and go back to

your theatre. I'd better not see you again.

anna: What are you going to do?

martins: I wish I knew.

anna: Be sensible - tell Major Calloway.

She gets up and exits. Martins looks after her.



Secret People
!

INTRODUCED BY THOROLD DICKINSON

An example of the difference between theory and

practice in the construction of a film

I want to make two points in these notes.

First : in the publishing of film scripts, it is becoming the habit

to print what is technically known as the release script, which is

the verbal description of the film as shown to the public, rather

than the shooting script, which is the written script as delivered

before production. One can understand a layman finding plea-

sure and interest in recapturing the flavour of a favourite film

from reading a transcription of the film as he has seen it on the

screen. But the student of film writing can, in my opinion, find a

deeper interest in comparing with the film the shooting script

from which that film was made : he can thereby learn far more
about the construction of the film, particularly if the film con-

tains sequences of a cinematic nature, as opposed to sequences

v/hich might be equally effective in a stage or television produc-

tion.

Second : there is a growing tendency to believe that the func-

tion of film editing is less creative in sound films tha-n in silent.

And this is true in films which derive directly from stage plays

or in films in which the dialogue carries the burden of story

telling more than the visuals and sound effects. But the more a

subject lends itself to cinematic treatment, the more creative can

become the contribution of the film editor.

Secret People was conceived as a film, and the sequence which I

have chosen to illustrate these two points remained unaltered

* Producer: Sidney Cole for Ealing Studios. Director: Thorold
Dickinson. Script: Thorold Dickinson and Wolfgang Wilhelm.
Director of Photography: Gordon Dines. Art Director: William
Kellner. Editor: Peter Tanner. Music: Roberto Gerhard. Leading
Players: Valentina Cortesa, Serge Reggiani, Charles Goldner.
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from the first rough draft of the script. The episode demanded
to be presented as a flashback and resisted any effort to force it

into chronological continuity. There are thirty-one scenes in the

relevant passage of the shooting script and seventy-four in the

release script and the finished film.

The story leading up to this episode tells how Louis Balan

finds two refugee sisters, Maria and Nora Brent, living in a cafe

in Paddington. In their homeland Louis and Maria had been

lovers. Louis' mission in London is to assassinate General Gal-

bern, roving ambassador of a totalitarian Government, who was

responsible for the death of Maria's father. Louis arranges for

Nora to dance professionally at a garden party given in honour

of Galbern, and for Maria to chaperon her. Just before the

sisters leave to go to the party, Louis gives Maria a bomb to

carry into the grounds of the country house : she is to hand it to

a member of Louis' organization, who will give her the pass-

word 'curious tracery'. Louis waits at the cafe for the girls to

return, and when they do so, he follows them upstairs.

The shooting script* continues as follows

:

22 Interior Anselmo's Living-room. Night. (Studio).

Camera shootingfrom doorway ofliving-room towards window.

Nora is standing with cloak open, still in her dance costume.

She is very pale, but controlled. Her suitcase is in the middle of

the floor. There is a faint resemblance to the scene of the girls*

arrival seven years before.

Maria turns her back, looks towards the window.

louis : Hullo, you're back early!

nora (vaguely): Something frightful happened

-

there was an explosion.

Penny enters the room carrying a tray of tea.

penny: An explosion ?

nora: It was terrible —
Nora runs to the bedroom. Penny follows.

louis (triumphant) : It worked!

* These scenes are reprinted from Lindsay Anderson's book Making
a Film, the Story of 'Secret People \ George Allen & Unwin Ltd. by
permission of the publishers and of Ealing Studios Ltd.
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23 Interior Living-room. Effect Shot {with change of background to

Garden). Might. {Studio and Location.)

Maria, at the window, keeps her back to him. She is making a

great effort to control her voice.

maria: It was horrible. You don't think of every-

thing, Louis.

louis : Tell me.

Maria turns into profile. She will not look at Louis. Beyond

her head is the street with walkers and loiterers lit by the street

lamps. Her voice is resentful, like that of someone compelled to

speak.

maria : We were not supposed to mix with the guests.

I was watching from the terrace.

As Maria speaks, the street beyond and below her, becomes

less and less distinct. At the same time, the camera drifts closer

to her. Then, as Maria begins walking away, the background,

growing more and more distinct, becomes the scene of the garden

entertainment which she is describing.

maria's voice: During Nora's dance, I went down
for a closer look.

Maria begins to walk, no longer in the living-room, but down

into the garden, away diagonallyfrom the camera until she is

in full length on the screen in her white dress.

Maria passes waiters and waitresses as she goes.

24 Exterior. Garden Party. Night. {Location.)

An eager little waitress takes courage from the movements of

Maria and goesforward with her, carrying an empty tray.

25 Nora. {Location.)

In the distance, Nora is dancing on the stage. Her dance

quicklyfinishes.

26 Bill and Maria. {Location.)

During the applause, Bill, the chauffeur, in evening dress,

comes up to Maria.
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bill : Good evening. What a beautiful bag. Have you
a light?

27 Clown, Guests. (Location.)

The next turn begins — a musical clown.

28 Maria and Bill. (Location.)

Maria's eyes are on the clown, refusing to acknowledge Bill's

presence.

bill (uncertain) : Have you alight? Curious tracery ...

Maria, immobile, her face set, looks past him towards the

clown. Bill falters. Suddenly a vulgar burst of laughter, in a

man's voice, very prolonged and sickeningly demonstrative.

Maria looks sideways.

29 General Galbern, Distinguished Man, Bodyguard, Guests

(Location)

.

Camera shooting from Maria's eye line (sideways) . She sees,

severalyards away, Galbern sitting at a table. The tails of his

coat sweeping the lawn as he rocks on his chair, convulsed with

laughter. A distinguished-looking man and a bodyguard share

his table.

30 Maria, Bill (Location).

Maria's reaction is instantaneous. She opens her bag and Bill,

relaxing, takes the silver cigarette-case. Maria strikes her

cigarette-lighter, her eyes still on Galbern. Bill lights his

cigarette.

bill; Thank you very much.

31 Clown (Location).

Camera shootingfrom backs ofguests on to the stage where the

clown is performing one of his important gags.

32 Bill, Galbern, Guests (Location).

Camera shooting from stage angle towards guests where Bill

is seen approaching Galbern's table.
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33 Maria (Location).

Maria looks after Bill uncertainly again.

34 Maria, Bill, Galbern, Guests (Location).

Maria walks away keeping an eye on BilVs movements, while

the guests are kept in constant laughter by the brilliant clowning.

35 Clown (Location).

Camera shooting towards stage, where the clown is performing

one of his important gags.

36 Guests including principals (Location).

At the end of the act the guests are deservedly enthusiastic. They

rise to theirfeet and applaud.

37 Waitress (Location).

The eager little waitress cranes her headforward excitedly to

watch.

38 Bill, General Galbern, Distinguished Man, Bodyguard, Guests

(Location).

Bill pauses by General Galbern's table.

39 Maria, Guests (Location).

Maria moves on closer to the performer's dais, applauding.

She begins to count the seconds under her breath.

40 Bill, Guests (Location).

Bill strolls away towards the corner of the house.

41 Clown and Guests (Location).

(As 36.) The Guests sit down again as the clown begins an

encore number.

42 Clown (Location).

Camera shooting towards stage, where the clown commences to

perform one of his shorter gags.
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43 Maria {Location).

Maria is still counting. She has to hold on to a chair.

44 Billy Guests {Location).

Bill passes behind the end of the house.

45 Maria {Location).

Maria moves on again, deliberately counting. She hears ap-

plause as the clown {off) again reaches a conclusion. Then she

hears a voice.

voice : One moment, Lady Venner. May I introduce

General Galbern?

Maria turns quickly.

46 Galbern, Distinguished Man, Bodyguard, Elderly Woman
{Location)

.

47 Maria {Location).

Maria stares at the unoccupied table, as though relieved.

48 Head Waiter and Waitress {Location)

.

The head waiter makes a gesture and the little waitress steps

forward to tidy up the table.

49 Maria {Location).

Maria grows rigid; only her mouth opens as if to scream.

50 Waitress, Man, Guests {Location).

There is an explosion under the table. The waitress, falling,

screams horribly. A man in evening dress falls by her. The

other guestSy mostly men, seem stunned.

51 Maria, Waitress, Clown, Guests. {Location.)

Maria hurries, stumbling, forward. She kneels and tends the

waitress, resting her head on her knees. The clownjoins her,

seizes the cloth from a nearby table and tears it to make a

bandage. Others bend down to help.

52 Interior. Anselmo's Living-room. Night. {Studio.)
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Camera shooting from viewpoint of window where Maria is

standing.

maria : She was frightfully injured.

louis (reflectively) : That was a good idea ...

maria: Idea?

louis: Using first aid. A perfect cover. You've got

what it takes, Maria.

When the script was written, no one knew the exact nature of

Nora's dance or of the musical clown's act. In the casting of

Nora, should we use an actress whose dancing would have to be

supplied by a double or could we find someone capable both of

dancing and of acting the whole range of Nora's character? We
were fortunate to find in Audrey Hepburn an actress sufficiently

endowed with both qualities, so that we could set our cameras

close to her for acting and dancing. As for the musical clowns, we
were again fortunate in finding in Charlie Cairoli and Paul an act

both highly skilled and generously co-operative. Being never idle,

they were available only on a Sunday, and we captured their

performance on two cameras between nine in the morning and

four in the afternoon, and this with an act which we had not

studied or even seen before.

All the material for this flashback was shot in less than three

days. Problems of weather and organizational costs demanded
that we should stage it indoors and not on location as the script

indicates. Therefore the area covered by the set was four times

less than the extent of the location. So Maria's movements in the

garden had to be greatly restricted. And in the cramped area

of action the credibility of the placing of the bomb became a

considerable problem. The silver case proved to be too con-

spicuous. This was met by slipping the bomb into a cigarette

carton.

The selected material took some forty minutes to project on

the screen ; the Gairolis' act alone ran for more than half of that

time. It was the editor, Peter Tanner's, problem to find out my
intention and to whittle and order the sequence into its final

length. He began by cutting the story action and the dance at

their full extent. Then separately he made all the shots of the

clowns into one continuous act. From that point to the end of his
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job, his craftsmanship became creative. Dovetailing the two
rolls of picture and the two of sound he whittled and rearranged

the intentions, overlaying the sounds of the entertainers over the

visuals of the action of our story. We projected the experimental

assemblies of the sequence over and over again. Ideas and argu-

ments. Opinions from outside. Numberless experiments. Sidney

Cole, the producer, and I had both been film editors, and, as all

film people know, the collective term for film editors, however

small the number, is bicker.

Finally the sequence was shaped as follows and unless it is

changed between the time at which I am writing and the first

public showing of the film, this is how the sequence will appear

on the screen.

And I repeat that, apart from the differences dictated by the

nature of Nora's dance and the CairohV act, skilful and creative

editing has contributed strongly to the final result.

SECRET PEOPLE:
The flashback of the Garden party as

edited in the finished film.

22 Interior of Anselmo's Living-room. Night.

Maria and Nora are standing by the window. Louis enters

through the door past camera. Maria does not look at him.

louis : Hullo - you're back early.

nora: Something horrible happened. There was an

explosion -

22a Reverse Shot. Louis and Penny.

penny: An explosion.

22b Close Shot. Maria and Nora.

nora: It was terrible- (She breaks down and runs off

right to her bedroom).

22c As 22a.

Louis signals to Penny to go after Nora. Penny goes left.

Camera tracks into close up ofLouis.

Louis : It worked.
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22d As 22b , but with Maria alone.

maria: You don't think of everything, Louis.

22e As 22c. Louis closes the door.

louis : Tell me.

23 As 22d. Maria still does not look at Louis.

maria : We were not supposed to mix with the guests.

I was watching from the terrace. But during Nora's

dance I went down for a closer look.

As Maria is speaking, she walks forward past the window

andfinds herself in fact on the terrace, which she crosses. She

begins to descend the steps to the garden. In the background is

a stage on which Nora is dancing to the accompaniment of a

piano.

24 As shooting script. The waitress begins tofollow Maria.

25 Continuation of 23. As shooting script. In the foreground

Maria continues her descent.

25a Closer Shot of Nora dancing. In the foreground Galbern is

seated at a table with his host and hostess.

25b Closer Shot ofNora dancing.

25c As 25a.

25d Closer Shot. Nora dances towards camera into Close Shot. At

the end she is seenfrom head to waist.

25c Nora's legs dancing.

25f As 23d.

25g As 25a. Norafinishes and bows. Galbern applauds.

25I1 Reverse Shot towards house. Nora inforeground, Maria in dis-

tant background.
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26 Maria in Close Shot moves to go to help Nora. A voice causes

her to turn in consternation.

voice: Good evening.

26a Close Shot. Bill
y
the chauffeur', in evening dress, comesforward

after speaking.

Sound of opening chord of next act.

27 As shooting script. Long Shot of Paul Cairoli speaking while

Charlie Cairoli walks on without his trousers.

27a Close Shot. Charliefinds his trousers in the piano.

27b Paul shrugs, in Close Up.

28 As shooting script.

Maria's eyes are downcast.

bill: What a beautiful bag. Curious tracery —

28a Midshot. The Cairolis begin a new gag.

28b Semi-close Shot. The Cairolis.

28c Close Shot. Galbern and his companions, amused.

28c! As 28a.

29 As 25a. The stage with Galbern's party inforeground. Galbern

begins to laugh loudly.

30 As shooting script. Bill takes the cigarette case from Maria's

bag. He slips it into an empty cardboard cigarette packet.

Sound of next gag beginning.

3

1

The Cairolis. As shooting script.

31a Charlie at piano.

31b The waitress and others, laughing.

31c The Cairolis.

3 1 d Charlie at piano. As 31a.
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32 As shooting script. Bill approaching Galbern
9

s table.

32a As 31a. Charlie at piano.

32b Close Shot. Paul.

32c As 31a. Charlie.

32d As 32b. Paul.

32e As jia. Charlie.

32f As 32b. Paul.

32g Both Cairolis.

32I1 Long Shot. Bill approaches Galbern
9

s table.

32i Mid-shot. Bill asks Galvernfor a lightfor his cigarette.

33 As shooting script. Maria in close up.

34 Bill thanks Galbern, whose eyes are on the stage. Bill stoops

down.

34a Close Up. BiWs hand slips the cigarette carton, containing the

bomb, under Galbern
9

s chair.

35 As shooting script. Charlie playing the piano.

36 Galbern and guests laugh, while Bill walks away9 laughing

with them.

36a Close Shot. Charlie at piano.

36b Close Shot. Paul.

37 Mid-shot Maria. Bill comes past her and camera tracks with

him towards corner of house.

37a Maria in Close Up.

38
t
Long Shot. Galbern in foreground. On stage in background

the Cairolis begin a new gag.
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38a Galbern and his host and hostess laughing,

39 In Close Up Maria watches.

39a Close Up. Under Galbern's chair, the carton containing the

bomb.

40 Close Up. Maria.

41 Galbern's group at table.

42 Close Shot. The Cairolis begin to move off.

42a Galbern''s group.

43 Close Shot. Maria.

44 Long Shot. The Cairolis pass Galbern 's table.

45 Close Shot. Maria.

46 Galbern, his host and hostess rise to leave their table.

46a Longer Shot, as they leave the vicinity of the table.

47 As shooting script. Maria,

48 As shooting script. The butler sends the waitress to tidy the

table.

49 As shooting script. Maria.

50 As shooting script. The explosionfrom Maria!s point of view.

50a Close Shot of table. The effect, half a second after the moment

of explosion. The waitressfalls.

51 Close Shot, tracking with Maria as she runs to the waitress.

51a Close Up of Maria, bending over the body of the waitress.

52 Interior of Anselmo's Living-room. Night.

As shooting script. Camera starts on Close Up ofMaria, track-

ing back to include Louis and to anticipate their subsequent

movement. Dialogue as in shooting script.



ROBERT FLAHERTY

The Story of Comock the Eskimo

When Robert Flaherty visited Britain during the winter of

1949-50 he recorded a series of talks for the B.B.C. in

which he told the true story of Comock, an Eskimo who

lived with hisfamily on the north-east coast of the Hudson

Bay. Flaherty heard this story while he was living as an ex-

plorer in the Eskimo country, at the same time as he was

making his first film, Nanook of the North. Flaherty's

great quality as a story-teller lives in this tale: we are

grateful to Frances Flaherty and to the B.B.C. for per-

mitting its publication.

During my ten years in the north I saw a great deal of the

Eskimoes. I made many long expeditions on which they were

my only companions. Anyone with such an experience with

them would be bound to admire them. They're the most

human people I have ever known. To me it was always a

wonderful experience after a long day's sledging on the sea-

ice in the bitter cold to sight an encampment of Eskimo

igloos at the end of the day's journey. When I arrived and

crawled through the long tunnel into their igloos they would

vie with one another to take care of me. Even the littlest

child would put out its bare arm from the hood of its

mother's koolitah and with a smile shake hands. Any least

little thing I gave them, they would exclaim over as if it

were a fortune. I always took candy with me. As soon as the

word 'Sweetie' went around they would pack the igloo I

had been put up in to suffocation. I would throw the candy
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out of a canvas bag on to the snow floor. To see the squirm-

ing lot of them, their feet threshing air, scrambling for it

with squeals of delight while their elders happily looked on

were moments in the north I shall always remember. I've

never seen people so happy, so uncomplaining, and indeed

so grateful for their lot.

At the end of a bitterly cold day of sledging, the bitterest

time of all is the intolerable wait while your Eskimo builds

your igloo. On a sledge journey with Nanook along the

north-east coast of Hudson Bay one winter we had been

climbing one thousand eight hundred feet up over the back

of Cape Sir Thomas Smith, and there, caught by the dark-

ness and a blinding blizzard, we were unable to keep on.

Nanook was good at igloo-building, quicker at it than most

Eskimoes, but the wait, upwards ofan hour, was almost more

than I could endure. The dogs were long since out of sight,

drifted over by the driving snow. I looked something like a

snowman, myself. At last, the final block of the igloo in

place, at the heels of Nanook I crawled in. He lit a candle.

Around and above us the snow-dome sparkled and gleamed

and glistened like the dust of diamonds. Nanook's wonder-

ful face broke into a smile as he regarded it and turning to

me, said, ' Surely no house of the white man could be so

wonderful.'

Nanook and his people live in a country where no other

people could possibly survive. Every day through the long

winter is a fight against starvation. One day I was sledging

along the coast of the Belcher Islands. We hadn't seen a

sign of life in two days' sledging. It was cold, there was a

heavy wind, and snow-smoke filled the air. As we were

bending into the wind, blinded by the snow, we almost

stumbled into the solitary figure of an Eskimo, sitting on a

block of snow, bent over, as immovable as if he had been

carved of stone. With a seal-spear on two little pillars of

snow before him, his hands withdrawn into his sleeves, he
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was watching a little hole not much bigger than a large

button, below him in the ice. It was the breathing hole of

a seal. Now the seal has several breathing holes. The hunter

has to wait until his quarry comes to the hole he watches

over. While he watches for the tell-tale bubbles to arise

which will tell him the seal is there, he has to be absolutely

still. The slightest sound will frighten the seal away. We
tried to be as quiet as possible, swung off our course and

went on and left him there, whelmed in the snow, as God-
forsaken and forlorn a figure as I've ever seen. But the next

day we returned, he was still there, still immovable, still

waiting.

Somewhere on the coast a few miles away I thought of his

family in their igloo. They, too, were waiting. I've seen a

whole encampment of women and children wait day after

day for their hunters to return. I shall never forget on the

Belcher Islands a storm that lasted eight days. The men
were trying to get seals on the ice, far out at sea. I was in a

bad way for food, myself, and was getting worried about

what might happen. The Eskimo children were beginning

to whimper with hunger, the snow was too thick for the

women to see anything, all they could do was huddle with

their children in the igloos, and the igloos were in utter

darkness for they had not even oil for their lamps. But at

last on the ninth day the storm died away. Suddenly I heard

shrieks. What in the world had happened, I wondered. I

rushed out of my hut. The women, gathered in a group,

were looking out over the ice, they were hysterical.
£ Net-

suk, Netsuk,' they screamed, and pointed to some black

specks far out on the sea-ice. 'Netsuk, Netsuk.' Those

black specks were the hunters returning. The slowness of

their approach told the tale. Their dogs were pulling heavy

loads. At last they had make a kill.

'Netsuk', seals. The Eskimo staff of life is, of course, the

seal. The seal lives in the sea ; therefore most of the Eskimo
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life is spent on or near the sea, but there are times in the

year when he has to leave it. For instance, in summer when
he has to go inland for skins for clothing. The best skins for

winter clothing are the skins of deer. There was a time when
through the barrens of northern Ungava, east of Hudson

Bay, the deer migrations numbered countless thousands.

Sometimes so many, as one old Eskimo told me, that long

before they were in sight he could hear them coming by the

thunder their hooves made on the ground. The range of

these migrations was over a country larger than all of

England. Somewhere in this vast desolate land where snow

and ice never entirely disappear the Eskimo must take his

chance at intercepting a migration as it passes in spring,

from south to north, and, in fall, from north to south again.

This was the great adventure of their year, but it was a

dangerous one. For when the Eskimo left the sea he knew

he was leaving behind him his most dependable source of

food, the seal. He had gambled everything on the coming of

the deer. One summer, when a large band of Eskimo made
one of these journeys, the deer did not come. The Eskimo

waited, day after day, week after week. Still there were no

deer. They began to starve. They'd eaten their dogs, bits of

their clothing, their sealskin lines, offal, anything. Still the

deer did not come. And then at last, they heard the tell-

tale thunder of hoof-beats on the ground. In thousands the

deer came, some wandering right in among their tents.

But by this time the Eskimo had not strength enough left to

pull the strings of their bows. It was the old story. They died

of starvation.

Two years after my film Nanook was made and began to

be shown in various parts of the world, Nanook himself was

caught in this way. Again the deer failed. Nanook could not

get back to the coast in time, and he, too, died of starvation.

Another great hazard in the life of the Eskimo is the sea-

ice itself. It can part and break into separate fields. It can
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carry him, if he survives, sometimes hundreds of miles or

more away, sometimes so far that even if he is lucky it may
be years, half a lifetime, before he sees his old land and his

people again.

In the year 191 2 I was in a little Hudson Bay post at Cape
Wolstenholme, the north-east extreme of Hudson Bay.

Over breakfast one morning the factor of the post said

:

'How about some hunting? We'll take the sloop and sail

around the nose of Cape Wolstenholme. We might see some-

thing in the way of game. A walrus, perhaps, or possibly a

bear among the cliffs.' We started. We came to a ledge jut-

ting off from the cliff face, upon it we landed and climbing

up some fifty feet, sat down. I was looking through my glass

at thousands of little specks, sea-pigeons flying among the

rocks of a nearby island. Suddenly on the water before the

island I saw a small boat rowing towards us. It sprawled

clumsily over the lumpy sea. It drew nearer. Its occupants

were Eskimoes. A man was steering at the stern, two others

were at the oars. It drew nearer, close in. It was almost a

third as broad as it was long, which was not more than fif-

teen feet, but within it we counted thirteen people, grown-

ups and children, huddled together, and among them two

dogs as well. Over the children and the dogs a woman held

a stick to hit them if children or dogs by moving suddenly

in their excitement threatened the balance of the cockle-

shell. Why the amazing craft did not capsize, we could not

understand, until I saw its waterline, a series of inflated seal-

bladders tied at intervals around it. They alone kept the

craft afloat. The Eskimoes, their dogs, as wild as wolves,

cowering between their legs, stared at us out of their twink-

ling slant-eyes. They looked like something half-bird arid

half-man, for their costumes were not made of the usual

deerskin or bearskin or hairy seal, but of the skins of the

ivy-duck, feathers and all, sewn together. They were not

afraid. The mother's babe that she carried naked in the
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hood of her koolitah suddenly crawled half-way out along

her bare shoulder, looked up ai us a few moments with big

brown eyes, then stuck out its tiny arm and smiled. That

broke the ice. I took its hand, it smiled again, the mother

smiled, the children smiled and then the father, one of the

finest-looking Eskimoes I have ever seen. He had a long,

finely-chiselled nose, a chin as solid as a rock and penetrat-

ing, long-sighted eyes. His hair hung to his shoulder.

'Chimo,' he said. 'Chimo,' echoed his wife. 'Chimo,' piped

the children. The mother twitched her shoulder on which

the baby lay; it understood and smiled again. 'Who are

you? 5

I asked. 'My name is Comock,' he answered, smiling

expectantly. 'Where in the world have you come from?*

'From far away, from big island, from far over there/ he

answered, pointing out to the west. 'You see, our omiak is

not very good,' and he laughed and his family laughed with

him. We took them all aboard and, with this incredible con-

traption in tow, sailed on back towards the post. He told

me this story.

Comock's Story

For ten winters and ten summers we had been living on

an island, far out on the sea (said Comock). See, my wife

has kept count. She has written it here on the handle ofmy
harpoon. (And he showed me the harpoon, the wooden
handle of which was notched from end to end, a notch for

each moon.)

The land where we used to live was poor; no walrus, few

seals, no deer. I had two wives and many children. I did

not know any more how to keep them alive, but I had an

idea. I'd had it for a long time. Far out at sea from my land

there is an island. None of my people had ever seen it, it

was so far away. I heard about it from the White Chief of a

whaler. He told me there were days when the sky over it

was almost black with the flight of birds, the big birds that
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honk, and there were many lakes and ponds, the Chief of

the big whaler said, and around them the big birds brought

up their young. There were many foxes, there were many
deer and there were many bear and schools of walrus on

the little islands along the coast, and seals - many, many
seals.

And they'd be so easy to hunt, the Chief of the whaler

said, because no Eskimo lived on all that land. Never had

he seen such game as was on this island. He told me if I

could get out to it I would never be hungry. I could not

keep from thinking of that land ; I talked about it over and

over with my wives. There was only one way to go, we all

agreed ; by sledge over the ice fields in winter, in the moon
of the most cold when there is the least chance of the ice

field parting and drifting off.

'Two days sledging,
5

I told my family. 'Two long days

it will take us if our dogs are strong and we are strong, and

there is not too much rough ice." Yes,' my wife said, 'the

rough ice will be the worst.' You see, we could be caught

and travel no farther in one sun than a seal might swim

from one breathing hole to another. Winter came on;

we had little food. More than most winters it was poor;

no deer upon the land, no walrus at the ice edge and the

seals - not many.

'We will go,' said my wife. 'Yes, we will go,' said my sons.

And there was another, Annunglung, who sailed with me.

He was not a good hunter; he had only one wife, but he

was not afraid. 'Yes,' he said. 'I will go too,' and so said

his wife. The sun got lower every day. We watched the ice

from the high cliffs that lean out over the sea. Day by day

we watched that ice. On the days when we had to go hunt-

ing one of the women watched it for us. The ice grew fast,

for it was cold, until at last nowhere was there water and

the big smokes of the freezing were gone - the ice was every-

where. 'Now is the time, now we will go.' 'Twavee-
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quick!' I said. 'Twavee!' said everyone. We could hardly

hear for the howling of our dogs. We had three sledges of

dogs, twelve dogs to each sledge. They were good dogs.

We had taken care to feed them well, and now they howled

to be off.

In the beginning the ice was rough for the first big wind

of the winter hadjammed the ice hard against the coast and

piled it up many times to the height I stand. It was heavy

going, but at last we worked out of it without hurting our

sledges and we got smooth ice. We travelled fast on this

smooth ice for the wind had packed the snow hard, and our

feet did not sink and the dogs' feet moved so fast my eyes

would swim to look at them. We never had so little use for

the long whip - their tails never fell, their traces never

touched the snow. We only rested twice - to untangle the

traces and to clear the ice from between the toes of the dogs'

feet. There was good hunting too — my leader dog was al-

ways turning his head, so many were the breathing holes of

the seal, but 'We must not stop,' I said : 'We must not stop,'

said my wife — 'Ae,' and everyone agreed.

At last the long shadows in the snow grew blue like the

sky. The shining left the edges of the ice and the long sha-

dows drew away like the edge of an ice field moving slowly

out from the land. Still the traces of the dogs did not touch

the ground. There was not much light from the stars and

we stumbled.

When it did rise there was only half a moon. It did not

give us much light, and we stumbled and there were

wails from the dogs and that was because we were now
truly tired and it took much shaking to keep our children

av/ake. 'Tiamak, 5

I said. 'We will stop.'

' Ae,' said everyone. And the dogs sank into the snow, too

tired to fight, and they buried their noses between their

paws and let the snow-smoke drift over them, and while our

women sat in the shelter of our sledges and nursed the smalL
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children, Annunglung and I went off with our snow knives

and harpoons, and by good luck we found along a crack

in the ice a deep drift of snow. We cut out a block of it. The
edges cut sharp and did not crumble and then we cut out

block after block and built our igloo.

The dogs between sleep kept watching us and when we
had built our igloo and from the inside cut out the door

and crawled out, they were all around us howling for their

seal. I had to use my long whip to keep them away, and

then our wives crept inside and they were all smiling for

they were away from the burn of the cold, and they lit

our seal-lamps and put our willow mats and deerskins down
while the children chewed their pieces of raw seal. Outside

we gave our dogs their meat, and then they bedded them-

selves in the snow in the shelter of the sledges and the igloo,

and let the snow cover them again. Annunglung and I went

inside and our wives cut seal meat and filled our mouths,

and we said the night was full of good signs, though there

were growls now and then running through the ice, grow-

ing louder and louder as they came towards us, and sound-

ing in our ears like Nanook the bear rushing toward the

spear, but I said, 'Never mind, there is always growling

from the sea.' So we fell asleep, cold though our igloo was,

as a new igloo always is when there is no wind.

When I awakened I was happy, for our ice window was

blue, and by that I knew that there was no snow-smoke

in the air My head wife made fire in her willow down,

and she blew it into a flame and lit the lamp. 'Look at

our children, Comock,' she said, 'they are warm.' There

were little smokes rising from the deerskin robes under

which they slept.

We were out early. There was still fire in the stars. It was

so cold that the spit from our mouths froze before it struck

the ground. We were out on the ice so far now that looking

backward I could not see land - and besides there was rough
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ice - much rough ice. I climbed up on one high piece, and

looking ahead all I could see was rough ice. We moved very

slowly, up and down, up and down - the smallest child that

walks could keep up with us. Many times this rough ice

would tangle the long traces of the dogs and it was hard

to keep them from laming or wounding one another, for

all this tangling gave them the madness to kill.

Not until the sun was high could we get out of this rough

ice, and though it was cold our bodies were v/et with sweat,

and the muzzles of the dogs were white, and they were

quick with their breathing and wanted to lie down. 'But

we must keep on,' I said. 'Look - I do not like the sky.'

'No, we do not like the sky,' said everyone. There were

clouds in it, and they began to cross the sun and there was

more and more wind, and everywhere over the ice the smoke

of the snow was rising.

We kept on and we went fast for a while, and then we
struck young ice. And then we had to go faster still, for it

would bend with our weight - ifwe stopped we would have

broken through. From this young ice we struck old ice once

more, and it was smooth and again we travelled fast,

though the wind was still stronger and the smoke of the

snow was thick in the air.

The wind was growing stronger and there was more

smoke of snow flying through the air until there was no

blue left in the sky, and all of our three sledges had to keep

close together or we might lose one another.

I did not like this wind. It might part the ice, for it blew

off the land, but we all laughed and said it was a little

matter, there was no harm in that wrind. Darkness came
early, so filled was the sky with the flying snow, and we were

tired, and we stumbled. 'It is enough,' I said. 'Ae,' said my
wife. 'Ae,' said everyone, and the dogs sank in the snow.

Though our igloo walls were thick, and we could hear the

wind, after we finished eating the red meat and lay down
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to sleep, we could hear it more. We wondered how far we
were still from the big island.

' It is strange that with all this wind we can hear nc

growling in the sea - the ice now must be very strong,' I said.

But someone else said :
' Even if the ice is strong there still

could be growling of the sea.' We did not talk another word
for sleep was heavy in our eyes.

I slept near the door so that I could be the first out in the

morning. I was deep in sleep. Then I awoke - why I do not

know. I could hear the fierce roaring of the wind. But even

now though I listened hard I could hear no growling from

the sea. Then I wondered why I had wakened - fool, I

called myself. I looked at Annunglung and his wife and his

children asleep. I looked at my wives and my children —

asleep. I was trimming the moss wicks of our seal-oil lamp

before lying down again, and then I heard it. Far out at

first, then quick like the wind it began coming towTard me -

one long, louder and louder roar! And now under me I

could feel trembling. I knew what it was - it was the ice, it

was parting, and it cut our igloo in two. The lamp fell -

there was no light. 'Hold on to each other!' I yelled to

everyone in the darkness. ' Hold on to each other or we are

lost!' The dogs were howling, the children crying, and

there were screams from our wives. I could not see it, but

open water was at our feet. 'Hold together!' I yelled. I

could not hear. 'Are we all together?' I cried.

'No, we are not together, we are not together! ' It was my
head wife. 'Don't you hear, don't you hear?' she wras

shrieking.

'Stop,' I cried, 'then I shall hear.' Even so they were

already far - I could barely hear them - my young wife,

Annunglung's wife, one of his and two ofmy young children

and my second oldest son. Then their calling died away.

We called -- we listened - we called again, but we could only

hear the roaring of the storm and the growling of the sea.
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It was black with darkness, and I had to walk from one

to another feeling their hands. We stumbled in our walking

and fell down, but we held our hands and we got into the

hollow of some big blocks of ice. We stood there until the

light came into the sky and then we tried to see across the

open water which was not far, but we could not see well, for

it was covered with its own thick smoking from the cold. I

was glad we could not see, for we could do nothing if we
did see our people, and my wife still had her fits ofscreaming.

I went off to see the place where our igloo had been stand-

ing, but there was only the smoke and water of the sea.

Everything - all but one sledge - was gone. All that we
owned was gone - the willow mats, the deerskins, the stone

pots, the stone lamp for our snow melting, all my knives,

spears, harpoons - everything gone. Then a thought struck

me and I was truly frightened and I walked fast and I called

out to my wife as I walked, 'The stones, the stones - have

you got them? 5

'The stones, did you say?' asked my wife, and she stood

still and she looked frightened. 'Yes,' I said, 'the stones,

have you got them? 5 Then quickly her hands went to the

pouch in her kooletah. And for a long time she was feeling.

And then at last, 'Yes, Comock, 5

she said, Tve got them. 5

They were the stones we must have to make the sparks for

our fires. Then I said to my wife :
' There surely will not be

time for grieving now. Everything is gone. We have only

one sledge, my ivory knife with which to cut the snow blocks

for our igloo building and your stones for fire-making.
5

My wife said :
' It is well, Comock, we have something.

5

'Yes,
5

I said, 'but no spears, no harpoons - we cannot kill

bear - we cannot kill seal.
5 'There are the dogs,

5 my wife

said, 'and there are the harnesses of the dogs that are gone.

We can eat them, 5 my wife said. 'No, 5
said my eldest son,

'we cannot eat the harnesses. The harnesses they are gone -

they were tied to the lost sledges.
5

'Well, anyway, there are
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the dogs/ my wife said. 'Ae,' I said, 'there are the dogs.'

'Ae,' said everyone.

For one moon we were on the broken ice, drifting - we
drifted one way many days - we drifted another way many
days. It made us feel small to drift in this foolish way upon
the sea.

We shared with our dogs the dog meat upon which we
lived. 'The meat of the dogs does not keep one warm like

the meat of the seal,' someone said.

'Yes, and our dogs are no longer warm,' someone said.

And then someone else said: 'They will bear watching,

what with ail the children and we with no spears to kill.'

'I will make clubs,' I said. 'There are a few cross-pieces of

the sledge that can be spared, and they will make clubs.'

And we took the cross-pieces off our sledges and they

made clubs. Besides these cross-pieces, I had my long whip
- I could kill ptarmigan with it, and on a dog, if I had to,

I could split his ear in two.

'But the cross-pieces and the whip are not enough,' said

my wife. 'There are some dogs we will have to tie up. The
dogs upon which we live are the weaker dogs - the dan-

gerous are those that are strong.' 'We must have patience

with the dogs,' I said, ' even if they try to kill, for we will

need our dogs even more than fire if we ever come upon

land again.' 'Yes,' said my wife, 'but what of the children,

Comock? If they should stumble - 1 get sick from watching.'

There was another storm and for a long time we could not

see. But when the smoke of the snow cleared from the sky

we saw the edge of our ice breaking high upon something.

It was land. This land was low like the sea, but we knew it

was land because we could see black specks in the whiteness

- and these black specks in the whiteness were rocks sticking

up through the snow. 'This must be the big island,' said my
wife. 'Yes,' I said.

When we got to this land we built an igloo, and in the
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darkness, for we had no lamp, we lay down to sleep. 'It is

funny,' said someone, 'the land is so still.' For a long time

we could not sleep because the land was so still.

There was much hunting to find good stones. We searched

far though we were all weak, and not in one day did we find

the good stones, but we found them just the same, and my
young sons found a piece of driftwood buried in the snow,

and I made a knife of the stones and a spear-head, and we
cut the driftwood and at last we made a harpoon. Everyone

laughed and said they had seen better harpoons. That night

when we all lay down to sleep, someone said :
' It will be

good when we get seal,' and then someone said: 'Yes, it

will be good when we get oil.' 'Yes,' said someone, 'it is the

oil we need most. Hunger is one thing, but these nights of

darkness are the worst.' We went to sleep.

With the daylight coming I took my leader dog to find

me a breathing hole of the seal, and not far out on the ice

he stopped and he smelt a hole. And there I waited all day

until the seal had made his rounds of his breathing holes,

and at last the bubbles of his breathing began to rise in my
hole, and I took up my harpoon and I killed the seal.

There was the darkness in the igloo when I clubbed my
way against the dogs through the long tunnel dragging my
seal. Everyone made noise, and the dogs in the tunnel made
much noise. And there was talking and laughing and my
wife soon got oil, and from her stones struck fire, and there

was light in our igloo and everyone smiling could see one

another. The seal which lay before us was a big seal, and

we fed our dogs, and we kept on eating and sleeping and

eating. It was all mixed up together.

We made more knives and better knives in these days, and

we made more harpoons. And on all these days there were

sealsl 'The dogs do not show their ribs now,' said my wife,

'and did you ever see such strong children? But we soon

must get skins for new clothing. Are there deer on this
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island?' 'We will find out,' I said, ' if there are deer on this

island.
5

'It will be good to have soft deerskins for clothing,'

said my wife.

'Which way shall we go? to the north or to the south?'

For a long time we did not know, and then my wife said :
' I

have a feeling - let us go north.' ' Ae,' said everyone, 'let us

go north.'

We were many days travelling for there was much hunt-

ing. All the way there were bear and there were seals and

there were walrus, and at last we saw deer. And we made
our kill, and my wife got the skins for our clothing.

The days now were all light. The ice was scattering on

the sea, and the warm sun bared the ground, and the big

birds that honk came up from the south and they nested

round the edges of the lakes and ponds. Everywhere were

these big birds and their crying and their flying filled the

sky, but in time they lost the feathers of their wings. Then
we ran after them and ran them down.

From driftwood and sealskins we made a kayak and I

hunted the little islands off the shore, and on some there

wrere walrus. From the tusks of the walrus we got the ivory

for our sledge shoeing, ivory for our snow knives, ivory for

our harpoons, and ivory for needles for my wife.

There were bear. We made trips over the land far in from

the sea, and in one camp, where we fished salmon from the

stream, the bear were so many that I had to tie bones to-

gether on a string so that in the wind they would knock and

make noise and so keep the bear away while we had our

sleep.

During the warmest days of the summer we were camped

along a shore where there was a river in which there were

swimming many salmon. We had just finished with our

day's fishing when our children came running to us over

the sand. Their eyes were big and they were saying: 'We
have seen something strange, a monster which has come up
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from the sea and it is now lying on the shore.' We all went

to where they said. Soon we came to a point. It lay behind

that point, they said. We walked carefully to the point and

we looked over the point and then we saw it. Its black holes

looked like eyes. It had been shoved far up from the water

by the ice. It was very old, I could see by the moss and the

whiteness of its wood. My wife did not like to go near.

'Something might come out of the holes,' she said.

'Don't be foolish,' I said, but she hung behind. With
Annunglung and my sons I climbed up on it, and the first

thing we found was iron, good iron, not only grey iron, but

yellow iron and the red iron which is softer than the yellow

iron. And these two, when wre rubbed them, gleamed in the

sun. And all of that ship was good wood. Some of this good

wood was hard like stone, and there was enough of it to

make the runners for sledges and handles for spears, and

harpoons for ten times more people than there are fingers

on my hands. 'Come,' I called to my wife. 'Come,' I said,

'you will not believe your eyes.' But she said, 'No, some-

thing might come out of the holes.'

We found pots for my wife, pots of grey iron, pots of red

iron, pots of yellow iron, and the best of all we found axes

and knives, knives for my wife for the cutting of meat,

knives for the cutting of skins, knives that were big and

knives that were small, and knives for the cutting of wood,

big knives as long as my arm, and we ground them and

ground them with stones until blood came to our fingers we
ground them so sharp.

But for all this treasure my foolish wife was too frightened

to go near the ship, and my children would only peep at it

from behind big rocks. They could see them, they said, the

ghosts of white men going in and coming out of the holes.

But I used to go and my sons used to go and we found many
things, and a glass that could see was one. 'Aye,' said my
wife when I gave it to her, ' there are truly good things that
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come out of the black holes of the ghosts.'
c Yes/ I said,

e

but

even ghosts will do you no harm, no more than the ghost of

your face in the glass.' 'Maybe you're right, Comock,' she

said, and she looked and she smiled at the ghost of her face

in the glass.

'We are rich,' I said. We were all sitting on the sand

around a big driftwood fire. 'Yes,' said my wife, 'we are

rich, but if only the rest of our people were with us, they

would have everything too, we could all be happy together.'

'We can't have everything,' I said, 'no one has everything.'

'It is true,' said Annunglung. 'No matter how much we
have, there is always more that we are wanting.' 'But if

only I could have those that went off in the ice,' said my
wife. 'When the storms come across from our land I cannot

keep their calling out of my ears, and dead they may be,

but they are still on the ice. I am sure that I can hear them.'

Our second winter on the island wTas a good winter. We
were happy, even my wife. But as the winter drew on she

talked more of our old land, much hunger she had for our

old land and for our people who had been lost on the ice

of the sea. 'Maybe they landed on our old land,' she said,

'maybe their ice came back again and they landed there,

after all, who can tell?' she said. 'It is foolish your talk,' I

said. 'You have forgotten all that hunger we had in our old

land, and if you have not forgotten that hunger, have you
forgotten the ice that lies between? That ice,' I said - 'for

myself I would rather trust a hungry dog.' 'Maybe you

are right, Comock,' she said.

The oldest of my sons was growing big. He was almost a

man and he was learning fast in his kayak and learning fast

with his sledge and he was good at his hunting - he had

already killed his first deer.

One night - it was winter again - he had been away two

days with Annunglung on the ice out at sea. He came into

our igloo with the children laughing and screaming and
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helping him drag in his first seal - not a small seal, but a

big square flipper seal. We could not believe he could kill

such a big seal.

'Yes,' said Annunglung, 'there was much fighting, but he

killed him - I sat over one breathing hole and he sat over

another, and when the seal came to his hole he stood up and

struck down with his harpoon. The seal sounded and dived,

so fast with his line he was pulled to the ice, so hard I

thought surely some of his bones were broken. But he had

the end of his line wrapped around him where he lay over

the hole. I got him to his feet, but he was pulled down again

and again. At last he was mostly on his feet, and he pulled

in some of his line, and he pulled in more of his line and

then more of his line and then it came easy, and at last the

seal was dead.
5

My son said that anyone could have killed such a seal ~

a child could have killed almost such a seal. But my wife

said: 'Lie down beside it; it's longer than you.
5 But my

son said: 'My dogs, they are hungry, 5 and he crawled out

of the tunnel with all the children behind him, and my wife

turned to me and said : 'Comock, our son is now a hunter. 5

'No,
5

I said, 'but maybe he will be before the end of this

winter - there is still his first walrus and there is still his first

bear.
5

During the moon of the shortest days a big storm blowing

again from our old land drove in big fields of ice and piled

it high along the shores. At sea there was no open water

for a long time, and that was the end of our good hunting.

For many days I was hunting with my sons on the ice for

seals, but all that we got was hardly enough to keep us alive.

In these daysAnnunglungbegan to stay at home - something

had come over him. Annunglung was always a silent man,

never speaking much, not even of his lost wife and his lost

children ; but now, saitl my wife, he would sit in the igloo

all day, just looking. This went on for days. We would come
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home perhaps with a seal, and Annunglung would say :
' It's

a poor man, Comock, who shares your igloo and eats your

seal and does not do his share of hunting.' And then I would

say: 'Why do you not come out with us hunting?' And for

a long time we would be silent though all our eyes would

be upon him and waiting to hear what he would say, but it

would be as if his mouth had been frozen - he would not

move it again. This would happen many times, and when
we came home there would be Annunglung sitting in the igloo

and my wife would say: 'He has not moved all day long/

One night we came home with two big seals — we had

been away two days - and there was Annunglung sitting

and saying nothing, and I saw by my wife's face that she

was frightened. My wife took me into the tunnel to be away
from his hearing, and my wife made her voice very small

and she said: 'Comock, you must not leave me and my
young children here alone again - I am frightened. Have
you seen his eyes?' 'No,' I said. 'You must see his eyes,' she

said.

As soon as the dogs were fed, my eldest son fastened the

snow block door for the night. And then we gathered round

our seal and sat dowrn to our eating, and we could not help

looking at Annunglung who did not sit with us but sat near

the lamp, not even eating the seal meat we had put into

his hand. My wife, who sat near me, kept touching my arm.

'Annunglung, are you not hungry?' I asked, hoping he

would look up in the way that there would be light in his

eyes. He looked and the light of the lamp was in his eyes,

and then the meat in my mouth stood still, and truly I was

frightened - the little black balls of his eyes - they had

grown so small.

Then I told my sons to go alone to the hunt. I found and

hid Annunglung's spears and harpoons. His knives, my wife

said, he always keeps under his sleeping-mat. I found them

and hid them too. There were many days of storms. My
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sons brought home no seals. We grew hungry. 'Let our sons

stay at home,' my wife said. 'You go for a seal this time,

for we must soon have seals.' I went out on the ice and

stayed away two days, but the storms were too heavy. I

could do no hunting. I had to come home. The night was

half done when I did come home, and late though it was

there was still a bright light shining through the ice window.

Then I knew something was wrong. When I crawled into

my igloo my wife was sitting up and not moving and there

was fright on her face, and my sons were sitting up, and they

were frightened too. Annunglung was sitting like a stone,

not moving and not talking, but there was that in his eyes

that told me that three men would not be so strong.

We took turns sitting and watching all that night and all

the next day, and I tried to think what I would have to do.

'Maybe he will get well,' said my wife. And sometimes it

looked as if this would be so, for in these times he would

sleep a little, and he would eat a little, but I knew in the

end that he would never be well. And truly this was so, for

there were now deep lines on his face, and his teeth were set

hard and sometimes they ground. And there was blood from

his tongue, and in his eyes there was that shine and the

black balls of them were truly very small.

We were hungry and my dogs were hungry - they were

all ribs and there was whiteness on their mouths. We had

one family of young dogs - those, the dogs had already

killed and eaten. And there was Annunglung, more and

more still, and there was more and more hunger and my
wife said: 'Soon, Comock, you must kill some seals.'

Then there was a night, and on this night everyone was

asleep. And I who was watching was almost asleep, and

then I heard a noise. It was Annunglung. I looked. He could

not see my half-open eyes. He got up and he looked - he

looked towards me a long time, then he looked at my sons

a long time, and then he looked at my wife and my children,
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and then he looked all over the igloo and then he looked

under his mat and there was no knife, and then he looked

around again, and at last with no noise he began to crawl

out through the tunnel of the igloo. This tunnel was narrow
- he could not quickly turn. I followed him. I came upon

him as he reached the end of the tunnel and stood up to get

a knife and spear. Then he heard me, but I struck. Then he

struck. Then I was glad, and if it had not been so I would

not be alive. It was his blood the dogs smelled first.

When I came into the igloo again, no one had heard the

fight or the fighting of the dogs. They were still asleep.

There was no more want that winter, or the next winter

or the next winter. Our children were growing. One
daughter was almost a woman. ' It is well,' my wife said, for

it was more than she could do to take care of my kills and

our son's kills and sew the skins for our boots and clothing.

Then the day came when my son all alone speared his

first bear. My wife said: 'Our son now is a man, Comock.'

'Aye,' I said, 'he is now a man.' But my wife still kept on

with her talking as a woman will. 'Does it mean nothing to

you, Comock, now that he is a man?'

'What do you mean?' I asked her. But she said: 'How
can we go on living on this big island, and no wife for our

son who is now a man? Besides,' she said, 'our other sons,

too. They will all soon kill their first bear. We are only

one family on all this big island, Comock,' she said. 'We
will have to go sometime - if we don't we will die out on

this big island, for all of its deer and all of its bear and all

of its walrus and the bones of the white man's ship from

which we get the good wood and the good iron for our

knives and our harpoons. Besides, there's the ghost of

Annunglung, Comock. We must leave this big island.'

'The ghost of Annunglung,' I said, 'will come to us

wherever we are. We must stay, we are fools to trust the sea

- if we do, maybe we will die,' I said.
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'Maybe,' said my wife, ' but here it is sure - longer maybe,

but sure.' 'But I am afraid of the ice that lies between this

big island and our old land,' I would say, 'and it will break

on our crossing.'

'The break of the ice on our crossing will not be so bad

as if we stay here,' was always my wife's answer. To this no

words would come to my mouth.

Now came days that were still - there were no more big

smokes rising from the sea, and these days were the days of

the most cold. The nights of these days were the nights of

the Big Lights, and these Big Lights were the red of pale

meat and like the warm coat of the bear and like the weed

of the sea. And sometimes the Big Lights were so strong the

moon was the green of clear ice, and all the snow on the

land was the green of clear ice, and all the whiteness on the

sea was the green of clear ice. And these Big Lights would

move slowly like the long waves on the sea, or they would

turn, or they would jump, for they were never still. And my
wife said these Big Lights were truly the spirits of unborn

children playing in the sky, and she said for many days they

may be playing in the sky, and now, she said, it was the

time we should be crossing the big ice on the sea.

She said this many times and at last I said: 'Maybe you

are right-ifeverwe go, now is the time. In all our ten winters

on this big island never have there been such good signs,

such stillness on the sea or so much of the Big Light playing

in the sky. We will go,' I said. 'Tamak, to this big island.'

'Aye,' she said. 'Aye,' said everyone.

There were yet some stars when we started. The air was

still. 'Twavee,' I said. 'Twavee,' said everyone. We had
strong dogs, two sledges, twelve dogs to each sledge. All day

we travelled over the sea. We did not stop for seal and we
did not stop for bear. There was much smooth ice and there

was bad ice, but mostly the ice was smooth. We never

travelled so fast over the ice of the sea.
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On the next day it was the same, it was wonderful how
fast we were going. On the third day we saw the land. We
got close in, and the land we saw was our own land - the

land which leans over the sea.

But now the ice was rough and piled higher than any I'd

ever seen ; from one high place one sledge fell and it fell so

hard it broke in two. We had to leave this sledge where it

was and its load of good deerskins and good pots and the

whole of one seal. We kept on, it was a long time, but at last

we got close to the land which leans over the sea, and we
could see high up its caves and dark places, but we had to

lift our heads to look up at its edge, it rose so high in the sky.

We had to stop. We were tired - too tired to go on. From
the dogs there wras quick breathing and there was foam on

their mouths. While we got rest and slow breathing, I won-

dered however we could get into the big land which was

now almost leaning over us as well as the sea.

We got rest and we started again, but soon we could

hardly move, so deep were we in the ice. We looked small,

like children. To climb some of the big pieces we had to cut

footholds with our knives and then from the top pull up our

dogs by their traces and then lower them down over the

sides, and then by the master lines pull up the sledges, and

then lower them down over the sides.

We were deep in one place in this big ice, and the dogs,

their traces all tangled, were all thrown together like fish in

a net, and they were fighting to kill. We were trying to stop

them and then with my feet I felt something. It was the ice

- it was moving. My wife and my children were on a high

ledge behind us, and though I could not hear them above

the great noise of the dogs, I could see them waving their

arms. At first it looked as if it was the big land that moved,

passing us by. 'Twavee,' I yelled, 'Twavee.' We must go

back - we must go back out of this rough ice. We threw

away half the load of the sledge, and we turned and we be-
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gan to work back. And it took all day to get on to the smooth

ice, and all the time the ice field we were on was drifting.

By nightfall it looked small, the land which leans over the sea.

For a long time, two moons, we drifted. And then one

morning again we saw land, the big land on one side, but

nearer to us still an island which rose high, almost straight

up from the sea.

Our ice closed on this island like a big hand on a throat,

and after the ice had done with its piling and breaking and

rafting we climbed and we crawled through it, and got on

to the shore, and climbed its big cliffs and on the top made
our camp. Here we lived for the rest of the winter and

through the spring and through the summer. And there

were the eggs of eiders to eat and the skin of eiders for

clothes, and there were sea-pigeons which we caught in the

cliffs and there were seals sometimes as well.

In these days we were much troubled for we did not

know how we could get off this island, for between us and

the big land, though it was not far, there was always the

tide that runs swift like a river. And always, if there is ice

in it, it is not ice we could cross, for it is the ice that is loose

and the ice that is wild, always turning and tumbling and

going up and down.

'If there is no ice and we had an omiak,' I said, 'then we
might cross.' 'Yes,' said someone, and there was much
laughing. ' If our legs were long enough we could walk

through the sea.'

'Yes, but just the same if we had an omiak, we could

cross,' said my wife.

'We have no wood,' said someone. 'We have no skins,'

said someone else, ' and there are steep shores on this island,

and the tide washes so high. Where shall we find driftwood?

'

'But we have some skins of seal', I said, 'and maybe we can

get more. And the handles of our harpoons will be some

wood, and maybe we can get more.'
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We began to search hard everywhere upon the shores, and

the search took many days and we did not find much. But

we found some buried in the sand. It was old and not too

strong, but it was driftwood just the same. And we killed

more seals, and my wife was careful when she skinned the

seals. We found also some bones and we saved the bones,

even those which were very small, and the time came and

though we had only half enough I started to build the

omiak. 'There will never be enough wood to build this

omiak,' someone said. And then one would find more drift-

wood. And then I kept on to build more of the omiak, until

there was no more wood, and at last everyone said :
' There

will be no omiak.' And for many days there was only half

an omiak and no one knew wrhat to do.

We had used all the bones of our kills, all the wood we
could find and even my ivory snow knife for a part of a rib.

And then one day I heard sounds from my wife and our

children, and when I looked down they were on the shore

and they were digging up sand. 'The bones of a whale,' they

were yelling, 'the bones of a whale.'

'The bones of a whale.' I could not believe what I was

hearing. The bones of a whale. And they were good bones,

these bones of a whale, and they were big bones, and I

finished the omiak. Then everyone came and we sat down
around it, and we laughed. 'It is a funny omiak,' everyone

said.

We lowered it down by the traces of the dogs (all tied in

one) over the edge of the steep cliffs and we put it in the

water, and someone said: 'Now it looks more funny still.'

Some of us climbed in, but, even so, with few of us in it, it

was shaking all over. ' It will never carry us,' said my wife.

'No never,' said everyone.

'Yes,' I said, 'it will carry us.' And I said to my wife:

' Get me a roll of your good sealskin line, and the bladders

of the seals I told you to save.' All around the omiak I fas-
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tened the line. And then I blew up the bladders of the seals

and I tied them. And I fastened them to the sides, and then

I said : 'Now you who always doubt, get in.' And they got

in, and my wife got in, and she said :
' It will do, Comock, it

will do.' And everyone said: 'Aye, it will do.'

Now we waited some days for no wind. But in these days,

though the ice was all gone, with even a small wind there

was always some sea. We waited more days, and now there

were no more seals and the eiders were gone, though there

were still in the cliffs some sea-pigeons. Upon these we lived.

We waited more days, and on this day of today my wife

said:
c This is the smoothest of all our days on this island.'

'Aye,' I said, 'we will wait, there is still enough sea.
5 But

she said, 'We should lower the omiak over the cliffs and all

of us climb down and be ready to go.' But I said,
c No, we

will wait until there is more smoothness come over the sea.'

But she said, 'No, we will go
5

; and then I said, 'No' ; then

she said, 'Yes'; then I said, 'No.' Then she went off and

sat by herself, still like a stone.

Suddenly there were yells: 'Omiak! Omiak!' And when
I stood up there it was, your white sail going around the

nose of the cape. And though there was not too much
smoothness on the sea, we lowered our omiak over the cliffs

and we put it in the water and we all got in. And my wife

said, 'I have here in my hands a stick, and if anyone moves

they will feel this stick, for there is not too much smoothness

on the sea.' And all the way she kept good watch with her

stick.

'And now,' concluded Comock, 'we have come over to

you on the sea, and you have taken us on your boat, and

here we are.'
c
Aye,' said his wife. 'Aye,' said Comock, his wonderful

face alight. 'Aye, and now there are no more words in my
mouth. Tiamak,' he said.
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Robert Flaherty

Robert Flaherty died on 23 July ig^i. He first began to

make film records to assist his work as an explorer about

igi3, but it was not until ig22 that hisfirstfilm, Nanook
of the North, had its New York premiere. He was then

thirty-eight years old. This article is a brief tribute to the

work of a great film-maker.

No one ought to write an obituary about a man with the

vigour and humour and charm of Robert Flaherty. We
called him a film-maker, and he called himself an explorer.

He was immensely lucky in his wife, Frances, who shared

his nomadic existence, understood what he was doing, and

made it a real part of her life. She knew most of the stories,

and prompted and reminded him with a word here and

there in the flow of his talk. And this seemed to go on all

day, all night in pubs, streets, cafes, hotel lounges, and bed-

rooms. He had his own style of speech, a very soft American

spoken with a musical drawl. He would smile and laugh as

he talked, for he was obviously a man who had known great

happiness, although heaven knows he had had enough

trouble and frustration in his film career to sour a lesser

artist.

But I think what he really did was dramatize his troubles,

and so suffer far less from them. They became part of his

stories. For he had met a large number of people whose

company he had enjoyed and whose goodwill he loved —
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Eskimoes, Polynesians, Americans, British - and he often

seemed to refer to the men who had made his life difficult

as if they were, after all, rather funny. He had enjoyed try-

ing to get the better of them. In any case his geniality and

generosity were finally irrepressible.

These are some of the qualities that went into his films.

As an explorer he had discovered the goodwill he loved in

people living in the outer expanses and in the odd pockets of

the world to which modern industrial civilization had not

come. Here life did not work to a schedule but to a season,

and he always took his time both as explorer and film-

maker to get acquainted with his subject by becoming as

far as possible a part of it. These people appealed to his

abundant good nature. His qualities as an artist - an obser-

vation of people and places both penetrating and sympa-

thetic, and an imagination which understood the pattern of

the life of a man or of a small community - made him an

ideal film-maker within his own self-imposed limits. His

work has not yet been equalled in its own field, and he

has now a generation's start over anyone else.

This work of his has not gone uncriticized, even by its

greatest admirers among certain other documentary film-

makers. For them it seemed that Flaherty was consciously

and deliberately turning away from the full-scale inevitable

world of modern industrialized society and squandering his

genius in backwaters which no longer really mattered be-

cause they were only picturesque anachronisms. It is easy to

see how the men who were spending their youth founding a

new career of film-making with a social purpose, who were

learning to combine the flair of the journalist with the res-

ponsibility of the teacher in a medium that had a difficult

and exacting technique, would be intolerant of what ap-

peared in their eyes to be the irresponsible romanticism of

Man of Aran. It seemed to them that Flaherty had tried to

turn the population of an island so near geographically to
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the industrial heart of Britain into a community practising

artificially the traditional pattern of life he admired so much
in remoter parts.

But between 1939 an<^ *942 Flaherty made The Land, a

film few people have seen. Its sponsors, the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, did not permit it to be shown in public

because by the time it was finished its subject was considered

too melancholy - for the war was then beginning to pre-

occupy the American mind. This film was about soil erosion

and the problem of the consequent displacement of the

farmers. It showed also the difficult impact on men's lives

of the machines they invent to ease their work and better

themselves. When official policy permits the public showing

of this half-hour film, it will be more widely recognized that

Flaherty was in full command of the technique of the kind

of documentary film which faces the difficult social prob-

lems of advanced communities. Nevertheless, in his last

work, Louisiana Story, Flaherty featured a family living a

trapper's life in the swamplands of the bayou country. He
observed the social changes represented by the oil-boring

derrick only from the point of view of the wonderment and

superstitious awe its arrival inspired in the mind of a shy

and lonely boy whose circumstances had cut him off from

the normal forms of modern education.

But the great gift of Flaherty to the film remains his ob-

servation of human expression. His own generous humanity

gave him an uncomplicated love for people, and because of

this he had the patience and the affection to watch over his

subjects and photograph them, by himself or with the help

of assistants, so that the smallest characteristics of their

movement and expression should not escape the artistic em-

phasis of the screen. Out of this wealth of material he made
his major personal films, JVanook of the North (fifteen months

in production), Moana, Man ofAran, The Land (each ofthem

two years in production), and, lastly, Louisiana Story. No



SOUTH BANK TELECINEMA

I and 2. The Foyer, showing the projection equipment, and the
auditorium. The building was designed by Wells Coates.



FESTIVAL OF BRITAIN FILMS

3 and 4. The Magic Box.' Produced by Ronald Neame and directed
by John Boulting, with Robert Donat as Friese-Greene.
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5 and 6. 'David.' Written and directed by Paul Dickson for World
Wide Pictures. A study of life in Wales.
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7 and 8. 'Family Portrait.' Produced by Ian Dalrymple for Wessex
Films. Written and directed by Humphrey Jennings. A portrait of

the British people.



9 and 10. 'Waters of Time'. Produced and directed by Basil Wright
for International Realist, assisted by Bill Launder and Paul Dehn.
A film about the Port of London.
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II to 13. Designs for the British Film Institute's series, 'Poet and
Painter.' John Gilpin, by William Cowper (Ronald Searle). Spring,

by William Shakespeare (Mervyn Peake). In Time of Pestilence, by
Thomas Nashe (Michael Ayrton).



14. 'Forward a Century.' A
Napier Bell for the Petroleum Film Board.



SWITZERLAND

15 and 16. 'Four in a Jeep.' A Praesens Film production, directed
by Leopold Lindtberg, with Viveca Lindfors. (International.)



NORWAY

17 and 18. 'Kranes Konditori.' A Norsk Film production by the
Danish director Astrid Henning-Jensen. A story set in Norway.



SWEDEN

19 and 20. 'Miss Julie.' Alf Sjoberg's film version of Strind berg's
play with Anita Bjork and Ulf Palme. (London Films.)



YUGOSLAVIA

21 and 22. 'FraBrne.' Directed by Fedor Hanjekovich. (Jadran-film.)



RENOIR IN INDIA

23 and 24. The River.' Jean Renoir's new film made in India, with
a partially Indian cast. (United Artists,)



HOLLAND AND URUGUAY

25. 'Mirror of Holland.' A study in upright reflections in the water-
ways of Holland, by Bert Haanstra.

26. 'Eye in the Wind.* An experimental film made in Uruguay by
Enrico Gras and Danilo Trelles.



AUSTRIA



OXFORD FILM GROUP

29 and 30. Two studies in movement from the new film ballet

produced by the Oxford Experimental Film Group.



MIRACLE IN MILAN



3! to 33. Vittorio de Seca's film shot against the background of

Milan, with Brunella Bovo and Francesco Golisano.



IL CRISTO PROIBITO

\ and 35. Curzio Malaparte's controversial Italian film,

Forbidden Christ,' with Elena Varzi and Raf Vallone.



LUCIANO EMMER IN PARIS

36. A scene from 'Paris est Toujours Paris,' Emmer's Franco-
Italian production with Aldo Fabrizi. (Unifrance.)



FRANCE

37 and 38. 'Souvenirs Perdus.' Directed by Christian- Jacque; an

episodic film with an all-star cast. (Unifrance.)



39. 'Edouard et Caroline.' Directed by Jacques Becker with Anne
Vernon and Daniel Gelin. (Films de France.)

40. 'Les Miracles n'ont Lieu qu'une Fois.' Directed by Yves AHegret,
with Jean Marais and Alida Valli. (Unifrance.)



II. Trois Telegrammes.' Directed by Henri Decoin, with Gerard
Gervais. (Unifrance.)



42. 'Sans Laisser d'Adresse.' Directed by J. P. Le Chanois, with
Bernard Blier and Danielle Delorme. (Unifrance.)

43. 'Un Grand Patron.' Directed by Yves Ciampi, with Pierre

Fresnay and Renee Devillers. (Films de France.)



U J I

44 and 45. 'Sous le Ciel de Paris.* Directed by Julien Duvivier,

with Raymond Hermantier as the sculptor. (Films de France.)



>. Topaze.' Directed by Marcel Pagnol, with Fernandel. 47.

'L'Arberge Rouge.' Directed by Claude Autant-Lara, with Fernandel.

(Unifrance.)



48 and 49. 'Barbe Bleue.' Directed by Christian-Jaque, with Cecile

Aubry and Pierre Brasseur. (Unifrance.)



50 and 51. 'La Belle que Voila.' Directed by J. P. Le Chanois, with
Michele Morgan and Henri Vidal. (Studio One Distr.)



AMERICA

52 to 61. These stills are intended to illustrate Karel Reisz s article

in this volume.

52 and 53. The Maltese Falcon.' Directed by John Huston, with
Humphrey Bogart, Elisha Cook, Sidney Greenstreet, Peter Lorre
and Mary Astor. (Warners.)



54 and 55. The Breaking Point.* Directed by Michael Curtiz, with
Juano Hernandez, John Garfield and Patricia Neal. (Warners.)



56 and 57. 'Intruder in the Dust.' Directed by Clarence Brown,
with Juano Hernandez and Claude Jarman, Jnr. (M.G.M.)
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58 to 61. 'A Walk in the Sun.' Directed by Lewis Milestone, with

Dana Andrews and Richard Conte. (Eros.)





62 to 65. The Red Badge of Courage. Directed by John Huston,
with Audie Murphy and Bill Mauldin. (M.G.M.)





66. 'Ace in the Hole.' Directed by Billy Wilder, with Kirk Douglas.
(Paramount.)

67. 'Storm Warning.' Directed by Stuart Heisler, with Ronald
Reagan and Ginger Rogers. (Warners.)



. 'Fourteen Hours.' Directed by Henry Hathaway, with Paul

Douglas and Richard Basehart. (20th Century-Fox.)



. The Sound of Fury.' Directed by Cyril Endfield, with Frank
Lovejoy and Lloyd Bridges. (U.A.)



70. Teresa.* Directed by Fred Zinnemann, with John Ericson and
PierAngeli. (M.G.M.)

71. 'Decision Before Dawn.' Directed by Anatole Litvak, with
Oscar Werner and Hildegarde Knef. (20th Century-Fox.)



72. 'Born Yesterday.' Directed by George Cukor, with Judy
Holliday and Broderick Crawford. (Columbia.)

73. 'Pick Up.' Directed by Hugo Haas, with Beverly Michaels and

Allan Nixon. (Columbia.)



74. 'Strangers on a Train.' Directed by Alfred Hitchcock, with
Robert Walker. (Warners.)

75. 'A Place in the Sun.' Directed by George Stevens, with
Montgomery Clift and Elizabeth Taylor. (Paramount.)



76. 'Carrie.* Directed by William Wyler, with Laurence Olivier

and Jennifer Jones. (Paramount.)

11. 'A Streetcar Named Desire.* Directed by Elia Kazan, with

Vivien Leigh and Marlon Brando. (Warners.)



78. 'Queen for a Day.' Directed by Arthur Lubin. A scene from
the episode 'Horsie' by Dorothy Parker, with Edith Meiser. (U.A.)

79. 'Kangaroo.* Directed by Lewis Milestone, with Maureen
O'Hara and Finlay Currie. (20th Century-Fox.)



10. 'Alice In Wonderland.* A Walt Disney production; the

Caterpillar. (R.K.O.)

11. 'Mad Wednesday.' Directed by Preston Sturges, with Harold
Lloyd. (R.K.O.)



82. 'Wedding Bells.' Directed by Stanley Donen, with Fred Astaire.

(M.G.M.)

83. *An American in Paris.' Directed by Vincente Minelli, with
Gene Kelly. (M.G.M.)



GREAT BRITAIN

84 to 89. 'An Outcast of the Islands.' Directed by Carol Reed,
from the novel by Joseph Conrad. Mainly shot on location in

Ceylon, and featuring Trevor Howard, Ralph Richardson, Robert
Morley, George Coulouris, and the new actress Kerima. (British

Lion.)







90 and 91. 'Where No Vultures Fly.' Diretted by Harry Watt In

Africa. (Ealing.)



92 and 93. The Magic Garden.' Directed by Donald Swanson in

Alexandra Town, Johannesburg, with a non-professional cast.



94 to 97. 'Cry the Beloved Country.' Directed by Zoltan Korda,
from the novel by Alan Paton, with Canada Lee, Charles Carson,

Sidney Poitier and Joyce Carey. (British Lion.)
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98 and 99. 'No Resting Place,' Directed by Paul Rotha for Colin
Lesslie Productions, with Michael Gough and Eithne Dunne.
(A.B.F.D.)



100 and 101. The Man in the White Suit.' Directed by Alexander
Mackendrick, with Alec Guinness and Joan Greenwood. (Ealing.)



102. 'No Highway.' Directed by Henry Koster, with James Stewart.
An Anglo-American production. (20th Century-Fox.)

103. 'His Excellency.' Directed by Robert Hamer, with Eric

Portman. (Ealing.)
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104. 'Hotel Sahara.' Directed by Ken Annakin, with Peter Ustinov
and Yvonne de Carlo. (G.F.D.)

105. 'Laughter in Paradise.' Directed by Mario Zampi, with
Alastair Sim and Fay Compton. (A.B.-Pathe.)
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106. 'Never Take No for an Answer.' Directed by Maurice Cloche
and Ralph Smart for Anthony Havelock-Allan, with Vittorio

Manunta. (LF.D.)

107. The Galloping Major.' Directed by Henry Cornelius, with
Basil Radford and Jimmy Hanley. (I.F.D.)



108. 'Lady Godiva Rides Again.' Directed by Frank Launder, with

Pauline Stroud. (British Lion.)

109. The Lavender Hill Mob.' Directed by Charles Crichton, with
Alec Guinness. (Ealing.)



1 10 and III. The Browning Version.' Directed by Anthony
Asquith, with Michael Redgrave and Brian Smith. (G.F.D.)



112 and 113. 'White Corridors.' Directed by Pat Jackson, with
Googie Withers, James Donald and Petula Clark. (G.F.D.)



114 and 115. 'Scrooge.' Directed by Brian Desmond-Hurst, with
Alastair Sim. (Renown.)



1 16. 'Murder in the
Cathedral.*Directed
by George Hoeller-

ing, with Father John
Groser and Thomas
a Becket. (Portrait,

Angus McBean.)

1 17. The Lady with
a Lamp.' Directed
by Herbert Wilcox,
with Anna Neagle.

(British Lion.)
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film-maker has given so much in sheer devotion to the por-

trayal of the lives of people whom he had first of all to make
his trusting friends before they could keep their natural dig-

nity and their deeply personal expression alive and un-

affected in the face of his camera.

With Flaherty, Eisenstein, and Griffith, the film has lost

three of its greatest founders. All three knew the suffering

caused by artistic frustration. All three were outstanding

personalities. My picture of Flaherty is of a man walking

agilely, in spite of his bulk, to the restaurants round the old

harbour at Cannes, delighting in the reception given in

Europe to Louisiana Story, drinking in a pub in Wardour
Street surrounded by a delighted company of British film-

makers, or sitting in his private room in a Kensington hotel

telling stories over a bottle of champagne and a pineapple,

with his wife quietly interjecting now and then. Very few

men I have known had such a capacity for inspiring immed-

iate affection, and the news of his death came with a sharp

personal sting.



Tour Critic - Right or Wrong i

Film critics, unlike the chief critics of literature or art,

seldom argue either in person or on paper about the prin-

ciples of the art they claim to take so seriously. Gavin Lam-

bert,formerly editor ofSequence and now in charge oftlie

British Film Institute's publications, including Sight and

Sound, has consented first of all to write his comments

upon (and his disagreements with) a number of important

points about the responsibilities offilm critics raised by

Roger Manvell in the first piece which follows in this sec-

tion. Jack Beddington, who wasforfouryears in charge of

film productionfor the Ministry ofInformation, and is now

Chairman of the Film Selection Sub-Committee of the

National Film Library, contributes a third and quite inde-

pendent point of view, with his comments on Roger Man-

veil's and Gavin Lambert's articles.

ROGER MANVELL

The subject for discussion with Gavin Lambert is : Of what
use is the film critic to the public and to the film-maker, and

from what source, rightly or wrongly, does he derive his

standards of criticism.

The critic in the past was usually either a philosopher

(like Plato, Aristotle, or Lessing) or, alternatively, himself a

practising artist or writer who turned aside now and then

to consider the aesthetic principles of his art (like Leonardo

da Vinci, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Keats, Wordsworth, and
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Matthew Arnold). Sometimes his reputation came to rest

more on his work as a critic than on the other forms of crea-

tive work that he did ; this is true of Dr Johnson and prob-

ably of Coleridge. In this way the profession of criticism was

created, partly in the academic studies of the universities

and partly in the open field of writing itself.

1 1 is always open to debate whether the critic is just an

encumbrance, a parasite gaining a specious sort oflivelihood

at the expense of the artist whose work he pretends to dis-

cuss for the amusement of the ignorant bystanders. After

all, the man who writes a play or paints a picture presum-

ably does these things for the direct enjoyment of the audi-

ence he reaches ; he does not want a middleman to interpret

his work to them unasked. The reviewers, too, have often

been notoriously wrong in the past, and done great injury to

rising artists who were moving in new directions in their art,

men like Keats or Ibsen. Of the reviewers, however, one

thing could be said in their favour, that in writing at all they

were actually practising the art they criticized. Film-makers

are only too often heard to say that film critics write about

an art of which they have not even bothered to learn the

elementary technical principles.

The position has changed considerably since the days

when Keats was bitterly wounded by the mockery of the

references to him in Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine. The
British public is faced nowadays with services ofinformation

and entertainment which drown it with so many oppor-

tunities for recreation that many people take to bridge or

drink in order to avoid the responsibilities of keeping men-

tally and emotionally mature. Between three and four thou-

sand novels are published each year, about one hundred

plays (old and new) are produced annually in London,

about two hundred and fifty new films a year are shown to

the critics, while British radio and television offer the public

four parallel programmes each evening. With the rise of a
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fully-literate public during the past eighty years, the de-

mands on these facilities for entertainment and information

are correspondingly large. But many people are too hastily

and imperfectly educated to be in a position to choose suc-

cessfully the kind of entertainment they most need or to

understand at all easily the work of that kind of artist who
possesses a quality of knowledge and a subtlety of response

to human experience which exceeds what they can readily

appreciate. Critics and reviewers serving the popular and
specialized press alike have become not only interpreters

helping a public numbering millions to appreciate what is

being done for them by the professional artists and enter-

tainers, but also clearing-house agents who spend their lives

trying to keep abreast of the welter of contemporary artistic

production and then sort it into some kind of order for the

benefit of those who have to concentrate for their living on

other affairs and need guidance to help them enjoy the

various available arts during the leisure hours left to them.

The responsibility of the critic has always been to respond

quickly and keenly to a new work of art, and to share with

the artist himself a passionate realization of the capacity of

the art they serve together. Artists are human beings ; they

are liable to lie, cheat, and deceive themselves and others in

just the same way as the rest of humanity. The critic, be-

cause he is separated from the immediate act of creation,

can or should be able to perceive these deceits, whether they

are either involuntary or deliberate. For most of the artistic

output which results from the widespread contemporary de-

mand for entertainment is of an inferior kind, prone to

weaknesses which need exposure and discussion. It may be

an insult for an imperceptive critic to tear apart the work

of an Ibsen, but it is far more likely nowadays that both the

critic and the public will be faced most of the time with

work below rather than above the level they can appreciate.

The critic becomes, therefore, not a parasite preying on the
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vitals of a sensitive artist, but often enough a
c

defender of

the faith' against the parasitic artist who exploits the over-

commercialized art forms of the novel, the drama and the

film. This implies, of course, that the critic himself is a writer

who recognizes standards level with those implicit in, the

work of the best artists.

The twentieth century has created certain new conditions

in which many artists find they must work. The film itself is

an extreme example of the new kind of art-industry which is

typical of our time, when ever-increasing numbers of people

seek an ever-increasing amount of entertainment for which

they will pay well if it happens to suit their fancy. Everyone

knows that films cost a great deal of money to make, and

that the creation of each new film is like designing a new
prototype in the factory-studios where films are made. Every-

one recognizes that with increasing costs increasing returns

must be earned. Everyone, too, knows that in most countries

where films are produced only a comparatively small pro-

portion of the money paid by the public reaches the pockets

of the producers.

The challenge which must be met by the true film-artist

is to succeed within the conditions prescribed for him by the

institution of the cinema. The authorities of distribution and

exhibition bring every pressure to bear on the film-maker to

force him to accept their views as to what does or does not

entertain the millions who attend the cinemas. They are

frequently right, but they are sometimes wrong. Commer-
cial showmanship depends on inventiveness and courage as

well as on a nice appreciation of what has been successful

with the public before. The dead repetition of old formulas

brings the law of diminishing returns to bear on the box-

office. The artist and the business-man are chained together

on the treadmills of mass public entertainment. But the
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artist should not sit and grumble in some little cafe reserved

for the avant-garde. He should make the best out of the great

chance offered him to create something good for a public

numbered in millions. It is in those terms that the universal

success of such rare artists as Chaplin must be measured.

They made the institution of the cinema serve the art of

the film, as it must when the film artist can command the

greater public on the scale that Chaplin has done for over

a quarter of a century.

The condition of the cinema is that of extremes. There is

no middle stream in which experiment can thrive with a

reasonable chance of success. You either serve the greater

public in those terms which the distributor-exhibitor, the

professional accountant-showman, determines, or you must

be a genius commanding the respect of everyone because it

has been established in the distributor-exhibitor mind that

your particular kind of artistic eccentricity can attract audi-

ences and make money. Otherwise, there is small chance for

you except now and then to throw a pinch of art into a mess

of conventional showmanship. There is no equivalent in the

cinema to the Little Theatre movement, which helps to

refresh and enliven the drama with some measure of experi-

ment. Artistic success must normally exist in terms of box-

office success, unless the artist manages to inveigle out of his

employers some sort of momentary freedom.

The position of Shakespeare three and a half centuries ago

makes an interesting parallel to the conditions in which the

present-day film-maker works. Shakespeare, a provincial

from Stratford, became a playwright presumably because

he had the sheer initiative to leave home and enter the

theatre as the profession of his choice. He evidently learnt

his craft the hard way, graduating through acting and some

hack-work in scripting to the position of dramatist and

theatre owner. Like the film-makers of today, he entered

his chosen profession in some junior capacity and worked
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his way up in a short while because he had an evident flair

for the job. From an adaptor of other people's scripts he be-

came a fully-fledged writer, but, like the screenwriter today,

he tended to take his story-material from successful books

which had already established some reputation in the minds

of the chief patrons of the theatre, books such as Plutarch's

Lives or Holinshed's Chronicle, or he quite simply worked on

'remakes' of early and more primitive theatrical successes.

On to these sources, good or indifferent, he grafted the pro-

duct of his particular genius. So today many film-makers of

outstanding reputation, such as Carol Reed, graft their

powers on to the creative work of others, T. L. Green,

Graham Greene or Joseph Conrad.

Shakespeare, too, proved a box-office success. He con-

quered the difficult conditions of the public theatres of his

time, with their large and boisterous audiences, and soon

became ' the onely Shake-scene in the countrey ', ' mellifluous

and hony-tongued Shakespeare', and 'thou star of poets'.

These were his contemporary 'notices'. Like a successful

film-maker of today, he bought his big house in the country.

The public, for once, was kind to a man of outstanding

genius during his lifetime.

The commercial conditions of the cinema by no means

entirely preclude the production of good film art. That is

not sufficiently stated by either the critics or the film-makers.

As in the case of Shakespeare, they condition the nature of

the art. One must not wholly despise an institution which

has given great popular success to men of the calibre of

Griffith, Chaplin, Ford, Clair, Marcel Carne and Carol

Reed. This, at any rate, offsets to a certain degree the

money that has been made out of the purely vulgar and

meretricious stuff the cinema has favoured during the past

fifty years. This stuff is perhaps a degree or two less meretri-

cious than the nauseating products of the publishers of com-

mercial pulp literature and of the fashionably pornographic
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novels for which readers ofsubstance offer high prices in the

personal columns of our newspapers.

These are the problems of the time affecting film produc-

tion which the critic must take into account. This means no

more than that he should be aware of them and of the pres-

sures they bring to bear on the artist, just as the critic of

Shakespeare'sworkmust allow for the conditions in the public

theatres of the Elizabethan-Jacobean period or the kind of

demandmadeby his audiences on Shakespeare as a dramatist.

There are, in brief, three main channels through which

good films can emerge. The first is through non-commercial

sponsorship, by means ofwhich most ofour best British docu-

mentaries have been made, films like Song of Ceylon, Might

Mail, North Sea, Fires were Started, Western Approaches, The True

Glory and The World is Rich, or Pare Lorentz's Plough that

Broke the Plains, or Robert Flaherty's Nanook and Louisiana

Story. The second is through the voluntary self-denial of

film-makers, mostly well established but in some cases not

yet well-known, who forgo the more obvious kind of suc-

cesses in order to make films over which they will have com-

plete control, either financing them themselves or striking

hard bargains with their employers for their temporary free-

dom. Examples which in varying ways are the results of this

policy of self-denial are Griffith's Intolerance (financed out of

the profits of Birth of a Nation), Erich von Stroheim's Greed,

John Ford's The Informer, Walt Disney's earlier work, Jean

Vigo's giro de Conduite, Jean Renoir's La Regie du Jeu, Charles

Chaplin's Monsieur Verdoux, and Vittorio de Sica's Bicycle

Thieves. The history of the film would hardly be the same

without these productions. It is, of course, wrong to call such

films the result of self-denial ; they are obviously the result

of personal artistic fulfilment. But they all represented self-

denial in terms of obvious financial profit, and in some cases

represented the risk of all or part of the film-maker's per-

sonal savings.
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The third channel through which the main contribution

to the art of the film has come is that of the less specialized

market of the cinema. Here we find the evident commercial

success of film-making of a high order, like Griffith's Birth of

a Nation, Chaplin's work of the twenties, Ford's Stagecoach,

the most famous full-length films ofWalt Disney, and Carol

Reed's Odd Man Out or The Third Man. Both worlds, com-

mercial and artistic, meet for a moment and shake hands.

It is an interesting spectacle.

The problem for the film-maker, then, is the present com-

pletely miscellaneous nature of his public. The policy of the

industry through which he works is to aim at the lowest

common factor of taste in this public. The policy of the artist

is to aim at the highest common faccor. That has caused the

Fifty Years' War of the film and the cinema. In it the artist

not infrequently wins a battle, and the critic should be fight-

ing at his side to help him build up an ever-increasing, in-

telligently appreciative public within the greater one which

patronizes the cinema. But to do this the critic must himself

have standards he can share with the film-maker. These

standards are constantly being created and enlarged by the

film-makers themselves in the general evolution of their art,

but the critic himself in his observation ofwhat is being done

and in his reflections upon what could be done can contri-

bute greatly to the process.

The theory of film art, the principles enunciated or dis-

cussed in such books as Paul Rotha's The Film till Now,

Pudovkin's Film Technique and Film Acting, Eisenstein's Film

Sense and Film Form, Arnheim's Film, and Ernest Lindgren's

Art of the Film, may, for the sake of reference, be called aca-

demic criticism, though in each case these books arose out

of hard observation of hundreds of examples of film-making

and in some cases out of hard experiment with camera and
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editing. Though a film-maker setting out to tell his story

should obviously be concerned only to create its characters,

locations and its atmosphere, and not be sitting, text-book in

hand, coldly applying technical theory to the human ele-

ments with which he is concerned, he must be aware of the

multitude of technical opportunities offered by the film to

make his story effective. He may achieve this difficult task

instinctively (as a few film-makers somehow manage to do

in their very first productions), but mostly it will be a matter

of late nights, hot coffee and hard, self-critical thinking. He
must reflect, visualize, judge, accept, reject, and eventually

choose one way out of a hundred alternatives to present his

portrait of the way of all flesh. The independent thinking of

critics on the muscular structure of the film medium may
not be in the forefront of his mind (or perhaps in some cases

it may), but only a fool or a genius is independent enough

to think that he can make the rabbit come out of the hat

without any sort ofpreparation at all. The fool will bungle it,

whereas the genius may possibly succeed. But the more

general offilm-makers needs, in my belief, to think constantly

about what can and cannot be done with films in the same

way as Leonardo da Vinci never ceased to speculate,

analysing and drawing the muscles of the human body and

sketching the many curious figments of his plastic imagi-

nation.

Theory there must be, as in all the other arts. Without it

you depend on the occasional discoveries of genius which

other lesser artists rush in to copy without having those

sound intuitive reasons which made the first use of the de-

vice satisfying. Without it you may certainly get a number

of technically self-conscious or arty films, but that is a risk

well worth taking in order to make the intelligent flexible

use of the medium more general in the day-to-day work of

the studios.

The critic at present has to create his own standards based
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on a combination of experience derived from looking at

hundreds of films in the past, and intuition as to the value,

human-aesthetic (the two elements combine, of course), of

the film he is at the moment seeing. He then assesses its rela-

tive value, bearing in mind the standards created by com-

parable films in the past. Only his feeling for the human
qualities of life itself, reduced or raised (as it seems to him)

in the case of the work of art before him, will enable him to

judge the value of the subject of the film. Only his feeling

for the medium of the film, imaginatively used or left barren

and empty (as it seems to him) in this particular example,

will enable him to combine his judgement of its subject with

his judgement of its technique. For this reason he must, like

the film-maker, be highly appreciative of the expressive

capacities of the medium. To help him sense the values of

the story, the past work of sensitive critics of literature and

drama will be of constant use ; as for matters of technique,

the few theorists who have so far committed themselves on

the subject will supply those elements of his background

which he does not happen to have developed for himself.

For the film-maker, immersed in the immediate necessity

of getting his film through the complex processes of produc-

tion, the critic becomes a means of testing whether his work

is successful or otherwise, though of course the critic may be

fallible like anyone else. For the member of the public, who
wants help in choosing the films which will give him the

greatest individual enjoyment, the critic acts as a guide to

the artistic and human values of films, both past and cur-

rent. Again, the public may accept or reject his assessment,

for in the end they must form their own opinions. But the

critic should be in a position to help them to evaluate the

film more generously than they might have been able to do

on their own, for the good critic brings to bear a wealth of

considerations based on past experience before he passes

judgement for the benefit of his readers.
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GAVIN LAMBERT

The creative value of criticism is established in its own his-

tory by the stimulus and interchange it has aroused, in the

artist on one side, in the public on the other. Ibsen may have

been injured by imperceptive columnists, but against that

must be set the response he drew from Bernard Shaw. If the

critic seems, as Roger Manvell puts it, a 'parasite', then it

is only because his responses are dead or insensitive, not be-

cause he is a critic. Nor can wrong or unjust verdicts invali-

date the practice of criticism, any more than the existence

of bad art invalidates art itself. Much contemporary criti-

cism is mediocre and parasitical because the rise ofjourna-

lism has diluted its standards, but its essential continuity is

still unbroken ; even the tradition of critics also being prac-

tising artists, or vice versa, is not yet dead, and in the cinema

some of the most important criticism has been done by film-

makers, by Pudovkin and Eisenstein, Grierson and Rotha.

The real problem is that this kind of criticism is limited in

application by the fact that anything which fails to express

a majority point of view - films or criticism of films - is

likely to be overwhelmed nowadays by the immense diffu-

sion of popular standards that the cinema, the press, and

the radio command. '

The critic has been edged out by the journalist, as the

serious film-maker is so often eclipsed by the efficient hack.

It is only in the last seventy years or so that public taste has

become articulate through the press ; before that, though its

demands were the same, they were less explicit and, per-

haps, less liable to stagnation. Once this articulation became

widespread, it had to be satisfied on an equivalent scale, and

it was exploited by business-men. What was greeted at the

start as a democratic institution and a valuable medium of
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education is now only partly that, for when it abuses its

responsibilities a popular medium becomes a travesty of

both these things; popular taste is, within certain limits,

flexible, and one has seen in the last ten years alone how
quickly it can develop or petrify - under social pressure it

becomes more exacting, and when the conditions of living

are dull it is likely to be gross and apathetic. Those who pro-

fessionally reflect popular taste and administer to its needs

are similarly affected : compare the Picture Post of five years

ago with its recent issues. The artist and the critic are seldom

immune, either, from fluctuations of national mood and

social endeavour. It is difficult to create for, or interpret to,

a public that one feels to be generally remote or disinter-

ested. The result can be a turning away from life, a pre-

occupation with sophisticated techniques, or a futile attempt

to simulate a kind of inspiration that has actually withered.

The best art, and the best criticism, has usually sprung

from a feeling of rapprochement between creator and audience.

Eisenstein, Pudovkin, Dovzhenko, created an exciting and

adventurous cinema under the stimulus of a social revolu-

tion that brought them new and sympathetic audiences ; by

contrast, the British documentary movement of the '30s

ultimately misfired because the making of sponsored films

for non-theatrical distribution encouraged a lack of concern

for audiences. Most of these films smelt too much of the

laboratory, too little of the real life they were intended to

reflect.

It is difficult to separate the critic and the film-maker

when discussing this problem, not only because they have

immediate and obviops ties, but because both are now
working in professions that have become largely commer-

cialized, and make integrity without frustration difficult to

sustain. Just as the commercially successful film director is

a man who will make anything he is offered, so the com-

mercially successful critic or journalist will review anything
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he is offered. Refusal in either case risks a loss of professional

prestige. The critic who writes for a national paper is bound

by the demands of his readers - or what his editor conceives

these demands to be -just as the film-maker is circumscribed

by the demands of his public, or his producer's view of them.

In both cases the disagreeable realities of the situation can-

not be ignored. If a critic is to earn his living by criticism,

he needs the wage that a large newspaper can pay ; writing

for specialist magazines, or writing books like The Film Till

Now, is scarcely more rewarding in a financial sense than

avant-garde activity in film-making itself. Again, the anti-

theses are pa rallel :
' experimental ' work in the cinema too

often leans towards the over-esoteric, exists in a vacuum, and

the theorist and specialist critic is, inevitably, cut offfrom the

mainbodyofcinema audiences and contemporaryproduction

.

The cinema has been in existence for only fifty years, and

has developed rapidly in technique and scope: when one

considers it, there is reason for astonishment that artists have

managed to keep pace with this intense commercialization

at all. The shrewdest commercial producers, however, have

always courted the artist, recognizing that even 'entertain-

ment' cannot exist solely on the repetition of manufactured

formulas, that
c

novelty ' and ' the picture that is different

'

have essential ingredients that seasoned roufiers may not be

able to provide. The number of important and even experi-

mental films that have been produced within the commer-

cial framework is often under-estimated, perhaps because

trash in the cinema is more obtrusive than trash in any other

medium, and its social implications are more serious. But

from the point of view of the cinema's development as an

art, there is nothing very extraordinary about the number
of cheap or insignificant films produced. There is no reason

to demand that every film should be a work of art : the out-

put of bad novels and bad plays is equally high, and the

important factor is that the kind ofmass relaxation accepted
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by any society is a pointer to the condition of that society,

that mass pleasures are formed by habit, and that a debased

standard of popular entertainment is dangerous both to

social ease and artistic vitality.

On account of its great popularity, the cinema is bound

to be the key-medium where standards of public entertain-

ment are concerned. The critic who deals with literature or

the theatre is also working in a commercialized medium,

but a medium with long-established standards and tradi-

tions ; no one interested in the novel is likely to think that

Bertita Harding or even Charles Morgan represent contem-

porary high points, but the prospect in the cinema is not so

clear. This is where the function of the critic begins to define

itself. On the one hand, there is the possibility ofjournalistic

criticism, most of which is as ephemeral as the films with

which it is concerned ; on the other, the works of academic

investigation and theoretical statement, which are obviously

valuable but have two important limitations. First, the

cinema is a young art in a state of fluidity and growth, and

theory very quickly becomes out of date ; secondly, the aca-

demic critic is cut off from the great mass of production,

which is of little interest to him, and thus from the whole

question of popular standards and popular taste.

The most valuable kind of film critic today is one who can

combine and balance within himself these two important

issues : the development of an art, and of a medium ofpopu-

lar entertainment. Roger ManvelPs diagnosis of the condi-

tion of the cinema as one of extremes is simply not true ; of

course the cinema contains these extremes - of subservience

to commercialism and uncompromising independence - but

the prevailing condition is one of erratic, flexible compro-

mise. There are the artists who have never come to' terms

with the 'system' - Vigo, Bunuel, and, occasionally, Fla-

herty - and those like Renoir or Ford or Dreyer or Stroheim

who have worked (sometimes disastrously) within it and
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managed from time to time to produce serious and uncom-

promised work. Roger ManvelPs selection of non-commer-

cial sponsorship is, by the way, no more reliable than any

other kind of sponsorship : many a documentarist has had to

make the same kind of concessions to his sponsor that a

feature film director has made to his studio. Those who work

writhin the framework - and they are the majority nowa-

days - may reach artistic fulfilment through a number of

ways : through controlling their own companies (Chaplin),

through making commercially successful potboilers to gain

specific freedom for occasional films (Ford), or through -

after they have established a reputation - contracting them-

selves only to individual companies for individual films.

Most of the French and Italian directors have worked this

way, and in America Zinnemann seems to have done the

same thing with success. Other directors, like Stroheim at

M.G.M., or Renoir in America, have found themselves at a

deadlock with their employers, with the result that they

abandoned their films and saw them completed (and in

most cases mutilated) by somebody else.

Awareness of these conditions is essential to the critic,

whether he is 'engaged' or a theorist keeping his distance

from the industry. At one end of the scale, he must distin-

guish between the acceptable, unpretentious commercial

film and the unworthy, meretricious one : at the other, be-

tween the uncompromised work of art and the work of art

flawed by commercialism. Between these, various inter-

mediate problems arise - the potboiler made by the serious

artist (one cannot treat Four Men and a Prayer as if it were

made with the same ambitions as The Grapes of Wrath), and

the commercial cinema's habit of gradually absorbing the

devices and research of serious film-makers.' Citizen Kane, for

example, was a notable box-office failure, and likewise The

Magnificent Ambersons : stylistically, none the less, their influ-

ence on Hollywood has been considerable. In diluted form,
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the narrative complexities and the camera style of Kane be-

came common property three or four years later : the same

is true of the approach to period and the mannered dialogue

of The Magnificent Ambersons. From this point of view, prob-

ably few commercial producers would insist that Welles was

a loss as far as Hollywood was concerned. It is simply the

fate of some original creative artists, like Bresson in France

or Visconti in Italy, to be too far ahead of their public and

to see others turn their discoveries later to popular use.

(There is a parallel in painting, in which Picasso, unaccept-

able to many, has become generally accepted through com-

mercialized art.) This kind of interchange between com-

merce and art invalidates many critical generalizations,

even makes it impossible to define exactly how good films

come to be made within the system. What the critic can do,

though, is to explore the varying levels on which good films

do emerge, to discover some of the reasons behind their

emergence. While the answers are more likely to lie in an

individual than a process, the mere fact of such individuals

operating successfully, has, of course, its implications.

It is not so difficult to draw distinctions on the familiar

levels : of the thriller, for instance, or the western, or the

domestic comedy. Mass-produced genres are the most fre-

quently debased, and the exceptions stand out more clearly.

The difficulty is to know where exactly to draw the line. In

an industry that produces on such a scale, it is futile to com-

plain of mechanical repetition. All one can do is to be grate-

ful to the producer with imagination who manages to inject

freshness and style into popular genres (as Dore Schary did

at R.K.O., and does now at M.G.M.) and to object to the

factorization of vicious elements - of brutality, for example,

or furtive sexual titillation, and other appeals to degraded

human responses. There will always be varying levels of

popular production, as of popular taste, but the more a per-

sonal quality can be brought to it - and the less cynical
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exploitation - the better the ultimate chances of people's

sensibilities being extended rather than deadened by the

average cinema programme.

Above this level - which, important though it is, interests

most critics least - rises the problem of serious artistic

standards for the cinema. The kind of near-art which most

above-average contemporary production usually exempli-

fies is now familiar. In America it means a film like Crossfire

or Panic in the Streets, in Britain a film like The Way Ahead or

The Small Back Room. Such films, though they lack the in-

tensity and revelation that comes from a really vital, un-

trammelled creative response to material, are distinguished

for their craftsmanship, their awareness of wide issues, their

quality of observation ; but because a film that reaches this

level is comparatively rare today, it is always in danger of

being over-rated. Crossfire is as important to the art of the

cinema as, say, The Ministry of Fear is to that of the novel.

The immediate circumstances of its production gave it an

added significance at the time, but this cannot affect its

intrinsic value. On the other hand, films like City Lights,

The Grapes of Wrath, A Walk in the Sun, like Le Jour se Leve,

La Regie du Jeu, Orphee, like Fires were Started or The Fallen

Idol or Queen of Spades - these are clearly the work of in-

dividual artists that ask to be judged on the level that one

considers an outstanding contemporary novel or play, quite

apart from its implications for the commerical cinema. Yet

The Grapes of Wrath is a product of the same system (and the

same studio) as Panic in the Streets, and all these films were in

fact financed and distributed in the same way as lesser ones.

Surely this invalidates Roger Manvell's separation of The

Informer from The Third Man, of Stroheim from Chaplin?

There is no yardstick for popular success on this level, when

The Grapes of Wrath does well and The Ox-Bow Incident does

not, when City Lights draws large audiences and La Regie du

Jeu repels them. The most significant film in his list of those
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made through 'voluntary self-denial' is £ero de Conduite,

which does not really belong there at all. Vigo's films were

financed privately, quite outside the normal commercial

framework, like much experimental French cinema in the

late twenties and early thirties.

Experimental films are usually conceived of as represent-

ing the purest artistic expression in the cinema, unhindered

by producers or distributors. This was the case with Vigo,

with Bunuel, with Flaherty when he made Nanook and

Louisiana Story>, and the best work of these directors is un-

deniably among the most striking in the whole history of

the cinema. On the other hand, Cocteau made Orphee,

Renoir made Le Regie du Jeu, Carne made Le Jour se Leve,

Pabst made Pandora
9

s Box and Kameradschaft, Clair made
Sous les Toits and Bresson made Les Dames du Bois de Boulogne,

de Sica made Bicycle Thieves and Chaplin his full-length

features, within the commercial framework. Stroheim began

Greed within it, but the film broke out and was never properly

completed - the same thing has happened with other lead-

ing directors. In Russia - until the late thirties, at least -

directors had considerable freedom under a State-controlled

industry, and the results included October, Earth, Mother, and

The Childhood of Maxim Gorki. Distinction as to the sources of

good films are not conclusive ; there are as many exceptions

as rules, and the critic has, rather, to ask : Is working within

an industry more damaging to the film artist than it is to

the novelist or playwright? Can a film like City Lights or

Earth or La Regie du Jeu or Bicycle Thieves be legitimately

compared with the best ofcontemporary fiction and drama?

The commercial growth of the novel and the theatre,

after all, has been extremely rapid over the last hundred

years : in the last century, when Dickens was being serialized

and his books were being printed in far larger editions than

those of Fielding or Jane Austen, the novel was in fact at a

high peak of creative vitality. The difference is that the
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cinema began as an industry, and not as an art : the develop-

ment of the two factors was reversed. This accounts partly

for the distaste it arouses in certain cultured groups, and

also for the preoccupation with commercial issues that dom-
inates critical discussion of the medium. Without any settled

past traditions; unable to expand at leisure, the difficulty

has been for the cinema to accumulate within itself that free

perspective necessary for its general establishment on a level

with the other arts. It has to make its impact, as art and

industry, from its current achievements. Ungrateful to those

theorists and students who like to take up a more distant

vantage-point and give it this perspective, it soon outstrips

them and obscures the long view ; it equally obstructs the

few serious contemporary critics in the national papers, ob-

liged to give an immediate reaction to all sorts and condi-

tions of celluloid, to record their opinion of Louisiana Story,

and Mr Ace in the same column on the same day.

That is why the most complete critic has to try to find a

position equidistant from these two points. The furthest one

will make him, in the long view, of most use in his assess-

ment of the total achievement of the cinema ; the nearer

will be of more assistance to the film-maker engaged in

finding his own balance and security. From the mysterious

centre, however, he can simultaneously be nearer to crea-

tion and participation, to the film-maker and the audience.

He is also bound, it need hardly be added, to offend both

quite frequently.

JACK BEDDINGTON

While I find myself in agreement with most of what Roger

Manvell says and a great deal of what Gavin Lambert says,

I feel both of them are in a way too close to the wood to see

the trees. They have yielded to one of the temptations that
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apparently all those closely connected with the world of

films fall for.

They cannot accept that films are only another form of

human activity and that the people in them are mostly there

by accident as indeed so many other people are in other

walks of life. They have the same feelings, the same loves

and the same hates. In fact, I think that everybody closely

enmeshed in films, or any other show business, leads a life

of drama from morning to night and himself plays the

leading part.

They rush to defend what needs no defence and attack

violently the non-existent. I find it difficult to see that there

is any fundamental difference between the film critic, the

literary critic, the music critic or the art critic. Just like the

subject they write about, some are good and some are bad.

It is true that there have only been film critics for perhaps

fifty years, but there has been criticism since history began.

I cannot therefore see that the lack of tradition of the film

itself is of very much importance.

I find one outstanding virtue and one outstanding vice in

most film critics. They are, as far as my experience goes,

incorruptible, despite the fact they are wined and dined

more than the normal critics. I do not believe one of them

says what he does not think. The world to which they are

attached has the right and deliciously vulgar approach to

publicity. They find it difficult to believe that the limelight

and the attention of the glamorous and the beautiful can

leave the critic unmoved. But it does and for the most part

leaves them neither impressed nor soured.

The vice which worries me is that very few ofthem indeed

love their trade. Trade I think is an unfair word. I mean
they do not really love films for their own sake. The majority

are trained and expert journalists, hired by newspaper pro-

prietors to work on their papers. Only by accident have

many of them come to be critics of films. When they have
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their holidays, another member of the same staff, who may
well be a sporting writer or a literary critic, does their work.

This is not calculated either to have the best influence on

the public or on the film world itself.

To me one of the outstandingly strange results of film

criticism is that the people to whom it is primarily addressed

i.e. the public, seem to take no notice of it.

Generally speaking, the film succeeds by word of mouth
publicity and not by praise or blame allocated by the press.

It is the producers, the directors, the actors, the technicians

as a rule who take criticism most seriously, and here you

find the result is the same as in the other arts.

Good critics eventually affect the subjects of their criti-

cism and it is quite easy to trace historically the delayed

action results. The work of the bad critic disappears as the

work of all bad artists does.

Obviously the mechanics of film criticism are different

from those of others. Critics cannot take the film home and

look at it ; they have to go to stated places at stated times,

meet the same faces day after day, year in, year out. This

must be a very hard trial.

It is easier to forgive a film critic for his lack of love of

films than it would be a literary critic for not loving books,

but it nevertheless has a pernicious effect. It is only too easy

to see by reading their criticisms that many times they are

using it as a form ofpersonal escape and that a 'smart crack
5

affords them more pleasure than a reasoned argument.

Perhaps the fact that they can rarely attach praise or

blame to an* individual is responsible for this (though it

must be admitted that critics of team-sports do not appear

to be so affected).

I have up to now spoken mostly of the daily and weekly

critics. There is, of course, a quite large volume of criticism

published from time to time by writers who have studied

the subject for long periods and are not concerned with an
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individual film but with tendencies. These are often not

very enlivening because their interest mainly lies in the his-

tory or the technique and they usually have an axe to grind

;

their knowledge of writing has previously often been con-

fined to 'screen plays' or film scripts. Film criticism has to

be read and if it is written by inexpert writers is very diffi-

cult to follow or to understand.

In general, then, I feel that the film has produced great

actors, great technicians, great visual beauty and even wit,

but I should find it difficult to name a great film critic. A
Max Beerbohm of the film is yet to come.



J. A. WILSON

Film and Society

Some Notes for a Critical Theory

J. A. Wilson is the film critic of The Scotsman. He was

invited to chose his own subject, and the result is an inter-

esting addition to the preceding group of articles. Your
Critic - Right or Wrong! His theme is that the film is,

in all itsforms, a criticism of life, and that it canfunction

satisfactorily only when the conditions governing its pro-

duction are themselves healthy.

cWe tend to think and feel in terms of the art we like : and if the

art we like is bad, then our thinking and feeling will be bad.

And if the thinking and feeling of most of the individuals com-
posing a society is bad, is not that society in danger?'

-(Aldous Huxley, Texts and Pretexts.

)

Alistair Cooke, a felicitous writer on the movies, once

suggested that at any given period in history the funda-

mental critical issue was always plain and clear-cut to the

people who were interested: with Castelvetro it was the

unities, with the Elizabethans it was the offence and defence

of rhyme, with the gay nineties it was c

Is literature moral or

isn't it?' The cinema, in many ways the dominant art of

our time, has become - because of its nature - a mirror of

the community in which it is produced, and it would seem

that the relation between the film and society may well be-

come a central problem for critical analysis.
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We did not always take our pleasures so seriously. I am
reminded that the criticism of the Greeks, for instance, was

of a severely practical kind. Aristotle's Poetics is primarily a

guide to play-writing ; the effects ofdrama on the audience,

which seem so important to us today, occupy only a very

small proportion of his treatise. It was indeed not until the

coming of the European Renaissance that men began to

feel the need to abuse, to justify, and to explain the arts.

Stephen Gosson issued The School of Abuse in 1579, and Sir

Philip Sidney's reply, An Apologie for Poetrie, has been des-

cribed, with good reason, as the first serious work of critical

theory in the English language.

Both The School of Abuse and Sidney's Apologie can, if we
choose, be seen against the larger picture of a doubting,

wondering, exploratory time. After the Renaissance, the

artist was no longer a member of a community united by a

common faith. More and more, art and literature began to

reflect the disintegration of the social unit, and by the nine-

teenth century the situation was such that all but a few of

our poets and novelists and painters had lost contact with

wide stretches of human experience. Inevitably, apprecia-

tion of art became a pleasure for the few and a mystery to

the many.

So the trend has continued up to the present time, and

today - as we are constantly being reminded — art and cul-

ture are practically the monopoly of the bourgeois. Critical

opinion has, of course, not been unaware of this, and in the

last fifty years persistent attempts to relate art and society

have been made from many quarters, but with special

energy by Catholics and Marxists. We may not approve

of either Maritain's Art and Scholasticism or Trotsky's Litera-

ture and Revolution, but both made their vehement rejection

of the doctrine of art for art's sake which was the end-

product of a culture that had no roots in the life and feeling

of the majority of the people.
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What bearing has this on the movies, which reinain, in
spite of everything, our best artistic hope for a new and syn-
thetic conception of the human world? Marxism, I would
suggest, is critically important because it has driven home
to us the importance of the social factor, showing that the
cinema, for instance, can be truly healthy only when it is the
expression of the life of the community as an undivided
whole. Catholicism has brought a whole and coherent philo-
sophy to the problem, and, because its emphasis is on the
nature ofman, it can be argued that it is in a better position
to determine what experiences are good for man.
But Marxists and Catholics, like the rest of us, run the risk

ofbeing blinded by their own dogmas. There have been two
dangerous pit-falls : the first, to judge work politically or
morally and without reference to aesthetics; the second, to

which non-conformists are liable, to ignore content and
confine the discussion to so-called essential form. Neither
way produces sound criticism. For that we must first

consider a work of art as art, and then, irrespective of
its quality, consider its moral and social implications.

Parenthetically, it should be said that in film criticism there
is a tendency to assume that if a work is bad then it can have
no vital relation to the society from which it springs, and
therefore there is no purpose in discussing its symptomatic
aspects. Without going all the way with Dr Kracauer, this

seems a dangerously mistaken attitude. Finally - and this is

what sticks in the throat of the dogma-bound reviewer - we
have to recognize the existence of films which we know to be
good, but which are still a sign of an unhealthy state of
society.

It is only, I would suggest, on the basis of a humanist
philosophy that the cinema - or any other art - can be seen
as an activity with a function and a value of its own in

society. What is that function? I would say that it is not only
to provide us with a knowledge of the world in which we
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live, but also to create the values by which we live. This de-

finition was coined by J. Middleton Murry with reference to

poetry, but that does not, it seems to me, detract from its

relevance. Has there been a better statement of documen-

tary's purpose, to take the narrower example, even from

John Grierson?

How is the function being fulfilled? On the evidence of

the post-war international film festivals, the answer is : very

poorly. If these occasions have served no other purpose they

have given us, on the one hand, a dramatic revelation of the

decadence - in the artistic sense - of the greater part of

British, French, and American cinema, and on the other,

of the steep, formal decline in the work of the Soviet Union.

To take the Russian example first, this decline has, of

course, been accompanied by an attempt to formulate a

hard-and-fast critical theory and impose it on the film-

maker. Paradoxically, the strength of Socialist realism has

also been its weakness. In its insistence on the reality of the

external world, it has provided a valuable corrective to the

often excessive subjectivism of the West ; but in its dogmatic

application the principle has led to a profound creative im-

poverishment. For Marxists art is important only in so far

as it helps or hinders 'the struggle'. Whatever glorifies 'the

struggle ' is good and is encouraged ; whatever hinders it is

bad and is mercilessly suppressed.

Ironically, the method by which the achievements of soci-

alism are celebrated in the Soviet Union is no different from

that used to celebrate the achievements of fascism in Italy

and Germany - c a rhetorical realism devoid of invention,

deficient in imagination, renouncing subtlety and empha-
sizing the obvious.' Totalitarianism in any form is acutely

conscious of the power of the film-maker and because he is

powerful wishes to use him for its own political purposes.

The Marxists may well be right when they contend that all

art is propaganda, whatever the author's intention; but
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whenever that propaganda is imposed from without, as it,

is in so many of the Russian films, the result is never, in any
j

circumstances, artistic.

Add to that the deliberate distortion ofCommunist propa-
ganda, the perpetual feeding of suspicions about the outside
world, the perversion of history, and it makes a formidable
indictment. On the credit side, however, some virtues have
to be listed

: the Russian film has remained truly popular,
it strikes an accurate balance between the individual and
the crowd, and it is devoid of almost all the maudlin quality
which is sometimes so grotesque and offensive in the film

from Hollywood.

What about the film from the West? Only in a few par-
ticulars can we generalize. Capitalism, someone has said,

does not challenge art in principle - it merely treats it with
ignorance, indifference, and unconscious cruelty. The su-

premacy of the destructive over the constructive, the failure

to make peace exciting, a prurient curiosity about the details

of violence, an almost complete lack of social awareness, a
denial of tragedy

: these are a few of the symptoms of capita-
list patronage as evinced in the cinema. There is at best an
uneasy equilibrium between the good and the socially evil.

It is not a cheerful picture. We have seen how, both in art

and in literature, critical thought has been concerned with the

relation of the artist to society, without, however, bringing
the matter to a head. But art and literature can and do sur-

vive as the accomplishment of free individuals, no matter
what the degree of neglect or cultural barbarism with which
they have to compete. Films, on the other hand, because of
the complexity of the technical resources involved in their

making, depend for their existence on outside patronage.
The artist alone is not enough.

I would contend that under State patronage the purpose
of the cinema tends to be purely didactic, artistry becoming
merely the gilding of the pill ; under the monopolies that we
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have experienced in Britain and America, it is - with the

rare exception - no more than an escape from drudgery. It

is the duty ofa critic, as I see it, to speak against rubbish and

to stimulate, so far as he can, the production of good and

responsible work. Film-making is only one activity among

many carried on by men in society, and the critic's duty is

as much to point the way to social conditions in which

the cinema can more adequately fulfil its function as to pass

judgment on works which have already been produced.

While it is obvious that there is no place in a consideration

of the film for the kind of aesthetic standards which properly

apply to the static arts, we can often see better by standing,

as it were, on the shoulders of the past. The following is

taken from the second series of Matthew Arnold's Essays in

Criticism, the only change being the substitution ofthe word
c

film' for 'poetry '. As it stands, it seems to be an affirmation

as important today as it was in the nineteenth century.

c

It is important to hold fast to this : that [film] is at bottom

a criticism of life . . . Morals are often treated in a narrow and

false fashion ; they are bound up with systems of thought

and beliefwhich have had their day ; they are fallen into the

hands of pedants and professional dealers ; they grow tire-

some to some of us. We find attraction, at times, even in a

[film] of revolt against them ; in a [film] which might take

for its motto Omar Khayyam's words: "Let us make up

in the tavern for the time which we have wasted in the

mosque." Or we find attractions in a [film] indifferent to

them ; in a [film] where the contents may be what they will,

but where the form is studied and exquisite.

'We delude ourselves in either case ; and the best cure for

our delusion is to let our minds rest upon that great and

inexhaustible word life, until we learn to enter into its mean-

ing. A [film] of revolt against moral ideas is a [film] of revolt

against life ; a [film] of indifference towards moral ideas is a

[film] of indifference towards life.'
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The Twelve Apostles

This personal account by Eisenstein ofproduction work on

The Battleship Potemkin, and especially of his experi-

ences shooting the famous Odessa Steps sequence, will in-

terest everyone who has seen thefilm and realizes its impor-

tance in the early history of the cinema.

To make a picture about an armoured cruiser, one needs

... an armoured cruiser.

And to recreate the history ofan armoured cruiser in 1905
it has to be exactly of the type that existed in 1905.

In twenty years, for we began work on the picture in the

summer of 1925, warships had changed radically.

By the summer of 1925, there were no armoured cruisers

of the old type to be found either in the Luga bay of the Gulf
;

of Finland, that is, in the Baltic Fleet, or in the Black Sea

Fleet.

The cruiser Comintern bounces gaily on the Sevastopol road.

But it won't do at all. It has neither the peculiar wide rump I

nor the flat quarter deck that we need to recreate the famous i

drama on the poop.

The Potemkin itselfwTas taken apart years before, and there

is no telling where the broom of history has swept and
dumped the sheets ofarmour-plate that covered its powerful

sides.

But reconnaissance, our film reconnaissance, has brought

us the tidings that although the Prince Potemkin Tavrichesky is i
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no more, its friend and brother, the once powerful and

famous armoured cruiser The Twelve Apostles, is still alive.

In chains it stands, this once heroic figure, shackled to the

rocky shore, held down to the immovable sandy sea floor by

iron anchors in one of the more distant bends of the so-called

Sukharnaya Balka.

Here, in deep caves that continue the bends of the gulf

into the heart of the mountains, hundreds and thousands of

mines are stored.

Like a watchful Cerberus in chains, the rusty grey body

of The Twelve Apostles guards their approaches.

But there are no gun turrets, no masts, no flagstaffs, no

captain's bridge on the huge wide back of this sleeping

watch-dog. Time has made off with them all.

Only its tiered iron belly sometimes echoes the rumble of

wagonettes laden with the heavy deadly contents of its me-
tallic vaults ... mines, mines, mines.

The carcass of The Twelve Apostles has also become a store-

house for mines.

That 's why its grey body is so carefully held in place, tied

and chained to solid ground - mines don't like jolting,

mines must not be disturbed, mines demand quiet and

peace.

*

The Twelve Apostles seems to have frozen into eternal immo-
bility, like the twelve stone images of Christ's disciples lining

Romance portals ; these are just as grey, immobile, weather-

beaten and pock-marked by the inclemencies of time as the

sides of the iron nave, the iron cathedral half submerged in

the quiet waters of Sukharnaya Balka.

But fate has decreed that the iron whale shall wake again.

That it shall bestir itself again.

That it shall once again turn its nose, which seemed bur-

rowed forever into the cliff, towards the open sea.
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The cruiser hugs the shore, he's in line with it.

But the 'drama on the poop' took place in the open sea.

There is no 'shooting' the cruiser either from fore or side

without the overhanging dark cliffs intruding into the back-

ground.

However, the eagle eye of assistant-director Lesha Kriu-

kov, who discovered this iron veteran in the bends of the

Sevastopol roadstead, has discerned a way to overcome this

difficulty as well.

With one turn of its mighty carcass through an angle of

ninety degrees, the ship takes its stance perpendicular to the

shore ; in this position when shot from the nose it comes out

in the opening between the cliffs, and is outlined in all its

breadth against the unmarred background of the sky!*

And the impression is that of a cruiser in open sea.

Frightened seagulls, who have come to regard this as their

mountain retreat, suddenly take to the air. Their flight

strengthens the illusion.

The iron whale begins to move in the startled silence.

By special order of the command of the Black Sea Fleet the

iron giant is again turned nose to sea, for the last time now.

You can almost hear him draw a deep breath of the briny

air of the open sea through his nostrils, after the musty smell

of the seaweed-strewn coast.

The mines slumbering in his belly may not have noticed

the heavy body making its smooth turn. But the knocking of

the hammers must have disturbed their sleep. That is a ply-

wood top being reconstructed on the deck of the real cruiser.

Using old drawings preserved in the Admiralty, an exact

* There is, too, a side view of the armoured cruiser ... but this was
shot in the wide expanses of the Sandunovsky bath-house in Moscow.
The little grey model of the cruiser rocked on the warm water of the

|

bath-house swimming pool.
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replica of the old Potemkin is being reconstructed of laths,

beams and ply-wood.

This is almost a symbol of the film itself - reconstruction

of the past through the medium of art on the basis of true

history.

But not a single slip to the right or left.

Not one centimetre to the side.

Otherwise the illusion of open sea will be destroyed.

Otherwise the grey cliffs will peep slyly into the lens.

The rigid blinkers of space hold us in check.

No less rigid are the blinkers of time.

The rigid date-line set by the necessity for completing the

picture by the anniversary day keeps one's thoughts from

roaming.

As chains and anchors keep the old carcass of the cruiser

from lunging out into the sea.

The chains of space and the anchors of the date-line keep

the too eager imagination in check.

Perhaps it is this that endows the film itselfwith such rigid

restraint and makes it so tirfit-knit.

Mines, mines, mines.

Not without reason do they keep rolling out ofmy pen on

to the paper. All the work is pervaded by the presence of

mines.

No smoking allowed.

No running allowed.

One is not even allowed to stay on deck without good

reason

!

Even more terrible than the mines themselves is their cus-

todian, who has been especially attached to us.

Comrade Glazastikov!*

* Comrade All-eyes.

F
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Glazastikov!
This is no play on words. It is a perfect characterization of

the true nature of the owner of those unblinking eyes, of this

Argus who guards the rows of mines under our feet from

sparks, from unnecessary jolting, from detonation...

It would take months to unload the mines, and we have

only two weeks to go ifwe are to finish the film by the anni-

versary.

But ' no obstacles exists for the Russians ' : the revolt was

shot!

Not in vain did the mines in the belly of the old cruiser

turn and shake at the reverberation of the historic events

that were being re-enacted on the decks.

Something of their latent power was imparted to the

swift-moving cruiser on the screen.

The screen image of the old rebel caused great consterna-

tion among censors, police and police pickets in many
countries of Europe.

No less was the shock it gave to the very foundations of

cinematographic aesthetics.

Spectators are always interested not only in the real parti-

cipants in the events portrayed, but also in the participants

in the film as such.

Here are a few facts about some of them.

One of the very important characters in the plot is the

doctor.

We looked long and unsuccessfully for somebody to fill the

role. Finally our choice settled on an actor little suited for it.

Cameramen, I, and the ill-fitted candidate for the role are

on a small cutter heading for the cruiser Comintern where the

episode with the maggoty meat is to be shot.

I am sitting, annoyed, at the other end of the cutter as far
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as I can from the 'doctor' and deliberately keeping my eyes

off him.

The details of the port of Sevastopol are boringly familiar.

So are the people in the boat.

My eyes settle on the prop men, those who hold the

mirrors and lights for the cameramen.

One of them is a little, scrawny fellow.

He makes the stove for us in the cold draughty hotel where

we beguile the time in Sevastopol when we are not shooting

the picture.

'Why on earth do they hire such fragile specimens for

work with heavy mirrors? ' the thought rambles through my
head. 'He's liable to drop a mirror off the deck and into the

sea. Or worse still - break it. And that's a bad omen.'

The line ofmy thoughts breaks off here - the scrawny fur-

naceman suddenly shifts to another plane in my estimation

;

I see him from the standpoint, not of his physical prowess,

but of his powers of expression.

A moustache and pointed beard ... wily eyes.

In my mind's eye I see them covered with a pince-nez sus-

pended on a black ribbon

In my mind's eye I replace his cap by the headgear of an

army doctor ...

And in a moment, as soon as we alight on deck to begin

shooting the scene, I translate my thoughts into reality : the

honest prop man of a litde while ago is now peering mali-

ciously through his pince-nez at the maggoty meat, as the

naval doctor of the armoured cruiser Potemkin.

There is a 'legend' extant that I played the priest in the

picture myself.

It 's not true.

The part of the priest was played by an old gardener who
worked in one of the orchards around Sevastopol. The beard
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was every bit his own, except that we combed it slightly to

one side. He did wear a thick white wig, though.

The legend sprang from a photograph of one of our

'working moments' showing me in a shaggy wig having a

white beard pasted to my face which peers out over a priest's

cassock. I was being made-up so that I could double for the

role : the venerable old man had to fall backwards down the

stairs, and I couldn't resist the pleasure of performing that

cascade myself!

*

A very important third figure also remained anonymous. In

fact, he remained outside the shots.

Thank heaven for that.

Inasmuch as he was not so much a participant as a furious

opponent of our shooting.

That was the watchman of the park of the Alupka palace.

His shabby boots and baggy trousers almost got into the

picture: he stubbornly sat on the head of one of the Alupka

lions and refused to let us shoot it, demanding a special

permit.

But there are six lions in all on the Alupka stairway, and

that saved us. .

Running with the camera from one lion to another, we so

befuddled the severe and stupid custodian of order that he

finally gave up in despair, and we were able to take close

shots of three of the marble beasts.

The lions were also a 'location find' - on one of our 'off'

days, when we went to Alupka for a rest.

The famous lions were not our only 'location find'.

The famous fogs were another.

It was a foggy morning in the port.

As if absorbent cotton lay on the mirror-like surface of

the bay.
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HSwan Lake were being played not in the Odessa Theatre,

but among the cranes and landings of the port, one might

think that the maidens who flew off for distant climes in the

guise of white swans had dropped their vestments on the

waters.

Reality is more prosaic.

Fogs over the bay mean a lay-off in the work - a blue

Monday in the calendar of the film-making.

Sometimes there are seven such blue Mondays in one week.

And now, despite the downy white, we've one of these

blue Mondays of idleness on our hands.

Grim reminders of this are the black outlines of the cranes,

looming like skeletons through the bridal veil of the fog.

And entangled in its folds, the black hippopotamus hulks

of barges and commercial vessels.

Here and there, a chance ray of light pierces the gauze,

dappling its fabric with splotches of gold.

They make the fog seem warm and alive.

Even the sun, now, has wrapped itself in a veil of clouds,

as if envious of its own image in the sea veiled by the swan's

down of the mist. 'Am I any worse?
5

it seems to ask.

But there is no work on the picture today.

We hire a boat for three roubles and fifty kopecks.

With Alexandrov and Tisse for company, I roll over the

waters of the misty port as if skimming the top of an apple

orchard in full bloom.

Three Men in a Boat - not counting the camera.

Our camera is like a faithful dog, always at our side.

It had hoped for a rest today.

But the adventurous spirit of the three boatmen takes it

into the fog too.

The fog clings to its lens like cotton to the teeth.
c Nobody shoots this kind of thing, ' I can hear it mutter.

Its attitude is echoed by the ironical laugh that comes to

us from another boat.
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'Looking for the end of the rainbow?'

That's cameraman L. taking a gibe at us. He's working

on another picture in Odessa.

His lean, Don Quixotic figure is stretched lazily along the

length of the other boat.

Disappearing and reappearing in the fog, as iffrom black-

out to black-out, he hurls derisive wishes of success at us.

And success does come our way.

A meeting with the fog, endowed with meaning by a

chance moment of emotional perception, selection of detail,

a vision of the scene - all these combine at once into the

chords of a dirge each of whose many subtle notes will be

set in place later in the montage room . . . the notes of the

symphonic requiem in memory of Vakulinchuk.

This was the cheapest scene in the whole picture - three

roubles and fifty kopecks - the cost of the boat's hire.

Our third location find was the Odessa stairway.

I believe that nature, the environment, the sets at the mo-
ment of shooting and the material shot are often wiser in

montage than the author and director.

To be able to hear and understand the voice of nature, to

perceive unexpected details in sets conceived in your own
mind, to discern what the separate shots have to say as they

arrange themselves into their own plastic life on the screen,

a life that sometimes reaches far beyond the boundaries set

by the imagination that engendered them - this is great

work, great art.

It requires that the creative individuality shall be humble

and modest to the point of self-effacement.

Nor is this all. There is still another requirement.

One must know exactly, with the greatest precision, what

is the creative goal of a particular scene or phrase of the

picture.
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And at the same time one must be just as elastic in the

choice of the particular means for embodying the idea.

One must be pedantic and know exactly how the thing

will 'look' and yet open-minded enough not to reject objects

and means, which, though unforeseen, can enhance the har-

mony of the picture.

The director's plan indicates the exact degree of emphasis

with which the shot fired on the cruiser shall break off into

the shots fired on the Odessa stairway.

It also outlines the methods - the roughest outline.

Chance leads to sharper and more effective solutions -

and chance effects are incorporated in the body of the film

as an intrinsic, legitimate part.

In the director's note-book, there are dozens of pages de-

voted to the mourning for Vakulinchuk, seen against the

slow-moving details of the port.

But through the port float the details of a chance fog, and

their emotional over-tones fit exactly into the original con-

ception ofmourning. The unforeseen fog has grown into the

very heart of the idea.

In exactly the same way do the lesser episodes build them-

selves up, step by step, following the degree of brutality of

the Cossack reprisals (on the streets, in the yard of the print

shop, on thfc city outskirts, in the bakery) into one monu-
mental stairway each step ofwhich is, as it were, a rhythmic

and dramatic echo of the individual tragedy being enacted

on it.

The scene of the shooting on the Odessa stairway was not

included in any preliminary scenario or script of the picture.

The scene sprang to life in the encounter of a moment.

The anecdote that the idea for this scene began with

cherry stones jumping down the steps as I spat them out
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standing up above, near the monument to Duke Richelieu,

is of course a myth, a very amusing one, but still - a legend.

The very 'flight
5

of the stairs suggested the idea of the

scene - this 'flight' set the director's imagination soaring on

a new c

flight ' of its own.

The panicky 'flight' of the crowd sweeping down the

stairs is nothing more than the material embodiment of the

first impressions ensuing from the encounter with the stair-

way itself.

Perhaps, what also contributed was the memory, hidden

deep in the recesses of the mind, of a picture seen in the jour-

nal Illustration for 1905 : a mounted rider flying down a stair-

way in a cloud of dust and hacking away at somebody with

his sword.

However that may be, the Odessa stairway became a de-

cisive scene in the picture, forming the very backbone of its

structure and development.

The furnaceman, the fog, the stairway epitomize the fate of

the picture as a whole : it too, after all, sprang from the rib

of that endless and too rich in events scenario igo^.

My horoscope says I was born under the sign of the sun.

In spite of this, the sun does not call on me for a cup of

tea, as it did for the late Vladimir Mayakovsky.

None the less, it sometimes does me unexpected favours.

In 1938, it was so kind as to stay in the sky for forty days

running when we were shooting the Battle on the Ice on

location for Mosfilm.*

It was the sun that obliged us to pack up our film expedi-

tion in Leningrad, where, in the autumn of 1925, we had

begun our belated work on the film 1905.

It was the chase after its last rays that sent us to Sevastopol

and Odessa, and made us choose among the ocean of epi-

* For the picture Alexander Nevsky.
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sodes for the scenario 1905 the only one that could be shot

in the south.

This particular episode became the emotional embodi-

ment of the whole epic of 1905.

It was here that the technique ofpars pro toto was born.

The part took the place of the whole.

It succeeded in embodying in itself the emotional tone of

the whole.

What made this possible?

This picture is in large measure connected with a change

in the understanding of the function of the close-up from

that of informative detail ' to presentation of the particular

so that it evokes in the spectator's mind a feeling of the

general, of the whole'.

Such is the doctor's pince-nez which takes the place of

its owner at a moment of stress.

The dangling pince-nez floundering in the seaweed after

the sailors' reprisal takes the place of the doctor.

In one of my articles I have compared this method of

utilizing the close-up to what is called synecdoche in poetry.

Both the one and the other in my opinion are directly

dependent on the psychological phenomenon pars pro toto -

that is, our ability to recreate the mental and emotional con-

ception of the whole from some one part representing it.

But when is this phenomenon artistically justified? When
can the part, the particular, the episode naturally and fully

replace the whole?

Of course, only in those cases when the part, the particu-

lar, the episode is typical.

In other words, when it really concentrates in itself a

reflexion of the whole, as a drop of dew reflects the sky.

The doctor with his sharp beard, near-sighted eyes, and

near-sighted mind, is perfectly epitomized by the pince-nez

in the 1 905 style which is held in place, like a fox-terrier, by

a thin metal chain attached to the ear.
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In exactly the same way, the episode of the revolt on the

Potemkin, historically speaking, epitomizes as a theme innu-

merable events that are highly characteristic of the 'general

rehearsal for the October Revolution 5

.

The maggoty meat becomes a symbol of the inhuman
conditions prevailing not only in the army and navy, but also

among the exploited workers of 'the great army of labour
5

.

The scene on the quarter-deck epitomizes the brutality

with which the Czarist regime suppressed every attempted

protest, no matter when, where or how it manifested itself.

This same scene tells of the movement, equally typical of

1905, which arose among those who had orders to put down
the rebels.

The refusal to fire at crowds, at the people, at one 5

s

brothers, is a characteristic detail of the situation in 1905.

It commemorates the glorious exploits of many army units

sent by the reaction against the revolters.

The mourning fcu Vakulinchuk is a symbol of the innu-

merable instances when funerals ofvictims of the Revolution

turned into fiery demonstrations and were used as a pretext

for the most brutal reprisals and clashes.

The scene at the body of Vakulinchuk expresses the feel-

ings and destinies of those who carried the body ofBauman
on their arms through Moscow.

But the cases of refusal to fire on crowds were isolated and

were drowned in an ocean of human blood.

The scene on the stairway epitomizes the Baku slaughter

and January 9, when the ' trustful crowd 5

also exulted in the

spring air of freedom of 1905 and when this exultation was

mercilessly crushed under the heel of the reaction ... as when
a wild mob of Black-Hundred pogrom makers set fire to

the Tomsk theatre during a meeting.

And finally, the end of the picture, with the victorious

passage of the armoured cruiser through the Admiralty

squadron, closing the events of the film on a triumphant
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note . . this too perfectly epitomizes the Revolution of 1905

as a whole.

We know what the subsequent fate of the historic arm-

oured cruiser was.

It was interned at Constantsa.

And then returned to the Czarist government.

Some of the sailors escaped.

But Matiushenko, caught by the Czar's hangmen, was

subsequently executed.

Nevertheless, it is correct that the screen replica of the his-

toric armoured cruiser should come to a victorious end.

For that is exactly how the Revolution of 1905, though it

was drowned in rivers of blood, has come down in the annals

of the history of revolutions . . . above all as a phenomenon

objectively and historically victorious ... as the great harbin-

ger of the ultimate victory of the October Revolution.

This victorious consummation of a defeat brings out in all

their grandeur the events of 1905, among which the historic

occurrences on the Potemkin are only one episode, but an epi-

sode of the kind through which the grandeur of the whole

can be seen.

And now, to return to the people who acted in the picture,

known and unknown.

Almost all of those who participated in the film are ano-

nymous and unknown, excepting Antonov, who played Va-

kulinchuk ; director Grigory Alexandrov who took the part

of Giliarovsky, the late director Barsky, who played Golikov,

and the boatswain Levchenko, whose whistle was such a

help to the work.

What has happened to the hundreds ofanonymous people

who took such enthusiastic part in the picture, rushing with

untiring energy up and down the stairs in the burning heat,

marching in the endless mourning procession along the pier?
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Most of all I should like to meet again the nameless child

who cried so as his carriage went hurtling, step by step,

down the stairway.

He is now twenty years old. Where is he?

What is he doing?

Did he defend Odessa? Is he buried now somewhere far

on the estuary, in a fraternal grave? Or perhaps he is work-

ing in free Odessa, Odessa reborn?

I do remember the names of some of the people who took

part in the mass scene on the Odessa stairway.

But for special reasons.

Directors sometimes resort to what you might call a Bon-

apartist method.

It is known that Napoleon used to ask his soldiers about

some one of their comrades-in-arms and then astound the

latter by his intimate knowledge of the soldier's home life.

'How is your fiancee Louise?'

'And how are the old folks, your dear mother Rosalie and

industrious Tibeau, faring at Saint Tropese?'

'Has your aunt Justine recovered from the gout?'

The crowd plunges down the stairs.

More than two thousand feet run down the steps.

The first time isn't so bad.

The second time is less energetic.

The third is even sluggish.

Then suddenly, from up in the director's tower,

through his shining trumpet,

above the noise of running feet, of shuffling boots and

sandals,

sounds the blast ofJericho,

the director's admonishing voice

:

' Comrade Prokopenko, can't you put a little more speed

into it?'
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For a moment, the crowd stops, dumbfounded. Is every

one of them visible from that darned tower? Can the direc-

tor's Argus eye see each of the runners? Is it possible that he

should know them all by face and name?

And, in a grand new outburst of energy, the crowd

plunges on, firmly convinced that none can escape the all-

seeing eye of the director, that demiurge.

Yet the director had shouted into his shining trumpet a

name he knew quite by accident.

Among the thousands of anonymous participants in the

film, there is one who stands in a class all alone.

This anonymous entity created a terrific disturbance

which even reached international dimensions ... nothing

more nor less than a debate in the German Reichstag.

This anonymous thing was ... the ships of the Admiralty

squadron which move on the Potemkin at the end of the film.

They were many and they were formidable.

Their appearance and number was much superior to the

fleet at the disposal of the young Soviet State in 1925.

Hence the feverish anxiety of our German neighbour.

The result - a debate in the Reichstag as to the real size of

our fleet.

Fear has big eyes.

These eyes, extended in fright, overlooked the detail that

the general views of the moving squadron were pieced to-

gether from old news-reels of the naval manoeuvres ... of the

old fleet of a certain foreign power.

With the passage of the years, the formidable might of our

fleet has become a reality. And the memory of the rebel

armoured cruiser lives in the hearts of the men of its steel

-

strong Soviet descendants.

Moscow, 1945.
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Michael Clarke, documentary director and writer on film

and literary subjects, has had a varied experience as script-

writer, editor, and director in documentary. At present on

the staff of the Films Section, British Transport Commis-

sion, he has recently directed^ ork in Progress and Open
House, as well as several technicalfilms . In this article he

discusses the aesthetic and social future of television.

Is television an art-form? Is it a medium? Can we begin

to elaborate an aesthetic for it? Is it going to revolutionize

our home-life or our social habits? Will it replace the

cinema? Will it kill the theatre? Should it entertain? Should

it teach? Should it inform?

In a disordered spate, these and other questions tumble

from the columns of the press, showing the effect that tele-

vision begins to have on the public mind. The contribution

of the press, indeed, is bound to influence the popular atti-

tude to television, perhaps as much as the B.B.G. itself. For

televison is news, and as such is subjected to the glamour-

izing process. At the same time, this powerful force for com-

mercial advertisement and political persuasion is out of pri-

vate hands, and is thus subject to the fiercest criticism.

Yet B.B.C. television has had only eight years of active
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life, and the questions formulated above are still open. They

can all be asked, and no answers have been found, because

television is still in the experimental stage. The composition

ofprogrammes seems to reveal little planning, little evidence

of direction or purpose ; indeed, it often looks as though the

television controllers had asked themselves, 'How can we
possibly fill up all those columns in the Radio Times?' Yet I

doubt whether there is confusion within the B.B.C. There is

uncertainty, surely enough, some complacency, and a good

deal of blind navigation ; but it is the groping uncertainty of

people who know that they are on to a good thing, and that

they are living in a period of conflicting and interacting

ideas, out of which firm lines of technique, style, and form

will one day develop. This juvenile period in the life of tele-

vision is as certain to be chaotic, full of surprises and re-

verses, as was the pre- 19 14 era of cinema.

This is not to say that television must be left alone to

grow up; for current criticism, though it exaggerates and

dramatizes the situation, is an integral part of the develop-

ment of the medium. Practice alone will not produce the

best, neither will theory. At the present time, a valuable

service is given by the serious critics in the press ; for tele-

vision is faster in production than film, and producers who
are suitably humble can perhaps learn more of their suc-

cesses and failures from the critics than can their fellows in

the commercial cinema, and so can repeat or modify their

experiments. For television is still in the state of primitive

anarchy ; there is no rule or law, whether in the theory of

television's role in society, the nature and pattern of its pro-

grammes, or the detail of technique and mise-en-schie.

This is hardly the time then to attempt an 'aesthetic of

television', even if such a thing exists. But it is opportune -

it never cannot be - to examine what the medium can do,

and to discuss what it should attempt. For television re-

quires an informed, thinking audience; and the viewer
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research system which is being built up allows those who have

considered views to make them felt. In such a way it is pos-

sible for the thinking viewer to influence the course of tele-

vision far more than he can affect the commercial cinema

;

always provided that the B.B.G. will employ flexible minds

in television, prepared to cater at times for the minority and
ready to forswear the temptation to rehash the same ma-
terial time and again, in the familiar Hollywood commercial

style.

n

If you talk to a television producer, you are likely to be told

that you must not dream of comparing television with the

cinema. The B.B.C. should get over this sensitive inferiority-

feeling; for though the two media are in fact different in

form and function, they have superficial likenesses, and the

comparison between them is revealing and useful.

To begin with, television is a medium, just as the film is.

Both may aptly be compared with literature, and in both

can be found, as it were, the poem, novel, play, essay, epic,

brochure, and text-book. In other words, television can do

many different jobs, and it is already idle to talk of a tele-

vision aesthetic, except in the broadest sense. Yet as in writ-

ing there are fundamental principles ofgrammar and clarity

winch apply to the entire range from poem to text-book, so

there are similar principles in both cinema and television

;

and these, common to both, are the cause of the superficial

likeness between them.

The visual and dynamic principles shared by television

and film derive from their common form and limitations as

sound motion-pictures. The image can move and talk within

the frame, can be accompanied in its movement by syn-

chronized dialogue, commentary, music or natural sound,

and can dissolve from place to place or time to time. The
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first essential is to produce images that are well composed

within the frame, suitable to its proportions and balanced in

terms of the matter in hand. Movement must be relevant

and purposeful, and, in a sequence of scenes, smoothly re-

lated. Camera movement, changes of viewpoint, fades and

dissolves must all be determined by the content and inten-

tion of the sequence or programme, as must the use ofsound

of all kinds. In brief, individual scenes, and scenes in their

relation to one another, must be well-knit and balanced,

both visually and aurally.

This is, if you like, the very rudimentary grammar of a

motion-picture medium. And in B.B.C. television there are

still plenty of people who are not sure of their grammar ; so

that the cameras track about the studio for no discernible

reason, or the image cuts from a nearer to a distant view

without purpose. In feature programmes, especially, the

sense of the composition of figures within the frame is often

lacking, and the choice of viewpoint seems unconsidered.

At times the overwhelming interest of what is seen can

dominate all considerations of balance and form
;
yet there

is no need to rely, usually optimistically, on this. There

should be no difficulty in finding producers and cameramen

with a sense of picture. Even in the most stagey second-

feature film, someone with pictorial ideas is to be found in

the unit ; though the director may be no more than a direc-

tor of acting, his editor and cameraman can usually tell him

how to shoot the film so that it balances and will cut to-

gether. The same should be taken for granted in television

;

and once every sentence of a television programme is 'gram-

matically' constructed, it will enormously tauten and im-

prove the dullest material.

No part then of the sum effect can be neglected without

loss of power. But the interpretation of this principle is infi-

nite, distinguishing and differentiating the artists of film and

television alike. If at times it can be ignored, this can only
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be due to one or other of the special properties of television,

which it does not share with film, and which will in time

engender in it its own special presentation and style.

in

Television differs from film in two main respects, in the way
it is used and in the things it can do. In examining both of

these, we find that television is tending to differ in its social

function from film, while both media are widening their

scope and perhaps dividing between them spheres of influ-

ence in the personal life of the individual.

We may leave aside the purely technical use of film for

industrial recording, noting merely that the experimental

televising of surgical operations provides a close parallel,

and an omen perhaps of television's future value to industry.

In every other respect, the film requires for its audience a

group of some kind or another ; even in the field of technical

instruction, there can be few films that have not been made
specifically for viewing and use by a group.

For most of us, film means the normal programmes of the

commercial cinema; here too we view our films in the

anonymous company of hundreds or thousands, performing

a deliberate act by leaving home and paying money to see

them. The whole business of going to the cinema has been

cleverly analysed by Mayer and others, who point out that

to many people the actual film is only a part, the climax

perhaps, of a social act that has many other implications,

involving the warmth and darkness and luxury of the cinema,

the membership of a group audience, and the values im-

plicit in most feature productions. The most significant,

though least tangible, of these factors is probably the sense

of ' mass participation ' which the members of a large audi-

ence experience, or which at least they cannot comfortably
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do without. The imprecise analogy of group hypnosis best

explains the power which filmgoing can exercise on our

lives, making us able to accept, momentarily at any rate,

conventions of behaviour and simulacra of reality which in

sober daylight we might reject. For in the cinema there is

no daylight ; and it is only too easy, as the habit of filmgoing

grows, to accept in common with the rest of the anonymous

group standards of manner and morality which subtly work

their way into the pattern of active behaviour.

But television viewing differs from film in all these par-

ticulars. It is in no sense as yet a group act, and if it becomes

a ritual it will be observed at the family hearth. Televisors

may well be installed one day in public halls, yet the novel

fact is the intrusion of television into the home itself. Home
viewing does not mean, as some claim, that television re-

quires of us no more than a passive act ; this misconception

is caused by the habit of listening to, or hearing, the radio

while sewing or reading. But the radio set merely deserves

undivided attention : the televisor demands it.

We need not be concerned with those who are in the first

six months of their television life, and who find the new
hypnotist in the home irresistible. Investigation reveals that

this state does not last, and that sooner or later equilibrium

is restored, the garden weeded and the stockings darned.

Once television is accepted in the home, it requires of the

viewer a deliberate act, different from filmgoing but no less

positive. He no longer dissolves, in some sense, part of his

individuality in the mass audience, but is essentially him-

self; television takes for its audience the natural man, re-

laxed in his home, or irritated by the presence of mother or

tiresome aunt. It has not the questionable advantage of cus-

tomers who all, for the period of the show at any rate, accept

roughly the same conventions and standards and expect the

same patterns of story and dialogue. For all the assumptions

on which so many film plots rest, unquestioned in the
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cinema's darkened warmth, are exposed by television for

what they are. The individual viewer remains critical, iso-

lated, unelevated by membership of the group ; his experi-

ence is intimate and personal, and he is likely to be, in the

best sense, sceptical.

All this must have its effect on the manner in which pro-

grammes are presented ; for the fanfares and vainglory of the

opening titles of a musical would fall strangely flat in the

parlour. Something more common-sensical is needed, some-

thing more homely; and in fact the most successful pro-

grammes are those that go about their job in an intimate

and unpretentious way, sticking to the close-shot and the

tight action which television registers so well, and to the

slower tempo which its optical peculiarities and production

limitations demand. For the accepted varieties of film edit-

ing styles are not the only things that can be done with

sound motion-pictures; they are the styles which go over

best to a group audience which has, however humbly, a

sense of occasion. Thus the thoughtful and leisurely con-

struction of some documentary films is often well suited to

television - and this, in view of the current attitude of the

big renters, is just as well for the B.B.C.

At the same time, the informal 'fireside
5

quality which

registers well on television can easily be allowed to excuse

faults of technique, faults of grammar, which should never

occur. The fact that the Hungarian inventor or the contor-

tionist just over from Benares can be interviewed on tele-

vision and seen by a million people is no excuse for slipshod

presentation, bad composition, pointless camera movement,

and the rest. Television will not always be a novelty; soon

we shall take it for granted, and grow more critical.

The further and important difference between television

and film is that the former can transmit the image of events

as they actually occur. Much is made of this 'actuality
5 by

television producers, who claim, justly but for the wrong
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reasons, that it gives television special properties. 'Actuality'

is not fascinating because the actor may sneeze or the con-

jurer trip over a cable. This is no more than the transitory

appeal of novelty ; and if there is fascination, it lies in being

able to observe these gaffes in the home, rather than in the

gaffes themselves. Far more important than this is the obvious

appeal of th^outside broadcast ; this is going to change our

attitude to public affairs, as transmissions from elections,

fights, races, and national events become normal and ex-

pected. Already in the U.S.A. the ubiquitous camera has

altered the character ofmany public occasions
;
politicians in

committee are said to concentrate more upon the vote-

catching phrase or appealing mannerism when the cameras

are around than upon a serious contribution to the matter

in hand ; and solicitous columnists in this country have ob-

served that the long-focus lens has destroyed the privacy of

the Royal Box at Ascot, for lip-readers at least.

There can be little doubt that topical broadcasts will

remain one of television's best selling-points for the next few

years ; and it is an interesting question whether, as we grow

accustomed to seeing everything ofimportance that ever hap-

pens, we shall participate more or less in the actual affairs of

society ourselves. Meanwhile, it is obvious that the B.B.G. is

more sure-footed in this than in any other field of television.

Yet, strong as is the appeal ofoutside broadcasts, these are

not the reasons why 'actuality' exerts a qualitative effect on

the medium. Let us once again compare it with film - and

this is relevant because of the common proposal that all

'live' broadcasts should be replaced by films, made with

more finish and more control.

The film is a synthetic medium, and therein lies its ex-

pense. Independent lighting and rehearsal for every shot,

and the faculty of combining shots in a multiplicity of ways,

make the process lengthy and, by its very versatility, expen-

sive. Infinite practice and re-taking ensure absolute control,
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and the eventual dynamic of the film is the product both of

acting and of editing. When it is finished, the film is a con-

struct, considered, unalterable, a thing that has been com-

pleted in the past and is now available in a metal can. It is

built up with laborious care, and everv scene or word or

note of music is a single spot in a pointilliste picture ; innu-

merable judgements are passed on it at every stage, and its

life rests in its very artificiality.

But the live television programme has none of these quali-

ties. Consider the prospect of a televised film, on the one

hand, and a live programme on the other. The one is a thing

that exists and is to be displayed to you ; the other promises

the excitement of seeing something that is going to happen.

So much for the audience : from the other side of the camera,

the effect of direct transmission is far stronger. For a com-

plete scene or act or play must be performed without a

break, and every succeeding moment is as fresh as the last.

This dynamic fact, which the cinema will have none of and

which to the stage is everything, determines the quality of

performance ; the cast and producer are involved in a con-

tinuous tension which heightens their performance and com-

municates its excitement to the viewer.

As we watch a live programme, we observe the cast and

producer shaping and working on their material, we over-

look the very act of producing the writer's effect, and simul-

taneously experience the effect itself. In this respect, tele-

vision can obtain the excitement of theatre and touch on

regions where cinema cannot venture. Further, the pleasure

of watching a live play or feature unfold itself differs totally

from that of enjoying the res gesta, refined, approved, rubber-

stamped, which is the film. It is the critical difference be-

tween stage and screen which is strong enough, despite enor-

mous propaganda on the screen's behalf, to keep the stage

Still alive ; and television can work on either side of this

important frontier.
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IV

All the questions that we have touched on affect the future

of television in various ways. To begin with, they all influ-

ence the style and technique of presentation, and in this

field there is still much to be discovered. Obviously the best

of material can be ruined - and sometimes is - by listless use

of television's resources, and the finest dialogue is enhanced

by a well-composed visual. But at levels higher than gram-

mar, unsolved and fascinating questions abound. Granted

the primal illusion of the cathode tube, what other grades of

illusion are there? How far, in outside broadcasts, can the

material be selected and polished? When can studio recon-

struction, in feature programmes, replace outside broadcast

without destroying the sense of imaginative reality? Where
is the critical difference between a feature on juvenile crime,

where nearly every courtroom and home is built in the

studio, and another on metal-workers, relayed direct from a

London factory? And, in the latter instance, what qualities

of illusion are blended when, as was actually the case, direct

transmission and film sequences are combined?

These questions are far from academic, for the producer's

or writer's answers to them will control his approach to his

job ; since he is bound to work in terms ofwhat he thinks his

audience will expect. Yet such problems demand perhaps

more time and experience than we have had. For it no

longer seems the simple case that the types of illusion are

sharply divided, between the studio play at the extreme,

through the studio feature, the visit to factory or farm, the

variety turn and the interview, down to the outside broad-

cast of race or match. The apparently separate qualities of

these, with the separate responses that they seem to require,

can be successfully combined. Yet from this very attempt at
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combination - as when a medical feature opens in a fictitious

doctor's consulting-room and ends with laboratory tech-

nicians demonstrating to the cameras - much of the flat and

groping quality of television seems to result. For in attempt-

ing to combine the many different skills of television to ob-

tain a pre-determined effect, the producer goes a long way
towards the construct that is a film, without the resources

and synthetic structure of film. Somewhere, I believe, un-

discovered as yet, there lies a new way of observing reality

;

so that in a programme higher in level than the 'camera

visit' we yet do not expect the self-conscious fait accompli of

the film; where the camera's power to overlook reality al-

most carelessly will be allied to a highly conceived and ima-

ginative use of sound.

For there can be little cfoubt that the important future of

television in our society rests with the feature programme.

Let us admit the enormous value of spreading drama wider

than it has ranged for forty years, the interesting interviews,

the successful variety acts that someone will one day find,

the great future of outside broadcasts of public events - and

then recall that in millions ofhomes there will soon be found

an instrument for reporting and commenting on public

affairs, immeasurably more emotive than radio because it

allies to sound the stimulus of vision.

Television can attempt the job that documentary film-

makers once set themselves and were never able to com-

plete. When the documentary style was first established, it

was hailed as an influence which would help to abolish

the atomic concept of society which grows more and more

powerful and seductive. It is a truism to say that individuals

know less and less of each other's daily lives, that each trade
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grows more specialized, that the miner takes his bread for

granted, and the miller his coal. Yet the truism conceals a

potentially appalling situation ; for our culture encourages

individualism, and our political and economic behaviour in

the mass is inevitably conditioned by appeals directed to in-

dividual, not group, self-interest. Thus it is only too easy to

assess events of whose details we know nothing, simply by

the way they affect our own plans and desires. We are all

terribly ill-informed about the world outside our homes and

jobs : and at the same time we are called on to make momen-
tous judgements and decisions about it.

Yet the very influences, industrial and social, which have

atomized and complicated the once simpler business of social

living, have also produced changes in our methods of com-

municating with one another which can, in their turn, dir-

ectly affect our judgements and actions. It was hoped years

ago that the commercial cinema would offer the means not

only of reasonable escape but of reasonable information

through the presentation of short factual films ; thus the

isolation of the individual might be to some extent lessened.

Yet the cash nexus that seals the lips and limits the freedom

of the commerical cinema was too strong for the documen-

tary; and documentary film-makers, without the stimulus

of exhibition, have failed as a school to develop their style,

and all too often are writing and filming in terms that were

exciting in the thirties and are unevocative today.

Whether or not this predicament lasts, television could

now take over - and do better - part of the social job that

documentary film-makers set themselves, leaving to the film

people the opportunity to work more imaginatively and less

functionally. For the television set in hundreds of thousands

of homes ought to be a tremendous influence to make us

better informed about the fascinating detail of the complex,

modern world. Radio has already accustomed us to the fac-

tual programme, and television is rapidly doing the same

;
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on its screen we observe without awkwardness the factory,

the international conference, the farm, the technician, and

this in our homes, where we are least vulnerable to the illu-

sions to which, in the group, we might succumb.

Thus the so-called feature programme, the factual pro-

gramme, whether about biologists or metals or explorers or

politics, can exert the strongest influence in television's

power. Whatever sort of experts we may be in limited fields,

we all need the easy, informal education that television can

provide ; and the easy act of switching on the set can be

turned to advantage. But styles and techniques have yet to

be developed. Here the greatest obstacle perhaps is the ano-

nymous complacency of the B.B.C. itself; from its radio

side, too, come the dangers of the set style, the conventions

that slide rapidly into cliche, the faint pomposity, and the
c

liberalism ' that shies away from startling opinions or un-

palatable truths. As long as these dangers lurk, the bright

and imaginative creative minds will keep away from B.B.C.

television, or will find themselves fettered within it; for

such disadvantages are quickly reflected in manner and

technique.

Present restrictions on materials and money ensure that

television development in this country will be slow. Yet even

now there seems a strong case for divorcing television from

radio and giving it an organization of its own. The final aim

must be several competing transmissions within a publicly-

owned corporation ; the speed of development will be enor-

mously enhanced by creative competition of this kind, and

the technical difficulties are far less than the economic.

VI

But this deliberately optimistic prospect could well be belied

by events, and it behoves the television viewer to be cau-
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tious. I have said that television cannot carry the false con-

ventions which are often unconsciously assimilated in the

public cinema. Yet vision allied to sound. makes a vivid

and'persuasive medium ; and there are quite certainly other

ways, adapted to television's own stylistic demands, of using

the medium for subtle propaganda. The very ease of the act

of viewing, which could be so potent a force for useful infor-

mation and entertainment, can be turned to insidious and

perverted use. There are all too many people who are only

too pleased to swallow ready-madejudgements and opinions

and who would welcome the easy way out of thinking for

themselves that television could offer ; and it is not hard to

imagine the television set as the voice and image, the symbol

even, of authority, doubly persuasive because it can be seen

as well as heard. Even the apparently harmless audience-

survey can be used to justify continuing the mediocre -

which is all that many people have had the opportunity to

get acquainted with in our society - at the expense of the

best, the original, the experimental.

As with bacteriology or physics, so with television - this

example ofmodern ingenuity can be put to good use or bad.

The television workerwho cannot be bothered to examine the

effect of his job on the society he influences, the viewer who
is content to receive television passively, without thought or

criticism, may each be abandoning the medium to those

who see in it a convenient instrument for moulding, rather

than stimulating, thought. Style and technique, however

they develop, will always stem from the uses to which tele-

vision is put ; the sociology will determine the aesthetic - and

we discover that in making judgements about this latest

means of human communication we are, as always, faced

with a moral decision.
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Substance into Shadow

The close interchange between the novel and the film has

developed by now to the point where it is essential to under-

stand more clearly the nature of the change that takes place

when what is written is changed into what is seen presented

on the screen. Karel Reisz, joint editor of Sequence, was

formerly on the staff of the British Film Academy and is

now working for the British Film Institute. In this

article he examines what is gained and what is lost in the

film adaptations offour American novels, The Maltese

Falcon, To Have and Have Not, Intruder in the

Dust, and A Walk in the Sun, and the nature of style in

authorship andfilm-making.

One of the less fortunate effects of the commercialization

of the popular arts is to be found in the number of works of

art which are exploited by transposing them into another

medium : Washington Square is put on the stage and hence on

to the screen ; Renaissance paintings are photographed and

edited into films ; the Pastoral Symphony is given the benefit

of Disney's backing ; Rose Marie is performed on ice. In most

of these ventures, the second and third re-makes extract the

more spectacular and sellable ingredients of their originals

and rob them of the very qualities which gave the first crea-

tions their validity. The bastard creations come to lack

aesthetic unity because they have been illegitimately con-

ceived outside their medium - a state of affairs which proves
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the incompetence (or unscrupulousness) of most adaptors

rather than the impossibility of adaptation itself.

The commercial reasons for the cinema's frequent reliance

on the novel for its subjects are not difficult to find. Modern
publishing methods - especially in America - can bring a

novel to an extremely wide public and the producer who
buys the film rights already has one gauge of his film's po-

tential selling power. This, perhaps, is why the short story

(which provides different but equally suitable film material)

has been comparatively rarely tapped. But beside this, there

are technical affinities between the novel and the film which

naturally tempt the adaptor. The two media have a similar

flexibility ofmovement and scope for characterization. They

share the capacity to develop narrative in terms of both

dialogue and action. Where a novel's conflicts are primarily

external- ashappens in a great deal ofcontemporary Ameri-

can fiction - a film can often take over the novel's treatment

of detail as well as its over-all structure. These similarities

have, however, frequently blinded adaptors to the fact that,

to be valid, their work is subject to the same disciplines as

the original artist's. Adapting another man's novel does not

absolve the adaptor from the necessity of creating an in-

tegrated work within his own medium, nor from the need

of starting from a consistent, clearly defined conception. His

conception may take the form of wishing to reproduce the

balance and emphasis of the original. Or it may be new

:

the adaptor may treat the novelist's subject as more or less

raw material and interpret it afresh in the light of his own
creative personality. Though the two forms are different,

both are legitimate : in the latter, the adaptor's approach to

his material is merely applied, so to speak, one stage further

back in the creative process - and becomes comparable to

the novelist's approach to life itself.

The following notes (which do not attempt a comprehen-

sive survey) illustrate the two kinds of adaptation. The
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criterion in selecting examples has been that the novePs plot

and balance should be reasonably faithfully rendered in the

film : where this is not so - as in Anna Karenina, Force of Evil

(from Tucker's People), Strangers on a Train - the problem of

adaptation assumes altogether larger dimensions which are

outside the scope of this article.

11

John Huston's film of Dashiefl Hammett's novel The Maltese

Falcon is a straight adaptation with no attempt on the dir-

ector's part to impose his personality on the material. The
novel is a brilliantly sustained character thriller with all its

conflicts external and violent. The construction has a vir-

tuoso precision which perhaps no recent thriller writer has

equalled. The dialogue delineates the characters economic-

ally, if a little flamboyantly, and Huston has used it prac-

tically intact. The prose is direct and business-like in its

description of externals.

The boy stared at Spade's tie for a moment longer, then raised

his newspaper and returned his attention to it. 'Shove off,' he

said from the side of his mouth.

Spade lighted his cigarette, leaned back comfortably on the

divan, and spoke with good-natured carelessness: 'You'll have

to talk to me before you're through, sonny — some of you will -

and you can tell G. I said so.'

The boy put his paper down quickly and faced Spade, staring

at his necktie with bleak hazel eyes. The boy's small hands were

spread flat over his belly. ' Keep asking for it and you're going to

get it,' he said, 'plenty.' His voice was low and flat and menac-

ing. 'I told you to shove off. Shove off.'

With descriptive writing as utilitarian and unadorned as

this for his model, Huston has directed his film with a cor-

responding speed and lack of 'special' effects. He uses few
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close shots, has the lines spoken at break-neck speed and has

edited the film with a respect for detail yet with an unrelenting

drive which is also characteristic of Hammett's writing. The
marvellously sustained sequence towards the end ofthe story,

when the whole bizarre group of crooks is forced to spend a

whole night together waiting for the loot, is shot by Huston

in a series of long-lasting shots composed in depth. The com-

positions, like Hammett's prose, are unspectacular but pre-

cise : a good deal of care has quite obviously been devoted

to them. They focus exclusively on the conflicts between

personalities, rarely isolating single figures or bringing the

background to the spectator's notice.

Where the film gains over the novel is in its ability to

compress the action into the space of ninety minutes' view-

ing. It has, therefore, an immediacy of appeal and a com-

pactness which a novel - even when read at a single sitting

- cannot equal. Where Hammett's chapters all end with a

surprise or minor revelation but tend to sag a little in the

middle, Huston's control of pace assures an even pitch of

excitement. Another immense asset is derived from the

cinema's ability to let the spectator see the characters - an

advantage which is fully exploited by the casting. A more

perfectly right cast has, surely, never been assembled in a

film. It is impossible, re-reading the novel, not to see Brigid

O'Shaughnessy in the shape ofMary Astor or Casper Gutman
as Sidney Greenstreet. In a style of narrative in which every-

thing depends on surface observation, the cinema has here

a tremendous advantage : the appearances come to the spec-

tator at first hand and there is no room for the sort of ambi-

guities which a reader's associations inevitably supply to even

the sharpest prose.

In spite of its remarkable felicity, Huston's method of cap-

turing the novel's flavour is not to be taken as a working

model of screen adaptation. For a director to be able to sub-

merge his personality beneath that of the novelist, without
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losing in the process, pre-supposes two limitations in the

novelist's approach which Hammett has set himself, but

which are by no means typical. First, The Maltese Falcon

deals only in externals. The characters' emotions are des-

1

cribed from without and can therefore be photographed.

Second, Hammett's prose imposes no attitude on the events.

The descriptions aim at a precise surface accuracy but no-
j

where betray the writer's attitude behind them : they lack,

in other words, a literary style.

Where these two elements - the ability to explore internal

conflicts, and a literary style - form a part of the novelist's

equipment, the problem of adaptation becomes altogether

more complex.

I held the wheel with my knee and opened up my shirt and
saw where Mr Sing bit me. It was quite a bite and I put iodine

on it, and then I sat there steering and wondering whether a 1

bite from a Chinaman was poisonous, and listened to her run-

ning nice and smooth and the water washing along her, and I

figured, Hell, no, that bite wasn't poisonous. A man like that Mr
Sing probably scrubbed his teeth two or three times a day.

Some Mr Sing.

This excerpt is from Ernest Hemingway's To Have and

Have Mot, a novel which has been filmed two and a half

times. Howard Hawks, in To Have and Have Not (there was a

script credit to William Faulkner) changed the story's locale

and period and used little more than the original's title and

isolated sequences. Huston grafted the novel's climax on to

an otherwise unrelated story in Key Largo (based on a play

by Maxwell Anderson). Most recently, Michael Curtiz dir-

ected The Breaking Point, in some ways the most faithful

adaptation. Although perhaps only Curtiz really tried, it

must be said that none of the attempts has captured the

novel's individual qualities.

The short excerpt of Hemingway prose provides a clue to

these failures. In the first place, the writing is subjective
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(and not consistently subjective : other chapters are written

from other characters' viewpoints). Harry Morgan - the re-

curring heroic figure of Hemingway's books - is meditating

upon the wound inflicted on him by a Chinese smuggler.

From a statement of what happened, the narrator turns to

speculation. This is the first difficulty and it is a considerable

one. (It is conceivable that Harry's meditations on the pos-

sible consequences ofMr Sing's bite could, "n some way, be

externalized in dialogue. If so, his doubts would reach the

audience but in the wrong way, for Hemingway's credo

states that a man must fight his battles alone, and shut up

about it.) But even if this difficulty could be met, there is

still the matter of Hemingway's prose style, which needs in-

terpretation. The terse sentences (or long, repetitive sen-

tences, split into terse clauses), the constant use of repetition,

and the hectic punctuation - all these give his style a quality

which is an inseparable part of what he writes, and would,

in a faithful adaptation, have to be rendered in film terms.

The literary style cannot be divorced from the underlying

Weltanschauung in his books, for it is deliberately blunt —

couched in a language in which thought is an impossibility.

In suggesting that the effect of the idiosyncrasies and vo-

cabulary of a writer's style could be translated into film

terms, the critic is at something of a disadvantage. Only a

practical demonstration could prove the point. He can only

point to instances where a similar problem has been solved

and these, admittedly, in the case of Hemingway's novels,

would be difficult to find. Only the opening passage of The

Killers achieves anything like an equivalent effect. But this

in itself shows only that Hemingway has been unfortunate in

his adaptors. Clarence Brown, in Intruder in the Dust (see be-

low), achieves, sporadically, a deliberate visual style which

corresponds remarkably with Faulkner's (equally individual)

prose. Milestone achieved in All Quiet on the Western Front a

more consistent parallel with Remarque's noveL

o
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The Breaking Point attempts none of this. Curtiz has dir-

ected it with impersonal efficiency and the film proceeds
with the pace of a thriller. The plot, itselfsomewhat diluted,

is presented neat : divorced from the style which gave it val-

idity it looks hollow and somehow pointless. Similarly,

Hemingway's dialogue has been torn from the emotional

climate of the novel and survives, in places, to sound more
than a little ridiculous. The whole adaptation, attempting
neither to render the spirit of the novel, nor to impose a
fresh approach, ends up with its style and content badly out
of step.

ill

Ben Maddow's script ofWilliam Faulkner's novel Intruder in

the Dust shows a more profound respect for its original.

Reaching this country close on the heels of Pinky, Lost Boun-

daries, and Home of the Brave, Clarence Brown's film was
treated by critics as the tail-end ofwhat had up till then been
an indifferent cycle of films, and it was consequently under-
rated. This seems a pity, not only because Intruder in the Dust
is a film of great interest but also because it showed, by
example, what had been lacking in the previous 'problem'
films. Faulkner's novel provides - as would, one imagines,

most of his others - difficult but extremely promising film

material. Its characters - especially the Negro, Lucas, and
Chick, the boy who rescues him from lynching ~ are, one
feels, at the centre of Faulkner's conception, and the plot

which contains a good deal of melodrama arises out of the

characterizations. This, surely one of the first essentials of a
serious literary conception, is worth noting because it was
absent in the other films with which Intruder in the Dust has
been bracketed. In Pinky, the characters are neatly (though

unconvincingly) tailored to represent the various points of

view in a discussion of the Negro problem. Home of the Brave
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was adapted from another problem play whose theme was

anti-Semitism. (Similarly Crossfire was adapted from a novel

about a homosexual and Anna Lucasta from an original ver-

sion which dealt with a Polish minority community. The
fact that in these problem films Negroes, Jews, Mexicans,

homosexuals, and, recently, wounded soldiers are with a few

. script modifications interchangeable, throws a somewhat

disquieting light on the depth of their intentions.)

Faulkner attempts in his novel a detailed analysis of the

complex of emotions, associations, and prejudices which go

to make the Southerner's - the enlightened but unself-

righteous Southerner's - attitude to the Negro. He does so

in his characteristic manner by imposing a minute analysis

of his characters' reactions to a series of melodramatic situ-

ations. The plot of Intruder in the Dust, with its detective-

story-like improbabilities and its theatrical strokes, is kept

going by what is essentially a detective writer's device.

Lucas, in his account of his whereabouts at the time of the

murder, conceals (admittedly for plausible reasons) a clue

on which the resolution of the story depends. But this is only

one level - the less interesting one, perhaps — at which the

novel proceeds. The events are seen from the point ofview

of Chick, a twelve-year-old Southern boy, and Faulkner at-

tempts to explore the total complex of personal, inherited,

and intellectually acquired emotions which motivates the

boy's action in helping Lucas. Faulkner's belief that the first

step towards the solution of the Negro problem lies in the

understanding of the Southern white man's attitude (the

enlightened Northerner is, to him, a busybodying nuisance)

leads him into a microscopic examination of Chick's actions.

He tries, as V. S. Pritchett has written, 'to give each instant

of experience in depth, to put not only physical life as it is

seen directly on the page, but all the historical and imagina-

tive allusions of a culture at the same time'.

Superimposed over these two elements - the melodrama
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and the minute dissection of experience - is a third, less

successful, didactic element. Towards the end of the book

Chick's uncle delivers a long speech which summarizes

Faulkner's view of the Southern problem. This, though it is

uneasily assimilated into the narrative, is perhaps the ele-

ment which made the novel attractive to M.G.M.
These three levels on which Faulkner's novel operates are

worth separating because they are rendered in the film with

varying success. Ben Maddow's script sticks closely to the

novel's plot. Even minute passages of description are in

many instances followed to the letter.

Without haste or fumbling, almost deliberate in fact,^the old

man with his one hand unbuttoned two buttons on the front of

his shirt and thrust the hand inside, hunching his hip slightly

around to meet the hand and drew from inside the shirt a heavy

nickel-plated pistol and still with no haste but no pause either

thrust the pistol into his left armpit, clamping it butt-forward

against his body by the stub of the arm while his one hand but-

toned the shirt, then took the pistol once more into his single

hand not pointing it at anything, just holding it.

This scene is played by Porter Hall with minute precision

while - as in the book - the action is temporarily suspended.

Clarence Brown's direction is, indeed, extremely successful

in translating Faulkner's minute descriptive detail to the

screen. There are even moments when the use of his medium
allows him to achieve effects which strengthen (without dis-

torting) Faulkner's intentions. Lucas's first appearance when

he helps Chick's rescue from the stream appears in the book

in part as follows

:

... up the bank until he [Chick] saw two feet in gum boots

which were neither Edmond's boy's nor Alec Sander's and then

the legs, the overalls rising out of them and he climbed and stood

up and saw a Negro man with an axe on his shoulder, in a heavy

sheep-lined coat and a broad pale felt hat such as his grand-

father used to wear, looking at him and that was when he saw
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Lucas Beauchamp for the first time that he remembered or rather

for the first time because you didn't forget Lucas Beauchamp ...

he looked up at the face that was just watching him without

pity commiseration or anything else, not even surprise : just

watching him, whose owner had made no effort whatever to help

him up out of the creek ... a face which in his estimation might

have been under fifty or even forty except for the hat and the

eyes, and inside a Negro's skin but that was all even to a boy of

twelve shaking with cold and still panting from shock and exer-

tion. ...

This is the kind of situation that the camera can capture

with a precision which the novel cannot match. The various

strands of thought which Faulkner interweaves in his ela-

borate twisting prose somehow destroy the illusion of time

and one loses the sense of their simultaneity. The many
thoughts and associations have to be written down on the

page one by one, and give the effect of a catalogue rather

than of a comprehensive description of simultaneous emo-

tions. On the screen, though perhaps some of the depth is

lost, the scene reaches the spectator with a less artificial im-

pact. Lucas's voice is heard at the same time as Chick begins

to climb the bank. His first appearance is shown - as it is

described in the book - in a slow upward tilting of the

camera. The image is held for some time and embraces the

whole complex impression - ' the legs, the overalls rising out

of them' ; 'a broad pale felt hat' ; 'a face which in his esti-

mation might have been under fifty or even forty' and so

on - which the novelist has laboriously had to reconstruct.

This ability of the cinema to capture a complex visual

effect in a single image is worth dwelling on, for it points to

one way in which a film can legitimately extend and sharpen

the impact of a novel. Where Faulkner's descriptions are

capable of direct translation to the screen, Clarence Brown's

deliberate, unspectacular direction underlines the events in

the manner the above excerpt shows. Where a direct transla-

tion is not possible, the success of his direction varies. When
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Faulkner talks of the potential lynchers as ' the men who were

in every little Southern town, who never really led mobs nor

even instigated them but were always the nucleus of them

because of their mass availability', the adaptor is faced with

the necessity of conveying the point in action. Ben Mad-
dow's script does this in the first sequence. A group of white

men in a barber's shop who are lazily, with no particular

emotion, discussing Lucas's arrest, suddenly stir themselves

into frantic activity as they hear the arrival of the sheriff's

car. Faulkner's precise effect is fittingly captured.

The direction is not everywhere so successful. It fails, for i

instance, in the rendering of the crowd. Faulkner sees the \

crowd of potential lynchers through Chick's eyes as

not faces but a Face : not even ravening nor uninsatiate but just

in motion, insensate, vacant of thought or even passion: an

Expression significantless and without past ... without dignity

and not even evocative of horror....

He sees it, through the sensibility of one of his characters -

a device which in the cinema is one of the most difficult to

achieve without over-emphasis. Clarence Brown employs

long travelling shots which reveal rows of faces - intent, re-

vengeful, thoughtful - all still. Yet though the crowd scenes

are not realized with the impersonal hysteria which one

finds in, say, Ace in the Hole or The Sound of Fury, the effect is

nevertheless different from Faulkner's. The effect of the still,

gazing faces is menacing: their potential mass hostility

rather than their individual uncertainty comes across. The

change from the novel's subjective response to the film's ob-

jective view, brings with it, in this case, a serious distortion.

It is at this level that the real problem ofadaptation arises.

In spite of the accuracy of the script and direction, many of

the novel's subtleties remain finally elusive. Faulkner's atti-

tude to his theme arises out of his detailed analysis of the

characters' emotions. His stand-point is not stated (except
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in the already mentioned summary at the end) yet the moral

implications clearly emerge. The pattern of the novel is not

set by the plot but by the boy's slow interior coming to terms

with the situation. For all its surface suspense, the plot is

frequently forsaken for long stretches at a time, and only

Chick's internal conflicts are chronicled. The final resolu-

tion is as much the calm, comparatively harmonious state

of mind with which Chick emerges, as the fact of Lucas's

release. The plot resolves in parallel with the boy's doubts,

but it is the latter which are at the novel's core.

This underlying current of internal conflicts, it must be

stated, the adaptor has hardly attempted to convey. Where

he has - there are short passages where the action is aided

by the boy's commentary - the conflicts are drastically sim-

plified. This, perhaps, is inevitable. But it means that the

novelist's most sensitive instrument of perception has been

lost.

To compensate for this the script makes more of the

directly didactic portions of the novel. Even here, simplifica-

tion is necessary. Significantly, the order of the last two

scenes has been reversed. Faulkner describes Chick's con-

versation with his uncle in which they crystallize their own
attitude to the Southern problem. This is followed by a scene

in which Lucas comes to pay his bill : his last request - for

a receipt - shows him as arrogantly unlikeable as ever. In

the film, the two scenes are reversed. Lucas comes to the

office and, after being dismissed, walks alone down the

street. Chick and his uncle watch him. The uncle is reassur-

ing :
' It will be all right. As long as some of us are willing

to fight - even one of us
'

; and :
' Lucas wasn't in trouble

;

we were in trouble.'

A comparison of the two endings reveals two significant

differences. The reversal of the scenes makes the film's end-

ing more naively optimistic (and was probably a box-office

concession). And the positive statement with which the film
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ends is a gross over-simplication of the novelist's views.

Faulkner's statement, coming at a dramatically less vul-

nerable moment, is fuller and more specific to the story's

particular conflict. A film, being primarily a dramatic

medium, does not at any time permit a great deal of direct

preaching and, certainly, once its dramatic conflict is re-

solved, can accommodate none. As a result Chick's uncle's

lines, which are reasonable enough as far as they go, prove

in the sober context of the film's story entirely inadequate.

IV

An attempt to transform a novel's atmosphere and approach

by re-seeing its action through a new creative sensibility can

be found in Lewis Milestone's film of Harry Brown's novel

A Walk in the Sun. Robert Rossen's adaptation retains almost

every detail of the story : all the incidents are left intact and

only in one respect amplified. Rossen's script expands one

of the novel's minor characters and gives him lines which

externalize and expand some of the novelist's comments.

Windy (John Ireland) is shown at intervals during the film

composing letters to his sister and his soliloquies form a sort

of chorus to the film's action. It is in these that the film

periodically pauses to assess the action which has been

shown - and thereby provides Milestone with an oppor-

tunity to state his attitude to the film's situations. This, and

the recurring ballad heard on the sound-track, give the film

a wider perspective which the novel does not attempt.

Harry Brown's novel, written while the war was still in

progress, is a brief account of an American army platoon's

single operation in Italy. It takes place within twelve hours

and the military operation (which never shows the enemy)

serves as a basis for a study of character rather than as an

element of suspense. The characters - about a dozen are
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closely identified - are revealed primarily through dialogue.

Descriptive comment is kept down to a minimum.

* How's Georgio?'

'He can walk. It's not so bad.*
4 Hell of a thing.'

Rivera was talking to Private Rankin, who was an automatic

rifleman.

'You want to live here?' he said.

'I didn't say I wanted to live here,' Rankin said.

'It's a nice country,' Rivera said. 'Full of opportunity. Just

look around you. Opportunity, that 's the big thing.'

'The hell with the country,' Rankin said.

' That 's a lousy way to talk about a country where you're a

guest. They'll kick you the hell out.'

'No, they won't,' said Private Rankin.

'Do you know who you're fighting?' Rivera asked.

'They never told me. Germans.'

Rivera spat on the ground. ' That 's all I want to know.'

Rankin didn't understand him. 'You're screwy,' he said.

'It's life,' said Rivera.

Archimbeau was walking around with his hands in his pockets,

kicking dead leaves. His rifle was slung over his shoulder. 'We
were the same draft board,' he said. 'The same day.'

'Forget it,' Friedman said. He left Archimbeau and walked

over to Rivera.

'Go away,' Rivera said. 'A butt.'

Friedman gave him a cigarette. 'Arch is taking it hard.'

'Nobody dies,' said Rivera.

The dialogue, it will be seen, is not naturalistic. There is

no attempt at catching colloquialism or the normal rhythms

of speech : it is over-simplified, concentrated, building up

characterization with an economy which an eavesdropping

kind of naturalism cannot match. For want of a better word

we might call its artificiality 'literary' - meaning in this

context that the phrasing consistently reflects the author's

style rather than the speakers' individual speech manner-

isms. The spoken lines are used almost exclusively to convey
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what is happening, and the novelist's comments are ke

down to brief, purely utilitarian descriptions. As a resul

the novel gains in immediacy of appeal but establishes

sense of sympathy. The account remains external and the

characterizations, for all their precision, unassessed. An in-

sensitive, bullying private is given the same objective treat-

ment as a nervous, piteously hysterical sergeant on the verge

of a breakdown. The characterizations have a kind of clini-

cal neatness, but fail, in most instances, to suggest full-

blooded people.

Milestone, coming to the material at one further remove,

sets the action in a wider context : by the controlled use of

his visuals, he supplies a sense of depth to the characteriza-

tions which, with the absence of novelist's comment, never

emerges in the book. To the 'literary' dialogue Milestone

brings a corresponding visual Style characterized by a

powerful and complex sense of composition which stresses

his identification with his characters. This is particularly

noticeable in Milestone's ability to convey in his composi-

tions the men's physical proximity to each other, suggesting

that in times of stress they instinctively seek safety in their

solidarity as a unit.

The style of a director emerges through a number of

functions - some, like camera-work and editing, analysable,

others, like the direction of actors, more elusive. Yet pro-

vided they show a consistent controlling hand, the perfor-

mances a director elicits from his players form a part of his

style as much as the more tangible technical devices. It is

here that Milestone's deeper grasp of the material is re-

vealed. Two school-aged soldiers who discuss their col-

lections of gramophone records or the merits of favourite

pin-up girls in intervals between battles, appear in the novel

as simple reminiscing children. Milestone's direction gives

their dialogue an added sense of strain, revealing the two

boys' instinctive withdrawal from their surroundings and
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giving their behaviour a deeper pathos. Rivera's sardonic

pronouncements, when seen in the context of his fear and

insecurity, acquire a fresh dimension which the novel does

not give. The often repeated catch-lines are used in the

novel merely as one of the means of characterization. In the

film Rivera and Friedman often conduct their repetitive

dialogues with faces averted from each other : knowing each

other's responses before they are heard, they nevertheless go

on making the same conversation throughout the film. The
expected replies provide an element of stability which the

men need and clutch at.

Milestone's sympathies are, however, revealed only in

part through his actors. The ballad which is heard on the

sound-track sets the action of the unit in a wider context and

expresses Milestone's philosophical acceptance of the neces-

sity of combat. Similarly, Windy's soliloquies provide a

further expression of the director's attitude. The mental

break-down of the company's sergeant, reported in the book

factually and without comment, is illuminated in the film

by Windy's comforting words as he watches over the

stunned, stupefied body of his friend. 'We understand/ he

says. 'You've just had one battle too many.' He becomes the

spokesman of the director's attitude - a regretful acceptance

of the necessity of fighting, mellowed by a profound respect

for its individual victims.

It may be argued whether the attitude to war behind A
Walk in the Sun is laudable or even acceptable, but it is

consistently maintained. The film's affinities with All

Quiet on the Western Front - in spite of a considerable change

of emphasis - are obvious. From the fresh conception, using

Harry Brown's novel for its basic material, emerges unmis-

takably a Milestone film.
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The relative success and failure of these adaptations show

how limited are the kinds of novel which lend themselves to

film treatment. The essentials of film narrative are that it

be visual and dramatic. A novel's 'drama' may be legiti-

mately internal or, in terms of action, diffuse. No adaptor

could resolve the conflicts of The Bostonians in action or give

a concise dramatic shape to War and Peace without losing the

basic qualities of the originals. Indeed, the more fully the

novelist avails himself of the freedoms of his medium, the

less likely is his novel to be adaptable into a film.

But to decide whether a novel lends itself to film adapta-

tion is only the first and comparatively unimportant issue.

A more pertinent question is whether a film treatment can

strengthen a novel's impact and make the adaptation more

than just commercially worth while. At the simplest end of

the scale it undoubtedly can. The Maltese Falcon and The

Asphalt Jungle add suspense and surface conviction to their

originals in a genre which depends on these qualities. Where

the novel is more ambitious in scope and style, the gain

from a straight translation is less likely. For all its striving

for accuracy, Intruder in the Dust captures only small ele-

ments of Faulkner's novel without giving it anything in

compensation. (The fact that the film reaches a wider public

makes the adaptation worth while in a different sense, but

that is another point.)

Perhaps it is naive to assume that any work of art of a

certain complexity can be translated into another medium
without loss. The original conception must inevitably deter-

mine the work's scope and the nature of its impact. Ideally,

of course, the choice of incidents and the manner of the

characterization should be determined at their inception by
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the scope of the medium. This, unfortunately, is not likely

to become accepted practice in the cinema for some time.

Novels are likely to go on providing commercially attractive

film material, and adaptors had better make the best of it.

Making the best of it means in most cases stripping the

novel's material to its bare essentials and re-imagining it

through the sensibility of an artist who works by inclination

and experience in the film medium. That it can be done is

borne out by films like A Walk in the Sun and Welles' The

Magnificent Ambersons. John Ford, with the aid of Nunnally

Johnson's adaptations, has taken Steinbeck's and Cald-

well's diverse material and triumphantly made The Grapes

of Wrath and Tobacco Road his own. These films represent,

finally, the only kind of adaptation worth attempting. Be-

hind them the film artist is seen working with the profes-

sional freedom and dignity which is naturally assumed by

the artist in less commercial fields.



From the World's Studios

Compiled by John Gillett, Librarian of the British Film Academy

The purpose of the following notes is to give readers an

impression of the trends in contemporary film-making in

some twenty-four countries. The choice of titles to include

and exclude must be, to a certain extent, a personal one, but

the compiler has endeavoured to mention those films which

seem typical of the present development of each country*

s

industry. It is, of course, impossible to have seen all the

films listed, and it should not be assumed that every title is

of equal importance. The output of some of the smaller

countries consists almost entirely ofshortfilms ; in this case,

however, only feature films have been included, or, occa-

sionally, feature-length documentaries.

Very little is generally heard of the work of countries out-

side ' the Big Five* ; it is hoped that this list will be of use

to those wishing to learn more of thefilm*s outerfringes.

BRAZIL

Caigara- Produced by Alberto Cavalcanti.

Cavalcanti's first production in Brazil concerns an

orphan girl who marries an island fisherman. The film is

remarkable for a fine sense of local background.

CHILE

El Paso Maldito—Directed by Fred Matter.

A melodrama of love and jealousy, reminiscent,
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times, of Lorca's Blood Wedding, and including many
authentic glimpses of life among the Chilean 'huasos'

(cattle-herders).

CHINA

Liberated China- Directed by Sergei Gerasimov and

Sui Sao-Bin.

A feature length colour documentary made by a Chi-

nese and Soviet unit. Politically very controversial, but it

contains much interesting material.

A number of recent Chinese films have dealt with

various phases of the war against the Japanese.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

The Abyss of Death -Directed by Jifi Slavicek.

A further addition to the series of films dealing with the

fighting against the German army.

The Gay Contest -Directed by Milos Makovec.

A comedy about the popularizing of physical culture.

The Girl at the Wheel -Directed by Jifi Sequens.

The story of a small village and a girl who becomes a

tractor driver.

Herald of Dawn -Directed by Vaclav Krska.

A biographical drama concerning the Czech inventor

Josef Bozek and his steam-car.

New Warriors Will Arise- Directed by Jifi Weiss.

A story depicting life in a Czech village at the end of

the nineteenth century, from the novel by Zapotocky.

Victorious Wings -Directed by Cenek Duba.

A sports film dealing with the activities ofa gliding club.
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DENMARK
Min Kone Er Uskyldig (My Wife is Not Guilty),

with Bodil Kjer and Poul Reichardt - Directed by Johan
Jacobsen.

A comedy-drama of mistaken identity.

FRANCE
Les Amants de Brasmort, with Frank Villard and

Nicole Courcel - Directed by Marcello Pagliero.

A drama concerning the people who work the barges

on the Seine.

L'Auberge Rouge (The Red Inn), with Fernandel and

Carette - Directed by Claude Autant-Lara.

A humorous story set in the Cevennes during the

nineteenth century.

Barbe-Bleue, with Cecile Aubry and Pierre Brasseur - Di-

rected by Christian-Jaque.

A version of the Bluebeard legend, in Gevacolour.

Edouard et Caroline, with Anne Vernon and Daniel

Gelin - Directed by Jacques Becker.

A light, satirical comedy somewhat after the style of

the same director's Antoine et Antoinette.

LeGarconSauvage (The Wild Boy), with Frank Villard

and Madeleine Robinson - Directed by Jean Delannoy.

A realistic drama set in the slum areas of Marseilles.

Un Grand Patron, with Pierre Fresnay and Renee Devillers

- Directed by Yves Ciampi.

A drama with the work of a hospital as the main theme.

Juliette ou la Clef des Songes (Juliette, or the

Key to Dreams) , with Gerard Philipe and Suzanne Cloutier -

Directed by Marcel Carne.

A fantasy about a young man who visits in a dream a

village where memory is lost. Another variation on

Carne's favourite theme of love and death.
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Maitres Apres Dieu, with Pierre Brasseur - Directed by
Louis Daquin.

A version ofJan de Hartog's refugee play Skipper After

God.

MonsieurFabre, with Pierre Fresnay - Directed by Henry
Diamant-Berger.

A biography of the great entomologist, Fabre. It is

interesting as one of the first French films to be spoken

in English by a French cast.

La Nuit est mon Royaume (The Night is my King-

dom), with Jean Gabin and Simone Valere - Directed by

Georges Lacombe.

A story concerning blind people and their success in

overcoming many difficulties.

Olivia, with Edwige Feuillere and Daniele Delorme - Directed

by Jacqueline Audry.

A Paris finishing school at the beginning of the century

is the scene of this emotional drama.

Le Plaisir, with Danielle Darrieux and Daniel Gelin- Di-

rected by Max Ophuls.

Ophiils' new film consists of adaptations of three stories

by Guy de Maupassant.

Sans Laisser d' Adresse (Without Leaving an Address),

with Bernard Blier and Daniele Delorme - Directed by J. P. le

Chanois.

The story of a taxi-driver and a young girl whom he

befriends in Paris, told with warmth and sincerity.

Sous le Ciel de Paris, with Brigitte Auber and Jean

Brochard - Directed by Julien Duvivier.

Made on location, this film consists of a series of stories

concerning a cross-section of Parisian life.

Souvenirs Perdus, with an all-star cast- Directed by

Christian-Jaque.

A film in four episodes, with a lost property office as

the central link.
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GERMANY
DasDoppelteLottchen (The Two Lotties) -Directe

by Josef von Baky.

A story by Erich Kastner about the adventures

twin girls.

Lockende Gefahr (Danger Lures), with Walter Richter

- Directed by Eugen York.

An interesting attempt at neo-realism, set in the Ham-
burg dock area. There is a fine portrayal of a seaman by

Richter.

Die Todlichen Traume (The Dreams of Death), with

Rudolf Forster and Cornell Borchers - Directed by Paul

Martin.

A return to the old German romantic style, in the

spirit of the stories by E. T. A. Hoffmann.

Der Untertan (The Subjected), with Werner Peters -

Directed by Wolfgang Staudte from the novel by Heinrich

Mann.

A satire on the Kaiser's Germany and the German
bourgeoisie.

Der Verlorene (The Lost One) - Directed by Peter

Lorre.

The story is based on a number of murders committed

during the Hitler regime. Lorre plays the lead himself.

GREAT BRITAIN

Angels One Five, with Michael Denison and Jack Hawkins

- Directed by George More O'Ferrall.

An R.A.F. story set against the background of the

Battle of Britain.

The Browning Version, with Michael Redgrave and Jean

Kent - Directed by Anthony Asquith.

An adaptation of Terence Rattigan's play about a
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schoolmaster's emotional conflicts. The film had a great

success in Europe during 1951.

The Card, with Alec Guinness and Valerie Hobson - Directed

by Ronald Neame.

Arnold Bennett's famous novel set in the Five Towns.

Cry The Beloved Country, with Canada Lee and

Sydney Poitier - Directed by Zoltan Korda.

Alan Paton's moving story of the relations between the

white and coloured peoples of South Africa.

Encore - Directed by Pat Jackson, Anthony Pelissier and

Harold French.

The third Somerset Maugham short story film, con-

sisting of The Ant and the Grasshopper, Winter Cruise and

Gigolo and Gigolette.

His Excellency, with Eric Portman - Directed by Robert

Hamer.

From a successful play concerning the events which

follow a Socialist Governor's arrival to take over an

unnamed island.

The Magic Box, with Robert Donat - Directed by John
Boulting.

The feature film which was made as a co-operative

effort by the film industry for the Festival of Britain, 1951.

The story is based on the life of the film pioneer, Friese-

Greene, and the cast includes many well-known British

players.

The Man in the White Suit, with Alec Guinness and

Joan Greenwood - Directed by Alexander Mackendrick.

A satirical comedy about a man who thinks he has

discovered a fabric which will never wear out.

Murder in the Cathedral, with Father John Groser

as Thomas Becket - Directed by George Hoellering.

A version of T. S. Eliot's famous verse play.

Never Take No for an Answer, with Vittorio Man-

unta - Directed by Maurice Cloche and Ralph Smart*
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Produced by Anthony Havelock-Allan in Italy, it is

the story of a small war orphan and his sick donkey.

No Resting Plage, with Michael Gough and Eithne Dunne

- Directed by Paul Rotha.

This story of a group of Irish tinkers was the first

fiction film to be made by Paul Rotha, previously known
for his outstanding documentaries.

An Outcast of the Islands, with Trevor Howard and

Kerima - Directed by Carol Reed.

Made partly in Ceylon, the film is an adaptation of

Conrad's adventure story of the same name.

Scrooge, with Alastair Sim - Directed by Brian Desmond-

Hurst.

A new version of Dickens' A Christmas Carol, with

Alastair Sim as the much-tormented miser.

Secret People, with Valentina Cortesa and Serge Reggiani

- Directed by Thorold Dickinson.

A story concerning the activities of underground agents

before the war. One of the few recent British films to use

distinguished European players.

The Sound Barrier, with Ralph Richardson and Ann

Todd - Directed by David Lean.

An air story concerning attempts to unravel the mys-

teries of supersonic speed.

Where No Vultures Fly, with Anthony Steel and Dinah

Sheridan - Directed by Harry Watt.

Changing his location from Australia to Africa, Harry

Watt's spectacular film was made on 'safari' there.

White Corridors, with James Donald and Googie Withers

- Directed by Pat Jackson.

A hospital melodrama, with a fine sense of medical

background. Jackson's first film since his return from

America.
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HUNGARY
Liberated Soil, with Adam Szirtes - Directed by Frigyes

Ban.

A story concerning the reaction of the Hungarian

peasantry to the events and opportunities following the

end of the war. The film is the second part of a trilogy

which began with The Soil Under Tour Feet (see The Cinema

ig50) made by the same director.

A Strange Marriage -Directed by Marton Keleti.

A period drama in colour, strongly, if crudely, attack-

ing the Roman Catholic Church in Hungary.

INDIA

Bedardi, with Geeta Bali andJVimmi - Directed by S. Kidar.

A dramatic story set in modern India.

Jogan, with Nargis and Raj Kopoor - Directed by S. Kidar.

A contemporary story of an Indian girl who renounces

the world because of a broken love affair.

Murliwala, with Sashi Kapoor and Durga Khote - Directed

by Vasant Painter.

A mythological drama about the boyhood of Krishna.

ISRAEL
p

Moledeth, with Jamie Schmitt and John Slater - Directed

by Josef Leytes.

The first feature film to be made entirely in Israel con-

cerns the rehabilitation of refugee children arriving from

European D.P. camps.

ITALY

Abbiamo Vinto (We've Won) - Directed by R. A.

Stemmle.
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Italy continues her policy of using foreign directors

this story of the last days of the war in Italy, made by
distinguished German film-maker.

Angelo Tra La Folla (An Angel in the Crowd), witi

Angelo Maggio and Isa Pola- Directed by Leonardo

Mitri.

The story of a mulatto child and his adventures wher

lost in Rome.
Anita Garibaldi, with Anna Magnani and Raf Vallon

- Directed by Goffredo Alessandrini.

An historical drama of the mid nineteenth centur

dealing with the life of Garibaldi's wife, Anita.

Anna, with Silvana Mangano and Vittorio Gassmann - Directe

by Alberto Lattuada.

In this new film by Lattuada, Silvana Mangano play

the part of a nun.

bellissima, with Anna Magnani - Directed by Luchino

Visconti.

The story of a mother who has an ambition for her

daughter to become a film star.

Il Brigante Musolino (Musolino the Outlaw), with

Amadeo Nazzari - Directed by Mario Camerini.

An adventure drama concerning conflict with the Mafia

in Calabria.

Il Cristo Proibito (Forbidden Christ), with Raf

Vallone and Elena Varzi - Directed by Curzio Malaparte.

A remarkable film by a new director (Malaparte was

previously known as a novelist), dealing with the pro-

blems of violence and revenge as they affect a returned

ex-Serviceman.

Cronaca di un Amore (Story of a Love), with Lucia

Bose and Massimo Girotti - Directed by Michelangelo

Antonioni.

A cold, analytical, triangle drama reminiscent, at

times, of Bresson. This was Antonioni's first feature film;
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he had already made a reputation as a maker of shorts.

Due Soldi Di Speranza (Two Pennyworth of Hope) -

Directed by Renato Castellani.

Shot in Naples, with a non-professional cast, this film

promises to be in the tradition of Castellani's earlier

E' Primavera.

Ingantesimo Tragigo (Tragic Spell), with Maria Felix

and Charles . Vanel - Directed by Mario Sequi.

An historical melodrama, with a legendary background.

Luci Del Varieta (Variety Lights), with Carla del

Poggio - Directed by Alberto Lattuada and F. Fellini.

The adventures of a third-rate vaudeville company,

told with a vigorous, satiric touch.

The Medium -Directed by Gian-Carlo Menotti.

Menotti's version of his own well-known and contro-

versial opera, or 'play with music'.

NapoliMilionaria (Naples Among the Millionaires) -

Directed and played by Eduardo de Filippo.

The story ofa poor family in Naples during the last war.

Paris est Toujours Paris, with Aldo Fabrizi- Di-

rected by Luciano Emmer.

The adventures of a party of Italians who come to Paris

to see a football match. Emmer's second full-length film

is a Franco-Italian production, with a mixed cast,

UmbertoD.- Directed by Vittorio de Sica.

De Sica's new production concerns a man who is

dissuaded from committing suicide through his affection

for his dog.

JAPAN

Rasho Mon (In the Wood), with Tosho Mifumi and

Machiko Kito - Directed by Akira Kurasawa.

A recent example of Japanese production. The story,

a mixture of realism and fantasy, with a medieval
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setting, impressed audiences at the Venice Festival 1951,

where it won the Grand Prix.

MEXICO

Crimen y Castigo (Crime and Punishment), with

Roberto Canedo and Lilia Prado - Directed by Fernando de

Fuentes.

A version of the Dostoievsky story, set in a Mexican

milieu,

Los Olvidados (The Lost Ones) - Directed by Luis

Bunuel.

A bitter, scathing study ofjuvenile delinquency, made
by the director of I?Age d'Or.

NORWAY

KranesKonditori (Krane's Sweetshop), with Erik Hell

- Directed by Astrid Henning-Jensen.

Made by a leading Danish film-maker, the story (from

a novel by Cora Sandel) bears a certain resemblance to

the British Brief Encounter.

POLAND

The Crew- Directed by Jan Fethke.

This film is centred around the pupils of the Maritime

School who take part in the first sailing of the Polish

training ship Pomorza.

Story Of The Young Chopin - Directed by Alek-

sander Ford.

Dealing with the youth of Chopin, the story describes

the influence of Polish native art on the composer.
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Warsaw Premiere -Directed by Jan Rybkowski.

A film based on the life of Stanislaw Moniuszko, the

Polish composer, and the production of his folk opera,

Halka.

RUMANIA

InOurVillage- Directed by J. Georgescu and V. Iliu.

The story concerns the work of agricultural co-opera-

tives at the present time.

SOUTH AFRICA

The Magic Garden -Directed by Donald Swanson.

A slight but charming story set in the shanty town near

Johannesburg, using a non-professional coloured cast.

SPAIN

Mal Aire, with Charles Vanel and Arturo Marin - Directed

by Leopoldo D. Perez.

A peasant drama, set on the Spanish-French frontier.

Niebla y Sol, with Antonio and Rosario - Directed by

Eugene Deslaw.

Starring two famous Spanish dancers, the film also

lists Salvador Dali as collaborator,

SWEDEN

Froken Julie (Miss Julie), with Anita Bjork and Ulf

Palme - Directed by Alf Sjoberg.

An interesting adaptation of Strindberg's play.

Journey into the Blue, with Meg Westergren and Gunver

Ponten - Directed by Goran Gentele.

A light comedy about a group of young actors who
attempt to run a c show-boat'.
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SWITZERLAND

FourinaJeep, with Viveca Lindfors - Directed by Leopold

Lindtberg.

Set in Vienna, under four-power control, the film

attempts to deal with problems of international rela-

tionships. As with other Praesens-Film productions, it

reveals a genuine sense of compassion.

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

The Cavalier of The Golden Star -Directed by

J. Raisman.

A colour film dealing with reconstruction and develop-

ment among the peasantry in a village after the war.

The Miners of the Don Basin -Directed by Leonid

Lukov.

A description of the post-war life and work of Soviet

miners.

Moussorgsky- Directed by G. Roshal and G. Kazansky,

A long biography, in colour, based on the life of the

composer, including extracts from his great opera Boris

Godounov.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Age in the Hole, with Kirk Douglas and Jan Sterling

-

Directed by Billy Wilder.

The central character in this film is a newspaperman,

bred on sensationalism, whose actions provide a study

in mass hysteria.

An American in Paris, with Gene Kelly and Leslie Caron

- Directed by Vincente Minelli.

A large-scale musical, with a score derived from some

of Gershwin's works.
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Born Yesterday, with Judy Holliday and Broderick Craw-

ford - Directed by George Cukor.

An entertaining version of Garson Kanin's sly play

about the tycoon and the dumb blonde.

Carrie, with Jennifer Jones and Laurence Olivier - Directed

by William Wyler.

Hollywood's present preoccupation with Dreiser con-

tinues with this adaptation of Sister Carrie, a tragic love

story.

Cyrano de Bergerag, with Jose Ferrer - Directed by

Michael Gordon.

Stanley Kramer's unconventional production policy is

further revealed with his version of Rostand.

Decision Before Dawn, with Oscar Werner and Richard

Basehart - Directed by Anatole Litvak.

A story dealing with the problem of treason as it affects

the Germans who were used as spies by the Allies. Made
in Europe, this film is remarkable for a brilliant re-

creation of wartime Germany.

Fourteen Hours, with Richard Basehart and Paul Douglas

- Directed by Henry Hathaway.

An often brilliant study of a young man's attempt

at suicide, and the efforts of the police and his relations to

dissuade him from it.

The Greatest Show on Earth, with Betty Hutton-

Directed by Cecil B. de Mille.

de Mille's tribute to the Barnum and Bailey circus.

It's a Big Country
A short story film utilizing almost all the M.G.M. con-

tract directors and players.

Kangaroo, with Peter Lawford and Maureen O'Hara-

Directed by Lewis Milestone.

Deserting the war theme, Milestone's new film is an

outdoors drama made in Australia.
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Limelight, with Charles Chaplin and Claire Bloom -

Directed by Charles Chaplin.

This new film by Chaplin concerns a music-hall artist

and the young dancer whom he befriends.

The Quiet Man, with John Wayne - Directed by John
Ford. (

Shot partly in Ireland, the story concerns a farmer who
returns from America to claim inherited land.

The Red Badge of Courage, with Audie Murphy -

Directed by John Huston.

An adaptation of Stephen Crane's famous Civil War
story of the young soldier and his reactions to battle.

The Sound of Fury, with Frank Lovejoy and Lloyd Bridges

- Directed by Cyril Endfield.

An unevenly handled but nevertheless horrifying

examination of mob violence.

The Stairs- Directed by Ben Maddow.
A sensitively directed short film on the subject of old

age. Produced by the company which made The Quiet

One, it is an excellent example of the 'non-Hollywood'

type of American production.

Strangers on a Train, with Robert Walker and Farley

Granger - Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

A thriller dealing with a murder pact.

A Streetcar Named Desire, with Vivien Leigh and

Marlon Brando - Directed by Elia Kazan.

A version ofTennessee Williams' play ofthe same name.

Teresa, with Pier Angeli and John Ericson - Directed by

Fred Zinnemann.

The story of a G.I. who marries a young Italian girl,

and the events which follow their return to his American

home. Remarkable for Zinnemann's handling of his two

leading players.

Viva Zapata!, with Marlon Brando and Jean Peters

-

Directed by Elia Kazan.
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Shot mainly in Mexico, the film is taken from a novel

by Steinbeck about a Mexican missionary.

A Walk in the Sun, with Dana Andrews and Richard

Conte - Directed by Lewis Milestone.

Although made over six years ago, this film was shown

in Britain for the first time during 1951. Adapted by

Robert Rossen from Harry Brown's novel, it is a study

of men and war, superbly directed by Milestone.

The Whistle at Eaton Falls, with Lloyd Bridges and

Dorothy Gish - Directed by Robert Siodmak.

Produced by Louis de Rochemont in the semi-docu-

mentary style, the story deals with labour and manage-

ment relations in New England.

YUGOSLAVIA

FraBrne- Directed by Fedor Hanjekovich.

The theme of the film is the corrupt influence of the

monastic system in Dalmatia at the end of the nineteenth

century.

The Magic Sword, with Rade Markovich - Directed by

Voyslav Nanovich.

A Yugoslav fairy-tale.

The Last Day - Directed by Vladimir Pogatchitch.

A melodrama about a saboteur from an unfriendly

foreign power who enters Jugoslavia to work on the

Dalmatian coast.

The Red Flower - Directed by Gustav Gavrin.

A realistic study of the clash between Jugoslav

Quislings, and Partisans (both Communist and Com-
munist) in a German prison camp during the War.
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TWO PENGUIN SERIES

The Things We See

'They run to sixty-four pages, and are profusely and beauti-

fully illustrated. They are marvels of the printer's and
publisher's art, and should prove extremely popular. ... They
are aids to informed understanding, they direct the eye and
mind to a cultural discrimination, and all this with subtle wit,

based on expert knowledge.' Thus the British Journal of

Photography described this series, which so far includes Indoors

and Out, Houses, Furniture, Pottery and Glass, Public Transport,

and Ships. Each volume has been written by a specialist,

and measures 8^x7 inches. The first volume is priced at

3s 6d and the others at 2s 6d. Another volume in the series,

Gardens, will be published soon.

The Buildings of England

NIKOLAUS PEVSNER

This is a new series which is being launched to meet a grow-

ing demand from students and travellers for more detailed

information about the history and architecture of the build-

ings they visit. It will provide a complete and authoritative

introduction to the churches, monuments, and large houses,

in fact to every structure of interest in a county from pre-

historic remains to the latest buildings of note, treating them
village by village and town by town, and in the case of

churches describing not only the exterior but also the furnish-

ings, such as pulpits, roof-bosses, plate, and rood-screens.

Each volume will contain a long general introduction to the

architectural history of the county, a map, and a large section

of illustrations. The first three volumes, at 3s 6d each, are

Cornwall, Nottinghamshire, and Middlesex. North Devon, South

Devon, and a volume on London {except the City and Westminster)

will follow shortly.
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THE EDITORS

Roger Manvell, the author of Film in the

Pelican Series, is Director of the British

Film Academy as well as a frequent writer

and broadcaster on the cinema. He was
formerly a Film Officer of the war-time

Ministry of Information and Research

Officer of the British Film Institute. As
either author or editor he has been res-

ponsible for many books, including A
Seat at the Cinema, Experiment in the Film

and the National Cinema Series published

by the Falcon Press. With Paul Rotha
he has worked on the revised edition of

Rotha's Movie Parade, and he has edited a

volume of British Screenplays for the

British Film Academy, which was pub-

lished by Methuen. He has also lectured

widely on the film in Britain and over-

seas.

The Associate Editor, R. K. Neilson Bax-

ter, graduated at Oxford in 1930, and
then spent ten years in various feature-

film studios as an assistant director, pro-

duction manager and location director.

During the war he became one of the

Admiralty's most valued training-film

directors, and is now regarded as one
of the country's leading educational film

experts and a documentary film maker
of some note. He has recently taken up
an appointment with UNESCO in

Indonesia.
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